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Level. 

 
Robert P. Griffin, Jr. 

ABSTRACT 

At its heart, homeland security is a challenge of coordination;(Kettl 2003; Kettl 2004; Waugh 

and Tierney 2007) however, coordination is an ambiguous term that is difficult to define or 

measure (Selznick 1984).  To build a coordinated homeland security system, the federal 

government has introduced a number of policy changes including introduction of the Urban Area 

Security Area Initiative (UASI). (DHS, 2007)  Given that over 80% of the nation‘s population 

lives in metropolitan urban regions, (Bureau 2008) homeland security threat, risk, and funding is 

weighed heavily towards protecting these areas.  UASI provides funding to high risk/high 

population urban areas and is designed to build coordinated regional metropolitan homeland 

security systems.   

To meet UASI funding requirements, the nation‘s largest and most vulnerable metropolitan 

areas have formed regional homeland security networks.  While the National Capital Region 

(NCR) UASI is representative of the challenges other areas face, the nature of metropolitan 

regionalism and distilled federalism creates complexity few other homeland security networks 

face.  Policy and service delivery co-exist at the operational/technical levels of the sub-network 

and better understanding how agencies, functions, and nodes coordinate is important to shaping 

future homeland security policies.   

This research studies how one functional node of the regional metropolitan homeland 

security network, the NCR fire service, coordinates its UASI funding requests throughout the 

Fiscal Year (FY) 2008 grant cycle.  Examining the historical context of regional coordination 

and formal structures and informal elements the research identified nine characteristics of 

coordination as it is practiced at the operational/technical level of the network.  These 

characteristics include elements such as standardized national policy direction, leadership, 

organizational commitment, trusted relationships, shared purpose, political support, time, balance 

of formal and informal elements, and balance between operational and administrative 

responsibilities. 

The research builds on Kettl‘s concept of contingent coordination by describing how the 

practice of coordination occurs within the homeland security network and begins to expand our 

understanding of how we organize, integrate, and coordinate a national model.  The research also 

provides important insight into the translation of policy to operations by describing how 

technical subject matter experts coordinate both operationally and administratively within the 

homeland security network. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

“We must draw on the strength of our considerable network of assets, functioning as 

seamlessly as possible with state and local leadership, law enforcement, emergency management 

personnel, firefighters, the private sector, our international partners, and most certainly, the 

general public.  Building effective partnerships must be core to every mission of DHS.” – 

Department of Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff, July 13, 2005. 

 

Although the stakes may be infinitely higher than typical public administration 

challenges, homeland security is at heart a question of government‘s ability to coordinate both its 

enormous resources and the resources of the nation to prevent, or when prevention is not 

possible, respond to and recover from disasters.  What Secretary Chertoff was asking, six weeks 

prior to the devastation wrought by Hurricane Katrina on the Gulf States of Louisiana and 

Mississippi and essentially the destruction of a major American city was a simple question.  How 

does government collectively coordinate its operations to protect people and critical 

infrastructure?   

Creation of federal policy mandating coordination is relatively straightforward.  

Translating policy into national operations—a process which filters from the federal government 

through state governments to local first responders at the metropolitan level of government— 

is considerably more difficult.  Identifying and understanding the characteristics of coordination 

in this translation process is even more difficult.   

Regardless of the level of difficulty, homeland security remains an issue of coordination. 

Understanding how and why coordination occurs at the technical/operational level of homeland 

security network improves our ability to measure effectiveness of policy and programs and 

identify gaps between operations and policy in the system which could be exploited. 
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This research examines the characteristics of coordination at the technical/operational 

level of a major metropolitan homeland security network by studying how one functional node, 

the National Capital Region‘s fire service, coordinates its UASI funding requests throughout the 

Fiscal Year (FY) 2008 grant cycle.  Through a qualitative case study, the research examines how 

the NCR fire service practices coordination to meet operational and administrative challenges 

and highlights the strong working relationships and trust within the network as well as other 

characteristics of coordination including leadership, development of system capacity, and 

distribution of responsibility from system elites to technical and operational subject matter 

experts.  Understanding how coordination occurs reduces the ambiguity in conceptualizing 

homeland security coordination, provides valuable insight into the effectiveness of homeland 

security policy, and helps us better understand how public homeland security networks operate.  

Challenges to Building a Coordinated Homeland Security System 

A primary function of government is to protect its people.  Such disparate, seminal 

political and economic philosophers as Thomas Hobbes, Adam Smith and John Locke speak to 

the primary responsibility of government to protect its citizens and their property.  Building on 

the works of Hobbes and Locke the Declaration of Independence addresses the rights of the 

people to organize ―its Powers in such Forms, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their 

Safety and Happiness‖ which is supported in the preamble to the Constitution of the United 

States of America which states that a core responsibility of the State is to ―insure domestic 

Tranquility.‖  Despite the fact that security of the homeland is a fundamental function of 

government and a core responsibility of the American public administration system, it is a 

function and responsibility which has grown increasingly more complex and difficult to realize 

in practice. 
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Historically the practice of homeland security has vested such responsibilities 

substantially at the metropolitan/local level and not at federal level. (Waugh and Syles 2002; 

Kettl 2003; Kettl 2004; Kettl 2007)  The Governmental Accountability Office notes that: ―While 

only the federal government is empowered to wage war and regulate interstate commerce, state 

and local governments have historically assumed primary responsibility for managing 

emergencies through police, fire-fighting, and emergency medical personnel.‖ (GAO-04-788T 

2004)  Local government‘s responsibility for homeland security is intertwined with the founding 

of the nation. (Rubin 2007; Waugh and Tierney 2007)  This role is memorialized in the rough, 

hand hewn log palisades at Jamestown, Virginia and Plymouth, Massachusetts and in the Minute 

Men – farmers organized in local militias -- ready to leave hearth and plow to defend their 

villages.  Alexander Hamilton, writing as Publius, in Federalist Papers, (Number 27) addressed 

concerns about the role of the federal government in internal matters.  Hamilton noted the 

concern about a centralized authority that ―seems to originate in a pre-supposition that the people 

will be disinclined to the exercise of federal authority in any matter of an internal nature.‖ 

(Hamilton) 

Concern and distrust about federal power coupled with an American philosophical 

mindset that people had to rely on themselves or their neighbors in times of need added to the 

growth of homeland security functions at the local level. (Rubin 2007)  Indeed a brief survey of 

the historical context of homeland security functions shows the roots of public safety growing 

from the local level of government.  Functions such as the 1648 appointment of fire wardens in 

New Amsterdam, the 1736 formation of the first volunteer Fire Brigade by Benjamin Franklin in 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, or the 1838 creation of the first metropolitan police department in 
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Boston, Massachusetts all occurred at the local level.
1
  Public health functions developed at the 

turn of the Twentieth Century in response to health issues associated with urbanization, 

immigration and the 1918 flu pandemic.(Barry 2004)  The late 1950s saw the development of 

emergency medical services (EMS) as battlefield medicine arising from the military‘s MASH 

experiences in Korea and later in Viet Nam, and brought to local communities.
2
  The genealogy 

of emergency management can trace its lineage to the air raid wardens of both World Wars and 

the Civil Defense system of the Cold War period. (Rubin 2007)    

In each case functional services grew at the local level, segregated from centralized 

federal control, and in many cases state control, devoid of national operational or technological 

standards, and generally independent of each other.  Historically the agencies responsible for 

providing homeland security evolved with organizational cultures marked by fierce functional 

and jurisdictional territorialism and parochialism lacking cross-functional coordination. (Report 

2004)   

Centralized federal homeland security runs contrary to the contextual and normative 

foundations of traditional public safety functions that historically have been charged with the 

internal protection of the nation.  A challenge of post 9/11/2001 homeland security is to form a 

cogent identity separate from, but inclusive of the traditional first responder community.   

Designed Inefficiencies 

American federalism was not designed with coordination of homeland security functions 

in mind.  Instead it was designed with inefficiencies in order to provide a balance of federal 

                                                 
1
 The Boston Police Department was based on the London Metropolitan Police Model developed by Robert Peele 

and was copied by other large east coast urban areas.  (BPD 2010) 

  
2
 In Loudoun County, Virginia founding members of the volunteer rescue squads talk about the development of the 

first ambulance services and the use of the rail system to transport badly injured people from Leesburg, Virginia to 

hospitals in Washington D.C.  They also tell of how the first ambulances were hearses, which created numerous 

operational problems for early EMS providers.  
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authority with states‘ rights. (Grodzins 1966)  Prior to 9/11/2001, the homeland security system 

operated with these designed inefficiencies to ensure checks and balances on federal powers 

rather than prioritizing effective response to sudden catastrophic events -- a model that did not 

serve the nation well.  Weak responses to numerous disasters including hurricanes Betsy (1965), 

Camille (1969), Agnes (1972) and the radiological release from the Three Mile Island nuclear 

plant (1979) resulted in a series of efforts to reform the homeland security system including 

President Carter‘s 1979 Executive Order creating the Federal Emergency Management Agency. 

(Rubin 2007)  Efforts to reform the homeland security system were typically in response to poor 

performance and the resulting demands for better coordination of planning, preparedness and 

response functions like that seen after the devastation caused by Hurricane Andrew (1992) to 

southern Florida. (Birkland 1997)  

As the complexity of incidents and public expectation of service delivery have increased 

it is clear that homeland security in an age of sophisticated terrorism and catastrophic natural 

disasters requires a coordinated intergovernmental approach. (Waugh and Tierney 2007)  Donald 

Kettl notes in A System under Stress that: 

Homeland security is inevitably an intergovernmental function with the national 

government using intelligence to identify security risks and the state and local 

governments fielding the forces that provide security and manage the consequences of 

any attack.  Homeland security therefore challenges governmental leaders to balance the 

political attributes of federalism with the imperative of forging state and local 

governments into a reliable system that, in fact, makes the homeland safer. (Kettl, 2004: 

90) 

 

While the federal homeland security apparatus has grown considerably following the 

terrorist attacks of 9/11/2001, response to a disaster still typically begins with a call to a local 

911 center and the first responding units are still predominately local police, fire or emergency 

medical crews.  Local governments establish incident command and implement local emergency 
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operation plans, which trigger the mobilization of a hierarchy of resources expanding from the 

local to regional level, to state, to other states through the Emergency Management Assistance 

Compact (EMAC), and finally to the federal agencies.
 3

    Response to a disaster develops at the 

local level prior to any meaningful deployment of state or federal resources, but requires the 

systems referenced by Kettl. 

Statutory Context 

Prior to the creation of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), federal response to 

major disasters was defined and limited by the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency 

Assistance Act, PL 100-707 (Stafford).  Signed into law on November 23, 1988, Stafford 

replaced the Disaster Relief Act of 1974, PL 93-288, which was a confusing amalgamation of 

efforts to build a federal homeland security apparatus. Coordination under Stafford was 

purposely limited with federal assistance coming only after local and state resources were 

depleted.  Stafford continued a traditional approach to homeland security by reestablishing 

statutory boundaries to intergovernmental coordination by mandating “a finding that the disaster 

is so severe as to be beyond the capacity of state and local governments to respond effectively 

before major disaster or emergency assistance from the federal government is warranted.” 

(GAO-05-121 2002: 5)  Only after local and state resources were depleted could federal 

resources be deployed.   

                                                 
3
 This model is employed by most state governments.  For instance, in the Commonwealth of Virginia the 

process of responding to a disaster is clearly spelled out in Virginia Code 44.146.21 – 44.146.28, which dictates a 

hierarchy and process for local governments to receive emergency support.  In Virginia, when local government 

feels it does not have the resources to handle an event, a local state of emergency is declared by the local governing 

body or local officials, which is sent to the state and the governor.  Should the governor feel the disaster requires 

additional resources beyond the state‘s capacity; a request is made for a Presidential Disaster Declaration, which 

triggers federal assistance for the impacted local jurisdiction.   
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This pattern of reluctant federalism is not new.  Stafford built on two earlier laws the 

1950 Federal Disaster Act (Public Law 81-875) and the 1950 Civil Defense Act (Public Law 

920).  The Federal Disaster Act authorized the president through the Housing and Home 

Administration to provide disaster relief, and the Civil Defense Act created the Federal Civil 

Defense Administration (FCDA) to coordinate response to Cold War threats.  Both laws limited 

federal roles and placed primary responsibility for response and recovery at the local and state 

levels.  (Rubin 2007) 

Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, PL 100-707 is a 

seminal piece of homeland security legislation and is the most important legislation passed prior 

to 9/11/2001.  It helped institutionalize a national homeland security model based more on 

directives for federal financial aid rather than operational assistance or coordination.  Prior to 

2001, the role of the federal government in disaster response was more a mix of logistics officer, 

banker, and technical expert than first responder.  In part, this limitation was in place because 

requests for Presidential Disaster Declarations often had more to do with the desire for federal 

financial assistance than any real need for operational assistance to impacted jurisdictions and in 

part reflected the lack of a defined federal role in emergency response.  

Punctuated Nature of Disasters 

Adding to the challenge of building an integrated and coordinated homeland security 

system is the fact that homeland security policy creation and implementation has historically 

been punctuated, with long periods of stagnation punctuated by a flurry of changes implemented 

in response to a particularly destructive event or developed threat.  (Waugh, 2000, Birkland 

1997, Rubin 2007)  These events, which Thomas Birkland calls ‗focusing events,‘ have forced 

significant policy changes and are responsible for the majority of substantive homeland security 
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changes in the past four decades. Birkland defines a focusing event as an event ―that is sudden, 

relatively rare, can be reasonably defined as harmful or revealing the possibility of potentially 

greater future harms, inflicts harms or suggests potential harms that are or could be concentrated 

on a definable geographical area or community of interest, and that is known to policy makers 

and the public virtually simultaneously.‖ (Birkland 1977: 22) 

Focusing events like Hurricane Andrew, the Murray Building bombing, the Tokyo 

Subway sarin gas attacks, or the first attack on the World Trade Center have shaped short lived 

bursts of interest in emergency management/homeland security reform and have led to the 

development of proactive mitigation measures, changes to building codes, creation of 

governmental entities, increases in training and staffing levels for first responders, and the 

passage of legislation regulating everything from planning to recovery. (Birkland 1997; Waugh 

and Syles 2002)  Unfortunately these short bursts of progress were often followed by longer 

periods of neglect or stagnation as memories faded, policy changes were marginalized and 

therefore failed to become institutionalized, and promised resources were utilized for other 

priorities. The typical reaction to failed response to disasters for the past one hundred years was 

to increase federal roles and to reorganize the functions of homeland security, often simply 

changing the name of function.
4
  Homeland security is the current terminology used to describe 

emergency management, disaster preparedness, and civil defense and is reflective of this 

pattern.
5
  (Rubin 2007)  This research uses the term homeland security to represent the spectrum 

                                                 
4
 Homeland security and emergency management suffer from similar identity crises.  While other homeland security 

functions (fire, EMS, police, health) have universally recognizable symbols of their professions no such cognitive 

connection exists with emergency managers.  This lack of professional identity means both homeland security and 

emergency management  will constantly have to fight for legitimacy and answer criticism based on a lack of 

understanding of their value to society. 
5
 The term homeland security, despite disturbing similarities in nomenclature to police apparatus in totalitarian 

regimes, is used synonymously as capturing all emergency management, civil defense and all-hazard functions.  
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of formal and informal functions of both public and private sectors required to mitigate, prepare, 

respond, and recover from natural or man-made disasters.  The Government Accountability 

Office (GAO) notes the goal of homeland security is to ―prevent where possible, prepare for, 

mitigate, and respond to disasters of any size or cause with well-planned, well-coordinated, and 

effective actions that minimize the loss of life and property and set the stage for a quick 

recovery.‖ (GAO 07-395T)  The scope of homeland security encompasses traditional emergency 

management and civil defense functions requiring an all-hazards approach to protecting life and 

property within the confines of the nation‘s borders.  The enormity of the scope of homeland 

security elevates it beyond any single level of government.   

Homeland security in its current incarnation is different from emergency response to 

early disasters such as the 1900 Galveston Hurricane or the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake, 

which were predominantly local events with ―ad hoc‖ support from religious and other 

humanitarian organizations. (Butler 2007)  As the nation‘s population increased, disasters 

increased in scope, financial impact, and political costs.  The 1927 Great Mississippi Flood, the 

1933 Long Beach Earthquake, and the 1930s Great Dust Bowl forced a change in how the state 

and federal governments responded to disasters.  It was not until the 1950s however, that 

emergency management became involved with man-made threats and made a philosophical and 

financial shift towards civil defense.  In the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s the nation experienced a 

number of severe natural disasters such as hurricanes Camille in 1969, Agnes in 1972, and 

Andrew in 1992, which focused attention on the need to strengthen mitigation measures and 

created growing state and local dependencies on federal funding to assist with disasters. (Rubin 

2007)  With the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War many civil defense 
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functions lapsed and emergency management focused solely on preparing for and mitigating 

natural disasters.   

The February 26, 1993 World Trade Center bombing and the April 19, 1995 bombing of 

the Alfred P. Murray Federal Building raised the need for emergency management to reconsider 

its civil defense roots.  Terrorism entered the lexicon of emergency management and local 

emergency operation plans were required to have a terrorism addendum.  The year 2000 (Y2K) 

threat added technological to the list of potential disasters and spawned an ―all hazards 

approach‖ to emergency management.  

The terrorist attacks of 9/11/2001 and the resulting formation of the Department of 

Homeland Security dramatically altered the scope, expectations, and complexity of emergency 

management.  Homeland security and the war on terror became the singular focus for the new 

department despite an expectation of providing all-hazards planning.  This distinction is 

important to the research since protecting the nation from all hazards requires coordination with 

a broad spectrum of services planning for not only response and preparedness to disasters, but 

mitigation and recovery as well. 

The federal government moved to redefine its roles in homeland security through 

Stafford, the Homeland Security Act of 2002 and Homeland Security Presidential Directives 5 

and 8.  However, ambiguities over the roles and relationships among the federal, state, and local 

governments were left unresolved and many would argue intensified.  (Waugh and Streib 2006; 

Kettl 2007)   

Federal planning documents like the National Response Plan (NRP) and the National 

Incident Management System (NIMS) were designed with little appreciable input from state or 
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local stakeholders and proved to be cumbersome to implement and causing doubt by 

fundamentally altering trust based relationships.    

While the new system indeed created a centralized coordinating structure, it also 

established an artificial barrier between formal response systems and the informal 

networks that had historically formed at the local level to respond to disasters.  The 

formalized nature of the approach stripped response systems of their flexibility and 

adaptability in favor of a closed, highly structured, and rigid system. (Ward 2007: 213) 

 

The results of this were evident in August, 2005 when Hurricane Katrina reminded the 

nation that natural disasters could destroy developed urban areas.  Katrina reopened a national 

debate about homeland security with an explicate post 9/11 focus on terrorism rather than the 

traditional mantle of all-hazards approach of its more pragmatic, but less sexy identity as 

emergency management. (Rubin 2007)   

Historically homeland security practices relied on separated functions, predominantly 

funded and supported by the local/metropolitan level of government.  Relationships were marked 

by general paranoia and distrust among other homeland security functions or agencies, and a lack 

of intergovernmental coordination.  American homeland security suffered from a systemic lack 

of focus and clarity of function and purpose as is evident from repetitive patterns of failed, or at 

best marginal, responses to catastrophic events.  (Waugh and Tierney 2007)  These challenges 

are intensified by a function that has been reactive in nature, changing in response to rare, 

episodic focusing events rather than proactive planning or foresight.  It is not surprising that 

homeland security has been and continues to be an elusive public administration goal. (Kettl 

2004; Rubin 2007) 

Dwight Waldo points out in The Enterprise of Public Administration, that disasters run 

contrary to public administration principles.  Administration Waldo notes ―is concerned with 

rationality, order, calculability, efficiency; how can these be applied to the unpredictable, the 
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disorderly, the destructive?‖ (Waldo 1985)  On September 11, 2001, Waldo‘s question was 

answered when the United States experienced a catastrophic failure of its governmental systems 

to protect the nation from attack.  Foreign terrorists‘ abilities to successfully plan and execute 

attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, symbols of American strength and wealth, 

clearly showed gaps in government‘s ability to secure the homeland.  This focusing event in 

American history set off waves of public outrage and fear and has forced dramatic changes in 

how government secures the homeland.   

The Role of Post 9/11 Homeland Security Coordination 

Since the 9/11 attacks, significant changes have been promised to meet the changing 

threats the nation faces.  Despite the creation of an Executive Department of Homeland Security 

(DHS) -- the largest federal reorganization since the 1947 creation of the Department of Defense 

and billions of dollars in new spending, a coordinated national homeland security system remains 

an elusive goal.  

As the nation struggles to create a national homeland security system – not merely a 

federal system - coordination has increasingly become identified as an essential element.
 6

   In 

addition to being a key theoretical element of federal policy such as the National Incident 

Management System (NIMS) and National Response Framework (NRF), the challenge of 

coordination is a theme repeated in most seminal After-Action-Reports including those 

conducted after the Oklahoma City bombing of the Murray Building, the 9/11/2001 attacks, 

Hurricane Katrina, or the Pentagon and DOD Leased Facility Anthrax Incident Report.  Each 

                                                 
6
 The GAO succinctly defines the difference between a federal versus national capacity when they point 

out ―The emphasis needs to be on a national rather than a purely federal strategy. We have long advocated the 

involvement of state, local, and private-sector stakeholders in a collaborative effort to arrive at national goals. The 

success of a national preparedness strategy relies on the ability of all levels of government and the private sector to 

communicate and cooperate effectively with one another.‖ (GAO-02-621T National Preparedness, p. 9)   
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document addresses the need for improved and expanded vertical and horizontal integration of 

traditional and non-traditional first responders based upon common understanding, pre-

established working relationships built upon mutual respect and trust to build coordination.   

Harold Seidman calls coordination the ―philosopher‘s stone of public administration‖ 

(Seidman and Gilmour 1986), others have called it the  ―administrative Holy Grail‖ (Peters 1998; 

Bryson, Crosby et al. 2006) or a fundamental challenge of public administration.(Kettl 2004)  

Homeland security is at its core a problem of coordination and is ―at once, the diagnosis of the 

homeland security problem and the diagnosis of its failure.‖ (Kettl 2003, 254)   

Coordination is a core function of public administration, (Simon 1976) but is a term used 

freely to describe a number of critical but unquantifiable and unqualifiable responsibilities, 

functions and policies.  Philip Selznick wrote in TVA and the Grass Roots that: 

Coordination is another term whose meaning will be derived from the procedures 

which are established for its effectuation.  Like ―unity‖ this is a word which is often used 

vaguely in order to avoid making real objectives explicit.  It is an honorific which must 

grace all administrative programs.‖ (Selznick 1984)  

 

Coordination has become a catch-all phrase in many government policy documents and 

has become a term empty of meaning or accountability.  The hollowness of the term makes it 

difficult to quantify or measure how coordination is accomplished in practice, creating a void of 

empirical evidence to validate its theoretical policy importance.  

Despite Selznick‘s valid assertions, coordination is interwoven into most major federal 

homeland security policies since 2001.  For example Homeland Security Presidential Directive 

(HSPD) 5, which was signed into policy on February 28, 2003, has a stated purpose of managing 

―domestic incidents by establishing a single, comprehensive national incident management 
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system.‖  HSPD 5 has a companion policy, Homeland Security Presidential Directive 8, which 

was signed into policy on December 17, 2003 establishing national planning policy to:  

… prevent and respond to threatened or actual domestic terrorist attacks, major disasters, 

and other emergencies by requiring a national domestic all-hazards preparedness goal, 

establishing mechanisms for improved delivery of Federal preparedness assistance to 

State and local governments, and outlining actions to strengthen preparedness capabilities 

of Federal, State, and local entities. 

 

This tension was exacerbated by the release of May 25, 2006 National Response Plan, (NRP) 

which suffered from the same federal-centric approach as earlier homeland security policies.   

Hurricanes Katrina and Wilma in 2005 revealed the existence of obvious and significant 

gaps in national coordination policy and operations.  The NRP was quickly replaced by the less 

dense National Response Framework (NRF) which was released in draft form on September 10, 

2007 and was signed into policy in January 2008.  The purpose of the NRF is to: 

…build upon scalable, flexible, and adaptable coordinating structures to align key roles 

and responsibility across the nation, linking all levels of government, nongovernmental 

organizations, and the private sector. (NRF 2008, 1)  

 

Each of these critical homeland security policies attempts to build a national system linking the 

layers of government based on coordination of system actors.  Creating a coordinated national 

homeland security system in policy is a challenge, creating the system in practice is an even 

greater challenge.  The gap in our understanding of practice coordination of homeland security 

policy creates ambiguity as to roles and responsibilities particularly between the federal and local 

levels.  Leaving this critical gap unfilled increases the tension between policy and operations, 

which reduces the nation‘s ability to prepare, respond, and recover from disasters. 

To overcome the challenges and obstacles of creating a national homeland security 

system, policy makers must be able to better understand how coordination occurs in practice and 
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shape future homeland security policy around the findings of practice rather than concept.  To 

begin to fill this void, research with an empirical focus needs to examine how coordination is 

occurring in practice particularly at the local level. (Birkland 1997; Waugh and Syles 2002; Kettl 

2003)  

Metropolitan Areas and Homeland Security Coordination 

While homeland security is framed as a national challenge, threat and risk assessments 

point to the vulnerability of nation‘s metropolitan areas.  (Jenkins 2007)  Coordination at the 

metropolitan level, both horizontally with regional actors and vertically among the different 

layers of government is critically important.  It is at the metropolitan level where policy and 

operations co-exist. 

The United States Census Bureau estimates that 83.6% of the nation‘s population lives in 

metropolitan urban regions. (Bureau 2008)  Brookings Institution notes the critical importance 

metropolitan areas play in the nation‘s prosperity. (Brookings 2007)  In 2005, the 100 largest 

metropolitan areas in the nation contained: 

 68% of the nation’s jobs 

 12% of the nation’s land area 

 81% of its research and development employment 

 92% of all air passenger boarding 

 75% of its graduate degree holders 

 78% of all innovative patents 

In writing about the economic impact of metropolitan areas Brookings Institution could be 

speaking to homeland security policy 

Yet Washington is out of step with America’s metropolitan character.  Federal 

policy makers too often perceive America as possessing one overarching national 

economy, or perhaps 50 state economies, and our population living in a collection of 435 

distinct Congressional districts.  As such, they fail to focus on key national priorities, 

leaving metropolitan areas to wrestle with challenges that are beyond their reach.  They 

adopt policies that betray no understanding of how our metropolitan-dominated economy 

works.  And they saddle metropolitan leaders with fragmented, diffuse programs that 
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ignore how thorny public policy problems interrelate and spill across state and local 

borders. (Brookings 2007: 9) 

 

Given the high threat and risk factors to the nation‘s urban centers federal funding is 

weighted heavily towards protecting these areas.  The primary mechanism for funding 

implementation of national homeland security policy at the regional metropolitan level was 

introduced in 2003 as the Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI).  Since its inception the program 

has allocated more than $6.749 billion including more than $337 million in allocations to the 

National Capital Region. (DHS, 2008)  UASI is designed to fund national homeland security 

policy at the regional metropolitan level.    

Authorized in the 2003 Omnibus Appropriations Act, Public Law P.L 108-7 and funded 

initially through the FY 2003 Wartime Supplemental Appropriations Act, P.L. 108-11, Congress 

appropriated and the president signed into law over $800 million dollars in funding directed 

towards high threat, high density urban areas to build regional metropolitan homeland security 

capacity.  The policy direction of the program is to create systems to respond to and recover from 

threats or acts of terrorism or other disasters. (UASI 2007)  UASI is intended to fund the 

operationalization of national homeland security policy consistent with federal policy such as the 

National Strategy for Homeland Security and the National Response Plan. (Preparedness 2003) 

Despite the fact that the UASI program has shifted reporting and submission 

requirements and criteria annually, it has consistently required a regional metropolitan approach 

for allocation requests. 

The cornerstone of the UASI Program is that it builds local coalitions with and around 

the nation‘s urban areas.  The program requires close coordination among each urban 

area‘s core city, core county/parish, and state in defining the urban area, establishing the 

urban Area Working Group, coordinating the Urban Area homeland Security Assessment 

and developing the Urban Area Homeland Security Strategy, and program budgets.  

(DHS 2007) 
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Building regional capacity is a challenge of coordination, federalism, and homeland security.   

Since 2003 UASI has become the primary funding mechanism for building regional 

coordinated homeland security capacity.  The importance of, and high relative threat to, the 

nation‘s urban areas is evident in the overall homeland security funding philosophy.  In FY 2008 

the Federal Government funded $861,280,000 to provide core assistance to the fifty states, the 

District of Columbia, and American territories.  In contrast during this same period the sixty 

largest metropolitan areas received over $781,630,000.  

In 2008, the nation‘s seven highest risk urban areas -- consisting of the New York City 

area, the National Capital Region, Los Angeles/Long Beach area, the Bay area in California, 

Jersey City/Newark area, Chicago area, and the Houston area -- competed for $429 million in 

funding (see graphic 1.1). (DHS 2008)  This amount represents over 55% of the total available 

UASI funds.  The remaining 45% ($351 million) were allocated to 53other metropolitan areas.   

The UASI grant cycle links state and metropolitan levels of government to national 

homeland security policy.  It provides a process to study how each layer of government acts and 

interacts with multiple networks, partners and priorities.  It also provides a lens through which 

we can study the nexus of policy and operations as metropolitan homeland security officials must 

coordinate their activities to conceive, prioritize, fund, and implement programs that translate 

policy goals into operational capacity.  It is this last lens that this research speaks to. 

While coordination challenges all UASI regions, the National Capital Region (NCR) 

includes an unusually full spectrum of challenges given its size, high risk and threat assessment 

levels, and its role as the seat of the nation‘s government. (2004) The NCR is at the confluence 

of the major federal agencies, two states, the District of Columbia, and 17 of the nation‘s 
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wealthiest and more progressive counties and cities.  This milieu creates both a potent mix of 

distilled federalism and complex coordination challenges.    

 

Graphic 1.1: FY 2008 Urban Areas Security Initiative Funding Allocations  
FY 2008 Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) Program  

State/Territory  Urban Area  Amount  

TIER 1  California  Bay Area $37,155,000  

Los Angeles/Long Beach Area  $70,402,500  

District of 

Columbia  

National Capital Region  $59,800,500  

Illinois  Chicago Area  $45,861,500  

New Jersey  Jersey City/Newark Area  $34,988,000  

New York  New York City Area  $144,189,000  

Texas  Houston Area  $37,500,000  

Source: (DHS 2008) 

Philosophically the NCR UASI network developed around a three pronged strategy to 

prevent terrorist attacks, reduce the vulnerability to terrorism, and to minimize the damage and 

recover from attacks that do occur. (Strategy for the NCR UASI, 2002)  In August, 2002 the 

Mayor of Washington D.C. and the Governors of Maryland and Virginia signed an enabling 

compact entitled Eight Commitments to Action,
7
 which lays out regional priorities to prevent 

terrorism, build capacity and coordinate regional homeland security activities.  The eight 

priorities are: 

1. Terrorism Prevention 

2. Citizen Involvement in Preparedness 

3. Decision-Making and Coordination 

4. Emergency Protective Measures 

5. Infrastructure Protection 

6. Media Relations and Communication 

7. Mutual Aid 

8. Training and Exercises 

 

                                                 
7
 Despite calls for coordination and promises of increased communications, it is interesting to note that the summit 

was an invitation only event that did not include any of the local governments of Virginia or Maryland. 
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The regional jurisdictions were then tasked with forming structures to meet the requirements 

established by the federal UASI process and the state mandated commitments. 

In response to this guidance the National Capital Region developed a complex regional 

networked system to manage the allocation of millions of dollars of homeland security funding.  

The NCR UASI network is a hierarchical organization led by the Senior Policy Group (SPG), the 

Emergency Policy Committee (EPC) consisting of a diverse group of governmental and non-

governmental representatives, the Chief Administrative Officers Committee (CAOs) consisting 

of the region‘s chief administrative officers responsible for all operations within the local 

jurisdictions.  The CAOs have direct administrative control over the majority of homeland 

security assets including staff and equipment and can directly task the Regional Emergency 

Support Functions (RESFs) consisting of functional work groups representing the National 

Incident Management System emergency support functions. (COG 2002)  The network is 

supported by staff consisting of personnel from the Washington Metropolitan Council of 

Governments (COG) and the District of Columbia‘s State Administrative Agent for UASI 

(SAA).  The structures, roles, processes, and relationships are examined in greater detail in this 

research. 

In 2007, Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) was hired to study the 

governance process of the NCR UASI network.(SAIC 2008)  In their report SAIC identified 57 

distinct steps in seven major phases involved in framing, prioritizing, requesting, and accepting 

UASI funding (See Appendix A for the complete listing).  The phases intertwine policy and 

operations through multiple levels of the network. 

The process of framing, prioritizing vetting and approving NCR UASI funding requests 

requires considerable coordination.  Support staff in the SAA‘s office and COG staff must 
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organize and understand DHS guidance and direction, which changes yearly.  The regional 

emergency support functions frame concepts, prioritize projects, build cross functional alliances, 

and defend proposals to the CAOs and SPG.  The SPG makes final allocation recommendations 

to DHS staff in Grants and Training (G&T) which prioritizes UASI requests from metropolitan 

areas in Tier I and Tier II jurisdictions.  Funded projects must be implemented and incorporated 

into operations.  The process is a working example of homeland security coordination and 

reflects the policy aspirations envisioned in NIMS and NRF. 

Structurally the NCR homeland security network appears to be a hierarchical collective of 

regional administrative, governance, and functional nodes.  In practice, the network is an 

enormous sprawling and brawling collective of over two hundred different agencies, 

organizations, and functions with the ability to organize and reorganize itself by function and/or 

jurisdiction depending upon the issue.  At times active.  At times latent.  At times rigidly 

hierarchical.  At times porously flexible and at times functionally anarchistic.  The network 

consists of multiple nodes of active and latent sub-networks working within both formal and 

informal processes, coordinating substantive assets and operations.  Policy and service delivery 

co-exist at the operational/technical levels of these sub-network and better understanding how 

the many agencies, functions and nodes coordinate is important to shaping future homeland 

security policies, funding decisions and operational directives. 

Scope of the Study 

 

This research examines the question: ―What are the characteristics of the practice of 

coordination at the regional metropolitan homeland security network level?‖  The research 

attempts to capture the complexity of network interaction, which shapes and influences the 
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practice of coordination at the metropolitan regional level of the homeland security network by 

studying how one functional node of the NCR’s expansive homeland security network -- the fire 

service -- coordinated its UASI grant funding requests throughout the Fiscal Year (FY) 2008 

cycle.  The research examines the context, structures, roles, and responsibilities that shape the 

practice of coordination among the fire service network actors and the regional homeland 

security network as operational challenges at the technical sub-node level are translated into 

policy at the governance level.     

How the fire chiefs in the National Capital Region work together to conceptualize 

operational requirements, develop funding proposals, prioritize requests among and between 

their respective jurisdictions, and balance their functional needs with the needs and desires of 

other metropolitan homeland security functions provides an opportunity to study how 

coordination occurs in practice.  Understanding the network’s interactions and practices, both 

formal and informal, provides important insight into how homeland security coordination occurs.  

The UASI process provides a vehicle to study the practice of coordination and the challenges to 

forging a national homeland security capacity.   

Outline of the Research 

The story this research tells is that coordination is deceptively hard to achieve and it 

cannot be assumed as occurring because planning documents say it should happen.  Instead it 

must be nurtured through special relationships and woven into the institutional framework of an 

organization, constantly recommitted to by the leadership, allowed to ripen and mature over 

time, and changed to meet the needs of changing organizations.  Despite its importance to public 
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administration and homeland security, coordination is difficult to achieve. (Seidman and 

Gilmour 1986; Kettl 2004) 

 Coordination is not a new subject for public administration theorists.  Chapter 2 presents 

a broad summary of public administration coordination literature and a more specific review of 

homeland security coordination literature.  The second chapter highlights two streams of 

literature, which serve as the basis of the research -- homeland security coordination and public 

inter-organizational network literatures.  The homeland security coordination stream provides an 

overview of coordination literature from seminal works in public administration, which have 

helped shape efforts to understand how the nation can best focus its resources for protection.  

This stream examines early efforts to address the challenges of coordination during both World 

Wars and more recently to address the wicked problems of homeland security.  The primary 

literature of the research is homeland security coordination with an emphasis on building on 

Kettl‘s concept of contingent coordination. 

 The public inter organizational network literature provides theories on how organizations 

organize, interact, and operate to address complex problems.  Public inter organizational network 

literature provides a resource literature the research uses to study the explicit formal structures 

and informal elements where policy and operations intersect.  Public inter organizational 

network literature frames and shapes the research design to study the practice of coordination.  

Chapter 2 provides conceptual linkages between this research and these literature sources. 

 The third chapter details the methodological process used in the research.  

Methodologically, this research is grounded in public administration case study research.  This 

chapter presents the research design including a description of data collection and analysis 

methodologies. 
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 Chapter 4 examines regional differences in the structures and demographics of local 

governments in the NCR and presents the historical context of regional coordination.  The 

chapter presents the development of regional fire service operational coordination in response to 

a series of focusing events.  Over a four decade period, the NCR fire service has developed 

complex networks to meet operational requirements.  These networks proved to be the 

foundation of the administrative coordination required by the UASI grant funding process.   

Chapter 5 examines how the NCR established a complex regional homeland security 

network to address homeland security and UASI funding requirements.  Looking at the formal 

structures of coordination, Chapter 5 presents research on homeland security grant funding, the 

development of the UASI process, the NCR homeland security network, and how the fire service 

interacts and practices coordination within its own sub-network and within the broader regional 

network.  These external dimensions provide shaping forces for all metropolitan regions 

receiving federal homeland security grant funding.  

Chapter 5 also examines the formal day-to-day network processes and structures of the 

NCR fire service including the regional meetings, the role of the leadership of fire service 

network, structure of network sub-nodes, agendas and minutes, and the strength of working 

relationships among the regions fire service and with other NCR UASI actors.   

Chapter 6 examines three informal elements: trusted relationships, commonality of 

purpose and commitment to service, and professional development, which are identified in 

earlier chapters as helping to shape regional coordination.  These elements provide important 

cohesion to the fire service network.   

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the research with an analysis of the characteristics of 

network coordination from each of these preceding chapters.  The analysis presents common 
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themes from the research and offers nine characteristics about the practice of coordination in the 

fire service network.  This chapter concludes with thoughts about the implications of the research 

on homeland security policy.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The literature which shaped this research is based on two tiers: primary literature and 

resource literature.  The primary literature of this research is the growing body of work on 

homeland security coordination.  Given the important role coordination plays in public 

administration thought and theory this chapter briefly references the broader public 

administration coordination literature to frame the study of homeland security coordination 

literature.  The resource literature includes public inter-organizational network literature and 

network analysis literature.  Like coordination public inter organizational network literature is 

voluminous and this chapter references only a small part of a major literature stream.   

The purpose of this research is to add to the homeland security coordination literature by 

contributing to the understanding of the practice of coordination at the regional metropolitan 

level of the national homeland security system.  Specifically the research builds on Kettl‘s 

concept of contingent coordination by attempting to more fully understand the characteristics of 

coordination at the operational level of the homeland security response.   

While the primary literature provides a theoretical frame to the research question, it does 

not provide the lens necessary to focus the research.  In order to study the characteristics of 

regional metropolitan homeland security network coordination, the research draws on public 

inter-organizational literature, particularly network analysis literature.  Public inter-

organizational network literature tends to study networks from an institutional context with a 

focus on explicate, formal characteristics and relationships.  While network analysis literature, as 

proposed by Provan et al. studies networks with an explicate focus on informal characteristics 
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and relationships.  Both elements provide a theoretical grounding to study the practice of 

coordination, and both elements are critical to understanding the practice of coordination among 

the network actors.  Formal elements include structure, roles, and processes while informal 

elements include trust and professional commitment.  A brief synopsis of the trust literature is 

included in this chapter as a resource literature to help explain the challenges and complexities of 

studying informal elements.   

While speaking to the primary literature on homeland security coordination, the research 

is strengthened by the structure provided by the resources literature, which provides context, 

orientation, and grounding to study homeland security coordination.  The literature reviews for 

both the primary and resource literatures are not intended to provide a comprehensive 

bibliography, instead they are intended to highlight the interconnection of themes which helped 

shape this research. 

Public Administration Coordination Literature 

 Public administration literature has long identified coordination as a critical component 

of public management.  Such seminal writers as Luther Gulick, Chester Barnard, Herbert Simon 

and Dwight Waldo discussed the complexity and difficulty of coordination as a critical 

responsibility of organizational leadership and public administration.   

 In 1924, Luther Gulick formulated the theory of POSDCORB (Planning, Organizing, 

Staffing, Directing, Coordinating, Reporting and Budgeting) as a method of synthesizing the 

critical functional responsibilities of the executive.  In his work Notes on the Theory of 

Organization Gulick writes that size of the organization and time are the limiting factors in the 
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development of co-ordination. (Gulick and Urwick 1937)  Gulick notes that coordination is 

achieved in two ways.  These are:  

1. By organization, that is, by interrelating the subdivisions of work by allotting them to 

men who are placed in a structure of authority, so that the work may be co-ordinated 

by orders of superiors to subordinates, reaching from the top to the bottom of the 

entire enterprise. 

2. By the dominance of an idea, that is the development of intelligent singleness of 

purpose in the minds and will of those who are working together as a group, so that 

each worker will of his own accord fit his task into the whole with skill and 

enthusiasm. (Gulick and Urwick 1937) 

 

In 1938 Chester Barnard notes that coordination consists of communication, authority, 

specialization, and purpose. (Barnard 1968: 184)  Barnard notes that coordination is ―the creative 

side of an organization‖ and results in ―securing of the appropriate combination of elements of 

the organization‖ to ensure production. (Barnard 1968: 256)  Building on Barnard and Gulick, 

Herbert Simon defines coordination as the ―adoption by all members of the group of the same 

decision‖ linking coordination to power and authority. (Simon 1976: 139)  Simon notes that 

coordination can be both procedural and substantive with procedural defining the lines of 

authority and responsibilities and substantive the content of an organization. (Simon 1976) 

Part of the challenge of studying coordination is that it is almost universally identified as 

an essential function of public administration and homeland security; however, it is a term that is 

seldom defined or quantified. (Selznick 1984; Peters 1998)  In 2006, Public Administration 

Review dedicated an entire issue to the issue of collaborative public management, presenting 

multiple concepts about collaboration, cooperation and coordination.  In the introduction 

O‘Leary defines collaborative public management as ―a concept that describes the process of 

facilitating and operating in multiorganizational arrangements to solve problems that cannot be 

solved by single organizations.‖ (O'Leary, Gerard et al. 2006)  Within the special edition 
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Thompson and Perry define collaboration as a ―process in which autonomous actors interact 

through formal and informal negotiation, jointly creating rules and structures governing their 

relationships and ways to act or decide on the issues that brought them together; it is a process 

involving shared norms and mutually beneficial interaction.‖ (Thompson and Perry 2006)  

Coordination, argue Thompson and Perry, is a by-product of cooperation and collaboration.  

B. Guy Peters defines coordination as an ―end state in which the policies and 

programmes of government are characterized by minimal redundancy, incoherence and lacunae.‖ 

(Peters 1998)  He notes that coordination is a continuum from conscious awareness and efforts to 

avoid redundancy among organizations to bring uniformity between operations and policy 

direction.  Michael McGuire defines coordination as occurring ―when multiple organizations 

agree to achieve a specific purpose or purposes through a formal arrangement.‖ (McGuire 2006)  

Homeland security McGuire notes is blurring the boundaries of coordination by merging action 

networks and hierarchy.  John Bryson defines collaboration as ―linking or sharing of 

information, resources, activities, and capabilities by organizations in two or more sectors to 

achieve jointly an outcome that could not be achieved by organizations in one sector separately.‖ 

(Bryson, Crosby et al. 2006)  J.D. Thompson defines coordination as ―the means by which 

formal organizations undertake very difficult goals and manage uncertainty.‖ (Thompson from 

Alter 1990: 483) 

Eugene Bardach defines collaboration as ―any joint activity by two or more agencies that 

is intended to increase public value by their working together rather than separately. (Bardach 

1998: 8)  Bardach proposes a concept he calls ICC -- interagency collaborative capacity – as a 

way of better understanding the characteristics of interaction in networks.  Collaboration, notes 

Bardach, has both objective and subjective components.  ―The objective component includes 
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formal agreements at the executive level; personnel, budgetary, equipment, space resources 

assigned to collaborative tasks, delegation and accountability relationships that pertain to those 

tasks; and the various administrative services that support all of this collaborative work.‖ 

(Bardach 1998: 21)  The informal, subjective elements are ―often built around beliefs in the 

legitimacy and desirability of collaborative action directed at certain goals, the readiness to act 

on this belief, and trust in the other persons whose cooperation must be relied on for success.‖ 

(Bardach 1998: 21)  Selznick notes that ―to institutionalize‖ requires ―infusing an organization 

with value beyond the technical requirements of the task at hand.‖ (Selznick 1984: 17)  

Pamela Tolbert and Richard Hall further define formal and informal structures in 

organizations as important elements in shaping interaction such as coordination.  According to 

Tolbert and Hall informal elements include relationships, norms, and social expectations while 

formal structures refer to explicit organizational structures, roles, and responsibilities. (Tolbert 

and Hall 2009)  They note that: 

Thus, formal structure refers to the official explicit division of responsibilities, definitions 

of how work is to be done, and specifications of relationships involving the members of 

the organization.  Informal structure refers to the unofficial divisions, definitions, and 

relationships that emerge over time in an organization.  (Tolbert 2009: 20) 

 

Both Bardach and Tolbert and Hall provide a mechanism to examine the characteristics of 

coordination but both note that characteristics of formal and informal structures are often not 

clearly segregated.  The blending of the two defined as structural duality based on Giddens 

(1987) works. (Tolbert and Hall 2009) 

This research uses both the concepts of coordination and of formal and informal elements 

as shaping characteristics of coordination to study the NCR homeland security network.  This 
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research is designed to build on the growing body of knowledge and literature addressing 

homeland security coordination. 

Primary Literature: Homeland Security Coordination 

While homeland security is a recent term, the challenge of protecting the nation through a 

coordinated focus of resources is not.  In 1918, James Miller Leake wrote an article for The 

American Political Science Review discussing practical public administration issues impacting 

America‘s entrance into World War I.  Leake framed coordination as a federal executive rights 

issue.  According to Leake, coordination would assist the government in meeting ―the strain 

thrown upon the regular executive departments by war conditions; to secure cooperation between 

the various executive agencies new and old; to increase speed and efficiency without 

engendering unnecessary friction …‖ (Leake 1918)  In framing the challenge of coordinating 

critical national security functions, Leake notes that the question is ―not whether there should be 

coordination … but the method by which such coordination could best be secured.‖ (Leake 1918, 

p 367)  

In 1945, Herbert Emmerich wrote ―Some Notes on Wartime Federal Administration‖ for 

Public Administration Review, in which he outlined several public administration lessons learned 

about coordination from the Second World War.  Coordination, Emmerich pointed out was a 

continuous challenge and despite many success of ―triphibious coordination‖ (air, land and sea 

coordination) and ―trilingual coordination‖ (international military coordination) civilian 

coordination remained a puzzle.  Emmerich noted that ―everybody wants coordination on paper.  

Nobody wants to be coordinated in practice.‖  He also noted that ―the very use of the title makes 

people allergic to the coordinator and handicaps his usefulness.‖ (Emmerich 1945) 
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Emmerich adds to the coordination conundrum by identifying it as a necessary public 

administration function that requires a balance of operating authority with coordination.  

Coordination without operating authority would result in the ―war stopping‖ while complete 

autonomy with no coordination would ―result in chaos.‖(Emmerich 1945)   

Framing of the coordination challenge evolved from Leake‘s 1918 article, an issue of 

executive powers, beyond Gulick‘s administrative function to a public administration challenge, 

to a challenge of public administration and protecting the nation.  In each step of the expansion 

of the coordination puzzle, additional complexities were added without agreement on the 

underlying question of a unifying philosophy of how to achieve coordination.   

The concept of coordination was further advanced as a policy direction with the 1979 

creation of the Federal Emergency Management Agency by President Carter.  In 1985, Louis 

Giuffrida, Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), writing in Public 

Administration Review noted FEMA‘s responsibility to coordinate emergency management 

response in order to preserve and protect lives and property from manmade and natural disasters.  

The partnership ―between private sector leaders, state and local public servants, and the federal 

government is in the finest tradition of our nation‘s approach to problem solving‖  and that 

FEMA has ―little authority … And, frankly that‘s how it should be for a free society to cope with 

its challenges from nature and man.‖ (Giuffrida 1985: 2)   

Since 2001, scholars concerned about homeland security have focused special attention to 

the issue of coordination as a critical element to building a national system.  Charles Wise 

identified the lack of coordination as a major obstacle to the response to the Gulf States after 

Hurricane Katrina and argues that adaptive management is the mechanism that will best 
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coordinate the organization the Department of Homeland Security and the disparate homeland 

security players.  (Wise 2006)   

Theorizing about the challenges to creating a coordinated, national homeland security 

capacity, Kettl developed the concept of ―contingent coordination‖ based on Herbert Simon‘s 

theory that ―coordination is a contingent problem.‖ (Simon from Kettl 2003 p. 260)  Homeland 

security is at its core about coordination. (Kettl, 2006)  Homeland security coordination, Donald 

Kettl notes, faces five challenges: (Kettl, 2006) 

1. Matching place and function 

2. Defining a floor or a minimum level of service and standards 

3. Building reliable learning systems 

4. Balancing the old responsibilities with new requirements 

5. Meeting citizens' expectations in a fragmented system 

 

Contingent coordination – the ability to ―secure collaborative work among disparate levels of 

government, agencies, and public servants for critical problems, which may occur rarely and may 

never repeat‖ helps conceptualize the challenge of coordination and speaks to the importance of 

the subject to homeland security policy.  (Kettl, 2003 p. 275) 

 Kettl poses a series of questions to consider about homeland security coordination.  They 

are: 

1. How does government organize to secure the homeland? 

2. What is the minimum level of protection? 

3. How does government prepare and learn for rare focusing events? 

4. How can government continue to provide expected services while incorporating new 

responsibilities and services? 

5. Given the intricacies of the American federalist system, how does vertical and horizontal 

integration occur?  

Kettl notes that the concept of contingent coordination is incomplete because of a lack of 

homeland security research at the local level. (Kettl 2004)   
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 While Kettl identifies coordination as an essential element in formulating a national 

homeland security system, he neither defines what coordination looks like nor explains the 

characteristics of its practice.   

Coordination is a challenge for all organizations, but it is of particular concern and 

challenge to public organizations.  The intergovernmental context frames coordination for public 

organizations and networks in ways that makes it an implicit goal. (Jennings and Krane 1994; 

Guy and Savoie 1996)  Intergovernmental pressures add additional layers of complexity mixing 

policy with horizontal and vertical frameworks of government leading to a multi-dimensional 

challenge.  (Jennings and Krane 1994)  This struggle is evident in the coordination literature, 

tracing the evolution of coordination from Leake‘s 1918 article as an executive branch issue, to 

Emmerich‘s writings in 1945 as a federal government issue, to Giuffrida‘s thoughts in 1985 as a 

devolution issue, to 2001 as a homeland security issue.   

Building on the definitions by McGuire, Bryson, and Thompson, this research uses a 

definition of coordination as the processes, procedures, and relationships, both formal and 

informal, utilized by multiple organizations acting collectively to achieve specific, and difficult 

to achieve goals and purposes.  The term coordination is used frequently in homeland security 

policy documents and implies official relationships the terms collaboration and cooperation are 

also used to describe interactions within homeland security networks. (Kettl 2003; Waugh and 

Tierney 2007)  Although distinction between each term can be made, this research uses 

coordination, cooperation, collaboration synonymously in order to study the practice of 

interaction among and between network actors.  The use of these terms synonymously is 

supported in research, which used them interchangeably for data collection and analysis of 

network practices. (Alter 1990) 
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If homeland security is a challenge of coordination, the structure to meet this challenge is 

through multi-jurisdictional, multi-functional public inter organizational networks. 

Resource Literature – Public Inter-Organizational Network Literature 

Public inter organizational network (ION) literature has grown considerably in the past 

decade as public networks have become an increasingly important method of providing public 

service in an age of hollowed government. (Provan and Milward 1995; O'Toole 1997; Milward 

and Provan 2000)  Public networks are considered to be a flexible, efficient and innovative form 

of government better able to deal with complex or ―wicked problems‖ than traditional hierarchy 

(Agranoff and McGuire 2001; Weber and Khademian 2008).  However, they do present unique 

management challenges (O'Toole 1997; Agranoff and McGuire 2001) with potential ―dark sides‖ 

to discourse and accountability. (Raab and Milward 2003; O'Toole and Meier 2004)  Public 

inter-organizational network theory has its roots in a number of disciplines and fields including 

organizational theory, structural sociology, computer science, political science and policy 

science. 

Public networks are defined as ―enduring exchange relations established between 

organizations, individuals, and groups;‖ (Weber and Khademian 2008) as ―public policy making 

and administrative structures involving multiple nodes (agencies and organizations) with 

multiple linkages … through which public goods and services are planned, designed, produced, 

and delivered‖ (McGuire 2002)  or as ―structures of interdependence involving multiple 

organizations or parts thereof, where one unit is not merely the formal subordinate of the others 

in some larger hierarchical arrangement.‖  (O'Toole 1997)  Agranoff and McGuire use the term 

networks to describe ―multiorganizational arrangements for solving problems that cannot be 

achieved easily, by single organizations.‖ (Agranoff and McGuire 2001, 296)  Networks tend to 
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emphasize lateral rather than vertical forms of exchange which represents a departure from top 

down hierarchical boundaries seen in traditional public administration models. (Solansky and 

Beck 2009) 

Agranoff and McGuire conceptualized application of traditional management processes 

to networks and found that public networks exhibit four common behaviors: activation, framing, 

mobilization, and synthesizing. (Agranoff and McGuire 2001)  Despite the voluminous 

theoretical writings, the practice of public network operations remains difficult to study since 

participants view the network from their own unique perspective. (Provan and Milward 2001) 

Much of the current research and theoretical work on networks see public 

intergovernmental networks, or multi-jurisdictional, network alliances as recent literature has 

begun to call them, as an organizational structure which best matches the interdependencies that 

exist among response, preparedness, critical infrastructure and the complexity of the homeland 

security challenge.  (Freeman 2004; CHDS 2008)  ―Alliances can work easily across sectors and 

even jurisdictions precisely because they have little formal authority of their own and do not 

serve a particular constituency or set of formal authority‖(CHDS 2008) 

 As delivery models for public services have changed from hierarchical governmentally 

controlled systems to broader networks, the relationship among and between the layers of 

government have changed. (Provan and Milward 1995; Agranoff and McGuire 2003)  Agranoff 

and McGuire note four models of inter organizational network management impacting American 

federalism.   

1. Top down model in which the federal government control its programs through state and 

local governments.  The top-down model is the clearest manifestation of the bureaucratic 

tradition and is ―the ―easiest‖ solution is for the federal government to manage by 

enforcing or requiring coordination.‖   
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2. Donor-recipient model in which mutually dependent actors negotiate through the 

intergovernmental system rather than act as subordinates to federal control and influence.    

3. Jurisdictional-Based Model which emphasizes local managers taking strategic action with 

multiple actors and agencies from various governments and sectors.   

4. Network Model which is based on federal, state, and local interdependency that ―extends 

the focus to intersectoral and intergovernmental relationships, but in this case leadership 

is collaborative.‖  (Agranoff 2001) 

These four models highlight the challenge of building a coordinated homeland security system in 

which horizontal and vertical layers of government can work together. 

While the study of multi-jurisdictional alliances is a relatively new development in 

homeland security, (CHDS 2008) considerable research has been completed on other service 

networks such as the provision of human services, transportation, and regional planning 

functions. (Provan and Milward 1995; Milward and Provan 1998; Provan and Kenis 2007)  

Milward and Provan linked network effectiveness with structure and context of networks, and 

they found that network effectiveness is influenced by the degrees and mechanisms of external 

control, centralized integration, environmental resources and network stability. (Milward and 

Provan 2000)  Building upon this, Provan and Milward suggested a framework for evaluating 

public-sector organizational networks that focused at three levels of analysis: community, 

network, and individual organization/participant.(Provan and Milward 2001)  At each level of 

analysis they identify key stakeholder groups and distinct effectiveness criteria.  For example, at 

the community level effectiveness criteria includes cost, building social capital, public 

perceptions, and problem indicators; at the network level indicators include network membership 

growth, range of services, relationship strength, service coordination network maintenance costs 

and member commitment to the network; at the organizational level criteria such as legitimacy, 

resource acquisition, service access and client outcomes are important.  
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One of the challenges of studying networks is that each network participant tends to view 

the network from the perspective of his or her own organization and how it affects or is affected 

by relationships with others. (Provan, Veazie et al. 2005)  To address this challenge, social 

network analysis focuses on the structure of relationships among networks of individuals or 

organizations to measure network effectiveness and to clarify network relationships. (Milward 

and Provan 1998)   Network analysis focuses on networks of organizations not just the 

organizational structure of the network, recognizing that it is the individuals who actually 

coordinate activities and interact on behalf of the organization.  ―Unlike more traditional 

methods, the unit of analysis is the relationship, not the organization itself.‖ (Provan, Veazie et 

al. 2005, 605) 

Public inter-organizational network literature suggests the importance of trust, common 

purpose, mutual dependency, resource availability, catalytic actors, and managerial abilities. 

(Carlee 2008)  Increasingly, the subject of relationships has become an important consideration 

into the practice of networks. (Jennings and Krane 1994; Provan, Veazie et al. 2005; Weber and 

Khademian 2008) The role and relationships among interconnected public networks is 

recognized as playing a critical role in policy design and implementation. (Agranoff 2001)  How 

relationships, processes, structures, both formal and informal, shape networks and coordination 

requires a micro level study of networks rather than macro institutional level research. (Bryson, 

Crosby et al. 2006)   

Federal policy requiring networks of regional coordination for UASI homeland security 

funding has focused attention on ION and the opportunity presented by governmental alliances 

and networks in homeland security.  In August 2008, the Center for Homeland Defense and 

Security at the Naval Postgraduate School held a seminar on Multi-Jurisdictional Networked 
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Alliances sponsored by DHS.  The following four areas were identified as key ingredients of 

network development: 

1. Focus – narrow, achievable and compelling focus that sustains interests and realizes 

value to stakeholders. 

2. Leadership – leaders who can build trust, sustain relationships throughout the network, 

influence policy makers and decision leaders inter network and intra network. 

3. Reciprocal benefits -- relationships which over time result in ―observable exchange of 

benefits.‖ 

4. Building, repairing and sustaining trust – getting independent organizations to pursue 

shared goals requires enormous talent and effort.  Manage dynamic tensions that arise 

from their diverse membership and the complexity of wicked problems faced. 

 

The report also noted four issues which significantly reduced network efficiency: 

1. Starting at the right place – partnerships often focus on elite groups at the expense of the 

worker bees. 

2. Starting too formally – governance and structure must mature concurrently with trust and 

organizational maturity.  Too formal organizations are not welcoming. 

3. Institutionalizing too quickly – focusing on growth or institutionalization at the expense 

of service delivery.  What is the core product and how is it provided.  Institutionalization 

comes from production. 

4. Duplicating effort – too many meetings doing too little too often. (CHDS 2008) 

 

These characteristics helped focus the research on regional coordination. 

Public network literature crosses a large swath of public administration, complex 

organizational theory, sociology, knowledge, and technology theory.  Initial research into the 

homeland security network shows that the network is not as stable or monolithic as Agranoff and 

McGuire‘s four models suggest but contains elements or qualities of each.  The role of 

relationships and trust within elements of the network reflects the practice at the 

operational/technical level where things get done.  This area is under studied in current public 

network literature. (Milward and Provan 2006) 

Resource Literature: Trust Literature 

Scholarly interest in the topic of the implications of trust on management has grown 

considerably in the last decade.  (Beccerra/Gupta, 1999)  Trust is clearly an important topic for 
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organizational theory; however, a concise and universally accepted definition has remained 

elusive because the concept of trust is more often than not broadly defined. (Kramer 1999)   

Trust can be defined as the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to actions of another party 

based on expectations that the other party will perform particular actions important to the trustor, 

irrespective of ability to monitor or control the party. (Mayer et al, 1995)  Bardach defines trust 

as ―confidence that the trustworthiness of another party is adequate to justify remaining in a 

condition of vulnerability‖ and notes its importance in forming and sustaining inter 

organizational collaboration. (Bardach 1998: 252)  Seok-Eun Kim examines twenty nine 

different definitions of trust noting the difficulty in defining trust and its variables. (Kim 2005) 

A common theme in the literature treats trust as an economic behavior. (Williamson 

1985; Zucker 1986; Hosmer 1995)  Trust and distrust is linked to principal/agent relationships 

and the economic exchange theory. (Hosmer 1995) Others place trust in the broader theoretical 

context as a social and organizational virtue rather merely an economic exchange. (Fukuyama 

1995) 

Trust emphasizes relationships and what happens when people work together.  Trust 

involves judgment and acceptance of some amount of risk of potential harm in exchange for the 

benefits of cooperation. (Warren, 1999) Robert Putnam provided the field with an important 

theoretical framework for examining the concept of trust.  Putnam argued that trust is multi-

dimensional depending on who is trusted including social–trusting people in society, political– 

trusting the government and politicians and legal trust—trusting in the law; and how they trust: 

thick (strong) or thin (weak). (Putnam 1993)  The literature indicates that trust helps facilitate 

cooperation, lowers agency and transaction costs, promotes efficient market exchanges, and 

improves an organization‘s ability to adapt to complex situations like homeland security. (Nyhan 
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2000; McEvily, Perrones et al. 2003)  Trust does have potential downsides where strong trust 

may reduce a willingness to disagree, offer alternative viewpoints or change relationships that no 

longer generate value.  (McEvily, Perrones et al. 2003)   

Summary 

As the primary literature on homeland security coordination shows, homeland security 

coordination is not a new challenge to public administration, but it is a challenge that has not 

been adequately addressed in theory or in practice.  It is, as Donald Kettl notes, critical to the 

provision of homeland security services.  (Kettl 2007)  While Kettl cogently frames the issues, 

his writings on contingent coordination are largely silent to how it can be achieved.  This 

research builds on Kettl‘s work and provides insights into the practice of coordination which 

helps address this gap. 

The provision of homeland security services requires public inter-organizational 

networks and Agranoff and McGuire‘s models of inter organizational management and Provan 

and Milward‘s three levels of unit analysis provide focus for the research methodology.  Chapter 

3 presents a detailed description of the research design and methodologies used to study the 

practice of coordination.  

The challenge to practitioners and theorists is to resolve the homeland security paradox 

initially identified by Selznick –the being that national policy is based on honorifics.  Fire Chief 

Adam Thiel of Alexandria redefined Selznick‘s observation when he noted: 

Homeland security and the fire service suffer from hubris.  We are lying to 

ourselves and everybody else about our abilities and capacities.  The political cost is so 

great there is no ability to admit that issues exist so we never address them.  Instead we 

have come up with fancy words for very basic concepts, which people pretend to 

understand. (Thiel 2009) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

 

This research studied the characteristics of coordination at the nexus of the 

technical/operational and policy levels of the NCR homeland security network.  While viewed as 

a critical component to building a national homeland security system, coordination is also a 

difficult term to define or measure.  To better understand these characteristics, the research used 

qualitative case study methodologies to study how the fire services node of the homeland 

security network practices coordination.   

Looking specifically at the Fiscal Year (FY) 2008 grant cycle, the research studied who is 

involved and how coordination occurs in each phase of the funding application cycle.  The 

research examined formal and informal characteristics of coordination such as structures, roles, 

level of involvement, strength of relationships, and levels of trust within the network and across 

the broader regional homeland security network.  

The research utilized case study inquiry to build upon qualitative research methodologies.  

Through data collection and analysis, elite interviews, a population survey, and participant 

observation the research tells a compelling story of homeland security coordination, network 

behaviors, public administration and human nature presented in the following chapters.  This 

chapter presents the research methodology including descriptions of data collection 

methodologies, data analysis methodologies, and the limitations of the research design used in 

following chapters. 

Case Study Method of Inquiry 
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Given that this research asks ―how‖ and ―why‖ questions, is contemporary, and is 

explanatory in nature the selected research strategy is case study methodology. (Yin 2003)   Yin 

defines a case study as an: 

Empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real 

life context; when boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; 

and in which multiple sources of evidence are used. (Yin 1989: 22) 

 

Zonabend defines case study as a study conducted ―by giving special attention to 

totalizing in the observation, reconstruction, and analysis of the cases under study.‖ (Zonabend 

from Hamel, Dufour et al. 1993 p. 1)  Stake notes that case study or ―case record‖ is the study of 

―a specific, unique, bounded system,‖ which looks at both the common and the unique. (Stake 

1994) 

Stake proposed six major concepts in qualitative research: bounding the case, 

conceptualizing the object of study, selecting themes or issues to emphasize, seeking patterns of 

data to develop the issues, triangulating key observations, selecting alternative interpretations, 

and developing generalizations about the case. (Stake 1994)  These steps were utilized during the 

research of this dissertation. 

Using Stake‘s concepts the research was designed to examine the question: ―What are the 

characteristics of the practice of coordination in a regional metropolitan homeland security 

network?‖  The case study examined the complexity of network interaction, which shapes and 

influences the practice of coordination at the metropolitan regional level of the homeland 

security network.  Given the breadth of services involved in providing homeland security the 

research was bounded by studying the practices of one functional node of the NCR‘s homeland 

security network, the fire service.  The research examined how coordination occurs as 

operational challenges at the technical sub-node level are translated into policy at the governance 
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level of the network.  The research examined the context, structures, roles, and responsibilities 

that shape the practice of coordination among the fire service network actors and the regional 

homeland security network.   

The NCR fire service network was chosen as the units of analysis for this research 

because it represents a principal homeland security function, has a historical context of 

operational coordination, and has the capacity and structure to build and sustain a complex 

public inter organizational service network.  Along with law enforcement, the fire service is 

universally recognized as traditional first responders and as primary actors in homeland security.  

The fire service also has a tradition of cross jurisdictional operations based on mutual and 

automatic aid agreement and, of the homeland security functions identified in NIMS, is most 

likely to practice operational coordination.(Kettl 2003)  The function of fire fighting has 

developed structures, relationships, and sub-nodes necessary to support regional coordination, 

and in the NCR, the fire service is large enough to support a robust, complex network, which 

allows for the study of the practice of coordination.  Finally, the researcher‘s experience and 

knowledge of the fire service operations and administrative structures allowed for access to 

network elites and documentation, which may have been more limited for other researchers. 

Seeking to add to the growing body of homeland security coordination literature, the 

research studied the interactions of the NCR fire service as it worked through the FY 2008 grant 

cycle.  From this work, formal and informal elements were identified as important characteristics 

of the practice of coordination.  These themes were emphasized given their importance in data 

collected, interviews, and the resource literature described in Chapter 2.  

The research methodology employed collection and analysis of information from 

multiple sources including: documentation, archival record, interviews, direct observation, 
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survey data, and participant observation.  Analysis of multiple sources allowed for the 

examination and triangulation of patterns about the practice of coordination and is discussed in 

greater detail further in this chapter.  Alternative interpretations were studied and selected or 

rejected based on data analysis and use of focus groups consisting of subject matter experts from 

within both the regional fire service and the regional homeland security network.  The focus 

group consisted of the Virginia State Administrative Agent and the Chief of the COG Public 

Safety Programs, who are subject matter experts on regional coordination and homeland security 

grant funding.  While both individuals work closely with the fire service network, they are not 

part of the network.  This balance of familiarity and distance allows the focus group members to 

provide valuable insights and validation on program evaluation, network interaction, and 

explanations of characteristics of coordination.   

Elizabethann O‘Sullivan notes that focus groups are extremely helpful in shaping 

exploratory research, guiding the development of research including structured questionnaires, 

and acting as honest brokers in helping to explain complex motivations and 

behaviors.(O'Sullivan, Rassel et al. 2003)  This was true for the shaping and validating of this 

research with both subject matter experts providing frequent advice, guidance, and explanation 

throughout the course of the study.  .  The patterns identified in both the literature and research 

are presented in the following chapters.   

Chapter 7 provides an analysis of the data including elements of regional coordination 

endemic to the NCR fire service network, characteristics of the practice of coordination in the 

homeland security network that may be generalized to other networks or regional areas, and the 

implications of these findings on homeland security policy.  The analysis uses the elements 

identified through data collection, interviews, and survey analysis to propose twelve 
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characteristics of the practice of coordination.  These defined characteristics add to the primary 

homeland security coordination research literature building on Donald Kettl‘s concept of 

contingent coordination discussed in earlier chapters. 

Stake notes that the content of case study ―evolves in the act of writing itself.‖ (Stake 

1994)  This was true of this research where data collection and interviews clearly pointed to the 

importance of the historical context of regional coordination among Northern Virginia fire 

chiefs.  The research into the historical context of regional coordination added a richness and 

depth of understanding to how and why the network behaves as it does, and served to capture 

important lessons which could have been lost as the men and women responsible for building the 

regional system over the past 60 years ago begin to pass on.   

Designed to recognize and minimize bias, this research utilized multiple sources of data.  

The use of multiple, triangulated sources of data helped address case study weakness in construct 

validity, (Jick 1979) (Yin 2003) and for the development of converging lines of inquiry and data 

analysis. (Patton, 1987 from Yin 2003)  To address potential issues with bias or construct 

validity, the research was designed around a three system data collection strategy utilizing 

documentation collection and analysis, elite interviews, and a survey instrument supported by 

participant observations of the researcher.  The design included segregation of data into a case 

study database in order to increase data reliability.  Some materials were impossible to segregate 

since they are part of the researcher‘s working papers and represent personal notes and 

reflections written on a multitude of primary documents.  An annotated bibliography is included 

with the research, which when reviewed with the case study database increases reliability of the 

case study research. (Yin 2003) 
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To collect data on both formal and informal characteristics of coordination the research 

adapted both inter organizational network and network analysis model methodologies for 

studying relationships.  Network analysis is a method of collecting and analyzing data from 

multiple individuals or organizations that interface within a network by studying formal and 

informal relationship, not the organization itself as the unit of analysis. (Provan, Veazie et al. 

2005)  This type of research allows for the comparison of relationships between two 

organizations (dyads), among clusters or groupings of organizations within a network, or among 

all of the organizations that comprise the network. (Provan, Veazie et al. 2005)  Network 

analysis provided a research methodology to study coordination within the fire chiefs‘ network, 

based on eight questions to study community used based networks.  The questions are: 

Which agencies are most central to the network? 

Which core network members have links to resources outside the network? 

Are critical network ties based solely on personal relationships or are they formalized? 

What are the measurements of strength of the relationships? 

Who has strong working relationships? 

Has progress been made to strengthen network ties? 

What is the level of trust among agencies? 

What have been the effects of collaboration?  

 

These eight questions become the basis for data collection for this research and were 

adapted for both the interviews and questionnaire used to frame the study of informal elements 

of coordination. 

Data Collection 

Initial data collection was based on a review of federal homeland security policy 

documents and archival records including the National Incident Management System, the 

National Response Plan, and the National Response Framework looking specifically how they 

addressed the issue of coordination.  The document review was expanded to include collection of 
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data from after action reports of seminal events in recent homeland security.  In addition, a 

number of Government Accountability Office (GAO) reports on the subject of the UASI grant 

program, coordination, and homeland security provided a rich source of research data.  The 

bibliography contains references to GAO reports and after action reports which were helpful in 

framing the issue of coordination from a federal perspective. 

After reviewing federal document collections, the researcher compiled a substantive 

database of National Capital Region homeland security documents based on the following 

sources: 

 MWCOG fire chiefs/RESF 4 meeting minutes, attendance rosters and 

correspondence 

 Mutual aid agreements 

 CAO/SPG joint UASI meeting minutes, correspondence and rosters 

 UASI RESF 4 project prioritization documents 

 Internal UASI working papers from Virginia SAA office and the DC SAA office 

 Internal UASI working papers from Arlington County, Virginia including files in 

Arlington County Office of Emergency Management, Arlington County Fire 

Department and Arlington County Manager‘s Office 

 Jurisdictional budgets and resource documents 

 Reports on the organization, structure and process of NCR UASI including COG 

documents, and SAIC reports 

 Archival documentation for historical context of regional coordination 

Studies of the NCR UASI homeland security network were extremely helpful in defining 

the funding process.  In 2008, SAIC was hired to study the governance process of the NCR 

UASI network. (SAIC 2008)  The report analyzed network-wide data collected from interviews, 

focus groups and surveys to study organizational effectiveness analysis that looked at both ―as-
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is‖ processes and recommendations on improving the UASI process.  In their report, SAIC 

identified 57 distinct steps in seven major phases involved in framing, prioritizing, requesting, 

and accepting UASI funding, which provided a lens to study coordination and network 

relationships.  (See Appendix A for the complete listing).  The research used the 2008 UASI 

process as defined by SAIC to study the formal and informal tools used by the fire service.  

When combined with the network analysis model as proposed by Provan et al. the UASI process 

lens provided a single-survey cross-sectional data source through which to study the 

characteristics of network coordination.   

After collecting and analyzing numerous documents it was clear that the fire service 

network was organized around a core of 12 jurisdictions representing the federal definition of the 

National Capital Region.  The 11 jurisdictions include in the federal definition include: 

1. Arlington County, Virginia 

2. City of Alexandria, Virginia 

3. Fairfax County, Virginia 

4. Prince William County, Virginia 

5. Loudoun County, Virginia 

6. City of Fairfax, Virginia 

7. City of Manassas Park, Virginia 

8. City of Manassas, Virginia 

9. Montgomery County, Maryland 

10. Prince George County, Maryland 

11. District of Columbia 

 

A twelfth fire department representing the Metropolitan Washington Airport Authority 

(MWAA) was included in the population group since it had received UASI funding and been a 

core regional participant since the inception of  UASI process in 2003.  Given the small 

population number (n=12), the research design was based around multiple collection 

methodologies including a greater than 90% participation in elite interviews supported by a 

greater than 90% return rate on a survey instrument.   
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The research plan received Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval on June 1, 2009 

and a copy of the IRB approval and approved forms is included. (See Appendix B.) 

Interviews  

Structured interviews and a survey questionnaire were designed after documentation 

collection was substantially completed.  Support staff from COG and the Virginia State 

Administrative Agent provided numerous documents and supporting information as subject 

matter experts on the UASI process and the NCR homeland security network.  Interview 

questions were comprised of a combination of pre-established questions and open-ended follow 

up questions and were complemented by data from a three question survey.  The researcher used 

these subject matter experts to pre-test interview questions and survey questions since they had 

in-depth knowledge but are not part of the fire service network.   

The initial research design defined the population group as the 12 fire chiefs who were in 

office during the FY 2008 UASI process.  In three jurisdictions, Montgomery County, Maryland, 

Prince George‘s County, Maryland, and the City of Manassas, Virginia the fire chiefs had retired 

or left their positions.  After repeated unsuccessful attempts to contact the three former chiefs by 

e-mail, telephone, and mail the researcher interviewed the current chiefs of those jurisdictions, 

all of whom had substantive experience within their jurisdictions and had worked closely within 

the fire services network during the 2008 UASI process.  Given their leadership roles in the 2008 

UASI process and rich knowledge of the fire chiefs‘ network the data collected from these three 

chiefs does not lessen the validity of the study. 

Examining all factors of network interaction, even those considered the ―dark side‖ was 

critical to balancing the research. (O'Toole and Meier 2004)  During the interviews each fire 

chief was asked about conflict within the UASI network and among the core fire service 
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agencies.  The researcher was concerned that the fire chiefs would be reluctant to talk about 

conflict; instead found the opposite to be true.  The interviewees spoke freely and without 

reservation, and about how they dealt with conflict.  It became clear that conflict resolution is an 

essential element in strengthening network relationships and improving coordination and is 

presented in Chapter 6.   

From June 2009 through January 2010 interviews were scheduled and held with all NCR 

fire chiefs.  When possible, interviews were held in the offices of the fire chiefs in order to 

minimize the amount of time taken from their busy schedules.  Interviews were only held over 

the phone when meeting face to face was impossible or impractical for the source subject.  Nine 

interviews were completed at the offices of the chiefs and three were completed over the phone 

at the request of the chiefs.  Due to personal issues one interview was done via e-mail responses.  

Regardless of in person, e-mail or phone, each interview followed similar approaches and 

processes to gathering data from the fire chiefs. 

The researcher began each interview thanking the fire chief for his willingness to discuss 

the UASI, coordination and their role in the region and for making time in his schedule.  Prior to 

the interview each chief had been e-mailed the IRB consent package and a copy of the 

prospectus abstract.  The researcher explained the IRB process, received a signed consent form, 

and gave a copy of the IRB to the interviewee.  The same process was followed for phone 

interviews except verbal approvals were given based on copies of the materials.  The interviews 

covered the following questions: 

 Explain your role in the UASI process. 

 How do you generate funding concepts from your subject matter experts within your 

jurisdiction? 
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 Please explain the processes that you use to interact with your fellow fire chiefs. 

 Explain the COG process as it pertains to UASI and the chiefs meeting.  Explain the 

formal processes and rules. 

 What other formal settings do the chiefs interact in?  How do the fire chiefs interact? 

 How often do you informally interact with other fire chiefs?  How do you interact? 

 Describe examples of conflict or disagreement.  How was conflict resolved? 

 Would the network operate the same way if UASI funding did not exist? 

 Describe how fire chiefs are introduced to the regional process. 

 What roles do the subject matter experts play in the regional network and the UASI 

process? 

 Given the interactions among the NCR chiefs how would you propose DHS approach 

creation of a national homeland security system? 

 Given the importance of trust and trusted relationships what does this mean for homeland 

security policy? 

Interviews lasted between one to three hours (see Table 3.1) often running far over scheduled 

time.  During the interviews the researcher asked questions and wrote answers by hand.  The 

hand written interviews notes were transcribed by the researcher typically within 24 hours to 

ensure the notes captured the tone and spirit of the information provided.  These notes were 

coded and annotated to identify common themes, challenges, approaches explaining 

characteristics of coordination. 

Given the sensitive nature of the interviews each interview subject was given the 

opportunity to speak off the record.  The promise of confidentiality with references being limited 

to their generic title (e.g. ―a fire chief noted …) was included in the IRB statement provided.  

This promise was intended to promote frank discussion.  Not a single interview subject elected to 

speak confidentially. 
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After each interview the researcher sent a thank you e-mail and the link to an electronic 

survey which asked three questions about participation in the stages of the UASI process, 

strength of relationships among the network actors and levels of trust. 

Table 3.1: Interview 

Summary     

      

Name Organization Title Date Start Length 

James Schwartz Arlington Fire Chief 7/8/2009 3:00 PM 3 hours 

Adam Thiel Alexandria Fire Chief 8/19/2009 

10:00 

AM 

1.5 

hours 

Tom Owens Fairfax City Fire Chief 7/15/2009 9:00 AM 2 hours 

Dennis Rubin Washington D.C.  Fire Chief 1/13/2010 6:00 PM 3 hours 

Ron Mastin Fairfax City Fire Chief 9/3/2009 3:00 AM 2 hours 

Joe Pozzo  Loudoun  Fire Chief 9/2/2009 9:00 AM 

1.5 

hours 

Michael Wood Manassas Fire Chief 1/19/2010 

Electroni

c  

John O'Neal Manassas Park Fire Chief 1/7/2010 3:30 PM 1 hour 

Richard Bowers Montgomery Fire Chief 

12/11/200

9 

12:00 

PM 

1.5 

hours 

Gary Mesaris MWAA Fire Chief 8/26/2009 3:00 PM 2 hours 

Eugene Jones Prince George's Fire Chief 12/9/2009 

10:00 

AM 

1.5 

hours 

Kevin McGee Prince William Fire Chief 9/9/2009 1:00 PM 2 hours 

Sue Wheeler COG  

Chief COG Pub. 

Safety 8/26/2009 

11:00 

AM 3 hours 

Sue Snyder VDEM SAA 9/16/2009 

11:00 

AM 3 hours 

Steven Smith Fairfax  Retired BC 9/3/2009 5:30 PM 3 hours 

Jack Brown Arlington OEM Director 10/8/2009 

10:00 

AM 3 hours 

 

In addition to the fire chiefs, the researcher conducted two interviews to gather historical 

context data about regional coordination.  The interviews of Deputy Chief Smith (retired) and 

Assistant Chief Brown (retired) provided insight into the men involved in the formation of a 

regional automatic aid agreement in Northern Virginia, which has been the foundation Northern 
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Virginia and NCR regional coordination for four decades.  In total the interviews generated over 

60 pages of research material. 

Survey Instrument 

 After the interviews the fire chiefs were e-mailed a link to an online 

questionnaire.  The design of the questionnaire allowed the fire chief to reflect on the answers.  

The researcher recognized that adding a survey instrument increased the likelihood of a lower 

return rate, but felt that the privacy provided by the survey would allow for an honest, less 

guarded response than asking the questions during an interview.  The survey asked three 

questions: 

1. Roles in Fiscal Year 2008 Urban Area Security Initiative Grant Process Phases:  

The 2008 UASI Governance Study completed by SAIC identified five phases in 

the UASI funding cycle requiring fire services emergency support function (ESF) 

involvement. Within these five phases the fire service ESF are identified as being 

involved in nine tasks. Please identify the appropriate role you or your 

organization had in each phase and task. Did your agency play a leadership role, 

supporting role, or no role? 

2. Strength of Working Relationships: Listed below are agencies involved in the 

UASI funding cycle for FY 2008.  Please indicate the strength of your agencies 

working relationship with each of the agencies.  The scale is very strong, strong, 

neutral, weak, very weak, and not applicable. 

3. Please rate the overall trust relationship with each agency. For instance can you 

trust the other agency to keep its word, to perform in accordance with agreed 

upon procedures, and respond to your agencies needs.  Please identify the answer 

that best reflects your overall level of trust. The scale is: poor relationship (little 

trust), fair relationship (some trust), good relationships (trust), excellent 

relationships (high trust), and not applicable (no relationship). 
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Question 1 gathered information about roles in the phases and steps of the 2008 UASI 

process as defined in the 2008 SAIC study based on a scale of leadership role, supporting role, or 

no role.   

The survey questions 2 and 3 asked each fire chief to rate the strength of working 

relationships and level of trust between their agency and other agencies in the UASI process.  

The fire chiefs were asked to rank the 12 core fire service jurisdictions and 10 other agencies 

involved in the NCR homeland security network including administrative support (COG, DC 

SAA, VA SAA, and MD SAA), network leadership (CAO and SPG), and other functional 

groups (emergency managers, police chiefs, public health directors, and public information 

officers).   

Question 2 gathered data using an ordinal Likert scale, which measures strength of 

working relationships, is based on a scale of very strong, strong, neutral, weak, very weak, and 

not applicable.  Answers of ―not applicable‖ represented no working relationship.  Each 

jurisdiction coded the strength of working relationship with themselves as not applicable.  The 

results for the fire service jurisdictions strength of working relationships with other fire service 

agencies is averaged based on (N=N-1) in order to account for this.  The other ten UASI network 

nodes were averaged using N=12.   

Survey question 3 also gathered data using an ordinal Likert scale, which measure levels 

of trust based on a scale of excellent relationships (high trust), good relationships (trust), fair 

relationship (some trust), poor relationship (little trust), not applicable.  Answers of ―not 

applicable‖ represented no working relationship and therefore no levels of.  Each jurisdiction 

coded their level of trust with themselves as not applicable.  The results for the fire service 

jurisdictions strength of working relationships with other fire service agencies is averaged based 
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on (N= N-1) in order to account for this.  The other ten UASI network nodes were averaged 

using N=12.   

The survey scales were adapted from a survey instrument Provan and Veazie used to measure 

strength of relationships and level trust among human service providers. (Provan, Veazie et al. 

2005)  The survey questions and scales were pre-tested by a small group consisting of a fire 

chief, the Chief of COG Public Safety Programs, and the Virginia State Administrative Agent to 

test face validity.  Confidence in scales is based in their use in network analysis literature; 

however the survey is not intended to provide statistically significant results.  The survey 

provides additional insight into the primary data developed from interviews and document 

analysis.  The surveys provided an alternative mechanism to gather sensitive data, which could 

then be used to better visualize working relationships and trust and to triangulate data from the 

primary sources. 

The return rate on the survey questionnaires was 100%.   

Participant Observation 

 Yin defines participant observation as a ―special mode of observation in which you are 

not merely a passive observer.  Instead you assume a variety of roles within a case study and 

may actually participate in the events being studied.‖ (Yin 2003)  Case study methodology can 

be faulted for its lack of representation and its lack of rigor in the collection, construction, and 

analysis of data. (Hamel, Dufour et al. 1993)  This lack of representation, which can often be 

correlated with a lack of academic rigor, is often the result of researcher bias.  Therefore, safe 

guards need to be put in place where participant observation is employed to ensure that the 

research is not tainted by the subjectivity of the researcher. (Hamel, Dufour et al. 1993) 
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The participation of the researcher in many of the National Capital Region‘s significant 

homeland security events including the 9/11 attacks on the Pentagon, the anthrax dispersal attack 

at the mail facility in Dulles, VA, the suspected anthrax attacks on the Pentagon (2005), the 

regional Hurricane Katrina deployments, and the creation of a regional UASI meets the criteria 

established by Yin.  The ability to bring participant observation to the research helped set context 

and provided richness to the case study. (Vidich 1955)     

 Yin also notes that the participant observer provides unusual opportunities for collecting 

case study data; however significant challenges are raised due to the potential of bias. (Yin 2003)  

The researcher has not been a fire chief for more than five years and every fire chief who 

participated in the research is new to their office since that time.  In fact, only one interviewee 

was a fire chief (in a different jurisdiction) when the researcher was a fire chief.
8
   

This distance allowed for familiarity with the subject matter experts without being 

threatening or having a preconceived notion about how the chiefs were coordinating.  The 

researcher‘s standing in the community however, provided access to records and staff that many 

researchers would not have been granted.  Even given the researcher‘s role as a public safety 

peer and long standing local government official, it was difficult to schedule times for interviews 

and follows up.  When time was scheduled however, every interview ran longer than the 

requested time often twice to three times as long, which was remarkable given how busy their 

schedules were. 

Data Analysis 

The research design gathered data from five different sources: documentation, archival 

records, interviews, direct observations and participant observations.  Qualitative research 

                                                 
8
 The researcher was Chief of Fire and Rescue in Loudoun County Virginia from 1998 to 2004.  From 2004 to 

present the researcher is the Director of Emergency Management in Arlington County, Virginia. 
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approach is one in which the inquirer often makes knowledge claims based primarily on 

constructivist perspectives or advocacy/participatory perspectives or both.  The researcher 

collects open-ended, emerging data with the primary intent of developing themes from the data. 

(Creswell 2003)  Analysis of multiple sources and independent measures provide a clear picture 

of the characteristics of coordination. 

The researcher used the multiple sources of data to develop ―converging lines of inquiry.‖  

(Jick 1979; Yin 1994; Creswell 2003; Yin 2003)  Analysis of the documents, interview 

transcripts, and survey questionnaire responses allowed for a data analysis process which 

identified key words, patterns and themes.  These themes were matched against documentation 

such as meeting minutes, attendance rosters, UASI project submissions and participant 

observation to further test the data.  This data analysis strategy was designed to address faults 

most commonly associated with the case study method, mainly: 

1. Its lack of representativeness, especially the lack of representativeness of the case 

used as a point of observation for the social phenomenon or issue constituting the 

object of study; and 

2. Its lack of rigor in the collection, construction, and analysis of the empirical materials 

that give rise to this study.  This lack of rigor is linked to the problem of bias.  Such 

bias is introduced by the subjectivity of the researcher, as well as of the field 

informants on whom the researcher relies to get an understanding of the case under 

investigation.  (Hamel 1993,  23) 

 

Limitations to the Research 

The research is a single-stage sampling procedure providing cross-sectional data.  It 

provides a picture at one point in time.  Future research could turn this research into a 

longitudinal study, which would significantly enhance understanding of both network maturation 

and coordination.   
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 Another limitation in the research is that it looks only at one node in one location of an 

expansive national homeland security network.  The relatively small sample population of fire 

chiefs allowed for a population survey with the goal of >90% participation with a final 

participation rate of 100%.  The network structure in other Tier I UASI communities is different, 

and researchers cannot assume that one size fits all applies to the interactions among members or 

the structures of their organizations or relationships.  As a cautionary note, it may be difficult to 

replicate these findings given the unique relationship the researcher enjoyed within the network 

and the level of access granted by the fire chiefs.   

 While the case study can be seen as a small step toward broader generalization, (Stake 

1994) it was not designed to reveal statistically significant causal relationships.  Rather it was the 

goal of the research to begin to address Selznick‘s concerns about the lack of definition 

surrounding the concept of coordination and what tools can be used to create and strengthen it.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONTEXT OF REGIONAL FIRE SERVICE COORDINATION 

 

Chapter 1 presented research on the UASI grant program including funding for tier I 

UASI communities comprised of the nation‘s seven largest, high risk and high threat 

metropolitan regions.  While the National Capital Region is reflective of the challenges 

experienced by the nation‘s largest metropolitan regions it also stands as unique where the 

confluence of all the major federal agencies, two states with differing views of governmental 

services, the federal city, twelve of the nation‘s wealthiest and most progressive counties and 

cities, and a strong Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) combine to create a potent 

distillation of federalism.  Given the proximity with federal officials, federalism issues manifest 

themselves differently in the NCR than in other locations.  For example, relationships between 

local first responders and federal agencies located in their jurisdictions are unusually close -- at 

times closer than the relationships with state agencies located in geographically distant locations. 

(Titan 2002) (Jones 2009)  This chapter examines the demographics and structures of the 

region’s local governments and the historical context for the development and maturation of the 

regional fire service network.   

The complexity of the numerous homeland security challenges was recognized in the 

enabling legislation creating the Department of Homeland Security, which specifically bounds 

the National Capital Region.  Section 2674 (f)(2) of Title 10 of the U.S. Code defines the National 

Capital Region (NCR) as consisting of the geographic area located within the boundaries of (A) 

the District of Columbia, (B) Montgomery and Prince George‘s Counties in the State of 
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Maryland, (C) Arlington, Fairfax, Loudoun, and Prince William Counties and the City of 

Alexandria in the Commonwealth of Virginia.
 9

    

Through a combination of focusing events and formal and informal structures, the NCR 

developed regional operational coordination over a four decade timeframe.  The historical 

context described in this chapter shows the importance of two elements that impact the 

practice of coordination: senior leadership support of regional coordination efforts and time, 

which has allowed relationships to develop, strengthen, and mature.   

The National Capital Region 

The region, home to numerous sensitive governmental facilities, military installations and 

iconic national monuments has experienced terrorist attacks, significant transportation incidents 

and weather related disasters within its geographic boundaries.  The District of Columbia was 

chosen as the nation‘s capital by George Washington but did not experience substantial growth 

until the mid-1940s and after the Second World War. (Beck 2007)  The massive growth of the 

federal government and the United States‘ role as a superpower brought an influx of highly paid, 

highly educated residents to the region.  In the latter half of the twentieth century, the District of 

Columbia grew into the regional urban core.  The once rural countryside in Arlington, Fairfax 

and Alexandria, Virginia, and Prince George‘s and Montgomery, Maryland grew quickly into 

suburban areas. On August 17, 1964 the final phase of the Capital Beltway was completed, 

creating a ring around the District of Columbia and physically dividing those inside the beltway 

from those outside.  In the later decades of the century suburban growth spread to the outer 

jurisdictions of Loudoun and Prince William and the far reaches of Montgomery which were 

                                                 
9
 The NCR is one of five tri-state UASI areas.  The other areas are Tier I Urban Area Chicago (Illinois, Indiana, and 

Wisconsin) and Tier II Urban Areas Cincinnati-Middleton (Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana), Philadelphia-Camden-

Wilmington (Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland) and Memphis (Tennessee, Mississippi, and 

Arkansas). (UASI Kit A-2) 
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among the fastest growing jurisdictions in the country.  At the same time, the inner core 

jurisdictions experienced rapid urbanization.   

Graphic 4.1: Map of the NCR 
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To understand the NCR it is helpful to start with the Potomac River.  The Potomac River 

is both an iconic regional geological feature and a historical, ideological divide.  The river 

separates the State of Maryland and the District of Columbia from the Commonwealth of 

Virginia as both a physical and philosophical barrier.  The boundaries of Virginia start at the 

high water mark of the Potomac and the river limits movement within the NCR to one of the six 

river crossings that connect adjacent jurisdictions.
 10

    

                                                 
10

 Local level responsibility for events in, on, or above the Potomac falls to Maryland or Washington, D.C. Only 

partially in jest do first responders in Virginia answer the question, ―What do you do with a body on the banks of the 

Potomac?‖ with ―Push it into the river and call Maryland.‖   
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Regional differences are wider than the Potomac River and are reflected in the political 

and organizational structures of Maryland, the District of Columbia, and Virginia.  The local 

jurisdictions in the NCR struggle at times to balance regional coordination with statutory and 

regulatory directives from geographically and ideologically distant state capitals.  Once a part-

time sleepy southern town, Washington D.C. and the NCR has grown into a region 

encompassing 3,020 square miles and a population of over 4.5 million people. 

Structures of Metropolitan Governmental Organizations 

The three state governments in the NCR are fundamentally different in how they organize 

their local governments.   The District of Columbia elects a mayor who acts as both a mayor and 

as a governor, with home rule authority limited by congressional actions.  The State of Maryland 

allows for substantive local home rule and the local jurisdictions in the NCR elect a county 

executive who has day to day control over county operations.  The Commonwealth of Virginia 

purposely and significantly narrows local governments‘ authority and management of the 

jurisdictions is mixed with cities and counties having different statutory requirements.   

Washington D.C. 

The District of Columbia is unique in the United States.  The city of 591,833 residents 

has limited powers of self-government ―subject to retention by Congress of the ultimate 

legislative authority over the nation‘s capital.‖ (D.C. Home Rule Act)  As the nation‘s capital, 

the District of Columbia is neither a local government nor a state government, but rather operates 

as a hybrid of both with home rule authority often limited by partisan political activities of 

Congress.  The city‘s political mantra ―Taxation without Representation‖ reflects the frustration 

residents feel about their lack of self rule and intrusive federal activities. 
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The District, as Washington D.C. is often referred, is governed by a strong mayor/city 

council form of government, which grants the mayor responsibilities for the operations of city 

services.  The mayor appoints a city administrator and other staff including the department heads 

involved in homeland security.  Geographically, large sections of the city are reserved for federal 

purposes. 

Maryland 

The Maryland jurisdictions of Montgomery and Prince George‘s share boundaries with 

the District of Columbia.  On November 2, 1954, Maryland ratified the Constitutional 

Amendment Article XI – E granting municipal home rule.  The State of Maryland is organized 

into 24 large jurisdictions with one of three forms of government: county commissioners, code 

home rule, or charter.
 11

  Of the three forms, code home rule provisions grant substantive self-

government of local affairs to the local level.  Two of the largest counties in Maryland are 

located in the NCR – the counties of Montgomery and Prince George‘s. The 2008 census data 

for the two communities report a combined population in excess of 1,674, 856. (Bureau 2008)  

Both Montgomery and Prince George‘s counties directly elect county executives 

responsible for appointment and operations of county services.  In FY 2009 Montgomery County 

reported an annual budget of $4.3 billion dollars and Prince George‘s of $2.7 billion, with a 

combined work force of over 59,625 employees. 

(http://www.msa.md.gov/msa/mdmanual/01glance/html/county.html 2009)  Sub-regionally to 

the NCR, the two counties work closely with each other and the state government in Annapolis. 

(Jones 2009)  Given the size of their respective budgets and workforce, and the political 

                                                 
11

 Maryland consists of 23 counties and Baltimore City, which has been considered a modified county jurisdiction 

since the adoption of the Maryland Constitution of 1851. (MSA.Md.gov) 
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pressures of electing the county executives, both counties are forces in regional issues such as 

transportation, planning and homeland security.  

Virginia 

Unlike the District of Columbia and the State of Maryland, the Commonwealth of 

Virginia follows a different path of organizing local government and assigning municipal 

powers.  The Commonwealth is divided into 95 counties and 39 independent cities.  Like the 

State of Maryland, the Commonwealth of Virginia struggles to balance diverse demographics 

ranging from heavily urban and wealthy suburban areas in the NCR to poverty stricken rural 

communities in the coal country of the southwest.  Historically the Commonwealth has 

maintained strict control over local government through Dillon Rule. 

Dillon Rule, or Dillon‘s Rule, is the seminal case defining local governments‘ power and 

authority.  Dillon Rule is based upon the 1868 case City of Clinton v. Cedar Rapids and Missouri 

River Railroad Company, which established a paternal, hierarchical relationship of states over 

local governments.  In the City of Clinton Case, Judge John Forrest Dillon, writing in regards to 

a local government‘s efforts to control the location of rail lines in its community stated: 

The true view is this: Municipal corporations owe their origin to, and derive their 

powers and rights wholly from, the legislature.  It breathes into them the breath of life, 

without which they cannot exist.  As it creates, so it may destroy.  If it may destroy, it 

may abridge and control.  Unless there is some constitutional limitation on the right, the 

legislature might, by a single act, if we can suppose it capable of so great a folly and so 

great a wrong, sweep from existence all of the municipal corporations in the State, and 

the corporation could not prevent it.  We know of no limitation on this right so far as the 

corporations themselves are concerned.  They are, so to phrase it, the mere tenants at will 

of the legislature. (1868: 11) 

 

Dillon Rule has been part of Virginia law since 1896 and is strictly interpreted by 

Virginia Courts to narrowly define the power of local governments.  Virginia jurisdictions are 

granted powers and authority that:  
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1. Are specifically conferred on them by the Virginia General Assembly 

2. Are necessarily or fairly implied from a specific grant or authority 

3. Are essential to the purposes of government – not simply convenient but 

indispensable. (County of Fairfax Website 2009) 

In 1901 and 1971 efforts were made to modify the Virginia Constitution, both of which 

failed.  Virginia is one of five states that do not provide for some type of municipal home rule, 

and attempts to weaken restrictions on local governments have been ―routinely allowed to 

slumber in committees of the General Assembly.‖
12

 (LWV 2004)  The Virginia jurisdictions 

each elect county boards or city councils which appoint professional managers or chief 

administrative officers (CAOs) to oversee day to day operations of county services. 

Table 4.1:  NCR Demographics 

    

     

     

Jurisdiction Population Median Land Persons/ 

 (2008) Household Inc. Area Sq. Mile/ 

  (2007)  (2000) 

     
United States 304,059,724 $50,740 3,537,438.44 79.60 

     

District of 

Columbia 591,833 $54,812 61.40 9,378.00 

     
Maryland 5,633,597 $67,989 9,773.82 541.90 

Montgomery 950,680 $91,440 495.52 1,760.80 

Prince George's 820,852 $67,706 485.43 1,652.60 

     

Virginia 7,769,089 $59,575 39,594.07 178.80 

Alexandria 136,974 $56,054 15.00 8,450.80 

Arlington 209,969 $92,345 25.87 7,286.70 

City of Fairfax 23,844 $88,968 6.31 3,583.00 

                                                 
12

 The other four states which do not provide for municipal home rule are Alabama, Idaho, Indiana, Mississippi, and 

Vermont.  (Celdf.org) 
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Fairfax 1,015,302 $104,984 395.04 2,455.10 

Loudoun 289,995 $107,200 519.85 326.20 

Manassas 36,638 $60,409 9.00 3,538.30 

Manassas Park 11,319 $63,681 2.49 5,145.00 

Prince William 364,734 $86,294 337.78 830.80 

     

Table 4.1 shows demographic information about the region.  The population differences, 

median household income, land area and persons per square mile show remarkable differences 

among the jurisdictions.  

Context of Regional Homeland Security Coordination 

Development of the Council of Governments 

In 1957, three local government officials with a vision of the possible growth of 

Washington D.C. from a small southern city to a booming urban area convinced their colleagues 

in Maryland, Virginia and the District of Columbia to meet and plan for the future of the region.  

In April 1957, Robert McLaughlin, president of the board of commissioners of the District of 

Columbia, State Senator Charles R. Fenwick of Arlington, Virginia and State Senator Edward S. 

Northrop of Montgomery, Maryland convened a planning session with forty other local officials 

who supported the formation of the Washington Metropolitan Regional Conference.  (Beck 

2007)  Initially consisting of representatives from the District of Columbia, Montgomery and 

Prince George‘s Counties in Maryland, Arlington and Fairfax Counties in Virginia, and Falls 

Church and Alexandria Cities in Virginia, the organization established the foundation of 

Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (COG).   

In 1958 Loudoun County, Virginia joined COG and in the early 1960s Prince William 

County and the City of Fairfax, Virginia joined as did the cities of Rockville, Takoma Park, and 

College Park, Maryland.  In 1965, language was inserted into the Housing and Urban 

Development Act by Senator Edmund Muskie of Maine allowing for federal funds to be applied 
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for and used by regional planning groups. (Beck 2007)  COG further strengthened its role in the 

region by staffing and supporting the National Capital Region Transportation Planning Board.   

The Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (COG) is the Metropolitan 

Planning Organization (MPO) for the National Capital Region and serves as a vehicle through 

which local, state and federal agents and agencies could meet and work to resolve difficult 

regional problems such as transportation planning, economic development, pollution reduction, 

and other regional issues.
13

 (Beck 2007)  The roles, processes, and structures of COG are 

examined in greater detail in Chapters 5 and 6. 

Development of Regional Homeland Security Functions 

Regional work on homeland security, then called civil defense, began in the 1950s in 

response to growing fears of an atomic bomb attack on the nation‘s capital or Pentagon.  As Cold 

War tensions intensified the governors of Virginia, Maryland and the Mayor of the District of 

Columbia jointly developing a cold war era evacuation plan for the capital region utilizing 

resources and shelters in Virginia and Maryland to aid the nation‘s capital during an attack. 

(TWWA 1959)  

Through the 1960s COG staff continued to build collaborative relationships with local 

government officials and in 1973 helped broker the first formally approved regional mutual aid 

compact. (1973) The compact was limited in scope, highly legalistic and of small operational 

value given the diversity of needs represented by a region with a true urban core, fledgling 

suburban neighborhoods, and a preponderance of rural farmlands.  It was however, an important 
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 COG jurisdictions include: Washington D.C., Maryland, the Maryland jurisdictions of  Town of 

Bladensburg, City of Bowie, City of Gaithersburg, Prince George's County, City of College Park, City of Greenbelt, 

City of Rockville, Montgomery County, City of Takoma Park,  Frederick County, City of Frederick, Virginia and 

the Virginia jurisdictions of City of Alexandria,  Fairfax County, Loudoun County, Arlington County, City of Falls 

Church, Prince William County, City of Fairfax, City of Manassas, and City of Manassas Park.   

http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/bladensburg.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/bladensburg.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/bowie.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/gaithersburg.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/princegeorges.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/collegepark.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/greenbelt.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/rockville.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/montgomery.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/takomapark.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/frederick.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/frederickcity.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/alexandria.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/fairfax.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/loudoun.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/arlington.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/fallschurch.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/fallschurch.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/princewilliam.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/cityfairfax.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/manassas.asp
http://www.mwcog.org/about/jurisdiction/manassaspark.asp
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step towards developing a culture of collaborative service delivery and laid the foundation for 

future agreements and actions such as the 1975 emergency services Memorandum of 

Understanding. 

Focusing Events Forming the Fire Service Regional Network  

 Focusing events are used to explain critical points in emergency management and 

homeland security public policy. (Birkland 1997)  Focusing events played a critical role in not 

only shaping public policy in the development of regional fire service coordination, but also 

acted as forming events to shape regional structures. 

Formative Years 

In the 1970s, the Virginia counties of Fairfax and Arlington, and the city of Alexandria 

embarked on a bold experiment in regionalism when they introduced a far reaching system of 

automatic aid for fire and emergency medical services.  This agreement would lay the ground 

work for future homeland security regionalism.   

As the inner beltway of the NCR developed from rural to suburban to urban the fire 

services struggled to meet the demands of growth.  Among the challenges the fire service faced 

included the evolution of the fire services from volunteer systems to career system, increased call 

volume, and the need to construct and staff multiple new stations.  Growth was creating strain on 

the fire service that required rethinking of service coordination.  This thinking was shaped by 

two focusing events, which would alter how the fire service thought about jurisdictional borders 

and operational parochialism. 

Oak Grove Fire 

On November 16, 1969 firefighters at the Herndon Volunteer Fire Department in Fairfax 

County were alerted by a passing motorist of a house fire on Route 606 in Oak Grove, located 
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over the boundary line in neighboring Loudoun County.  In an age before computer aided 

dispatch, enhanced 911, or cell phones the motorist drove to the nearest fire station to report the 

fire and the fact that children were trapped in the burning house.  Fairfax fire stations were 

connected to the county‘s central dispatch center by a direct phone line, which was also used to 

alert the station of calls and activate the house siren, an enormous air raid siren which would 

alert the residents and volunteers in the region that an emergency was occurring.
14

  The Fairfax 

Dispatch Center, which today is staffed with shifts of twenty-five dispatchers was at that time 

staffed with one or two dispatchers per shift, who were responsible for dispatching units to calls 

based on card assignments and hand drawn maps. (Smith 2009) 

After getting the pertinent information from the motorist the firefighters rushed to alert 

the dispatch center.  Gary Mesaris was one of the fire fighters who called Fairfax dispatch center 

to report the fire and alert them to the fact the Herndon engine was responding.  Before the fire 

engine left the station, Fairfax dispatch put the responding engine ‗in service‘ since the fire was 

in Loudoun County.  In the nomenclature of the fire service a unit being put ‗in service‘ means 

that it is being taken off the call and cannot respond to the incident.  The staffed engine sat on the 

apron of the fire station, its crew seething in frustration over their inability to help.  The two 

children, aged 18 months and 30 months, perished in the blaze caused by a malfunctioning 

kerosene stove in the kitchen of the house. (Post 1969) (Mesaris 2009)   

The Oak Grove fire was seared into the psyche of the fire fighters who wanted to respond 

but were not allowed.  This event would play a critical role in regional coordination as 

                                                 
14

 In 1967 Benny Clark of the Fairfax Dispatch center is credited with organizing the mapping system which 

allowed for the system of box assignments if the closest equipment.  As additional units were required to respond, 

delays were common as dispatchers tried to figure out which station was next due on the call.  Clark‘s system was 

further defined by Edward Miller who added one of the nation‘s first incident reporting systems to code calls for 

analysis and review. 
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Firefighter Gary Mesaris took his memories with him as he rose through the ranks becoming an 

assistant chief in Fairfax and chief in the City of Fairfax, Alexandria, and the Metropolitan 

Washington Airports Authority.  Thirty-five years later he clearly recounted this experience as a 

formative moment in a passionate pursuit of regional coordination and commitment to service 

delivery. 

Sky Line Collapse 

On March 2, 1973, Fairfax dispatchers received a call asking if a building had collapsed 

in the Sky Line area of Fairfax County.  Units were dispatched to what was described as ―a large 

cloud of dust‖ and found that a sixteen-story building under construction had collapsed killing 

fourteen construction workers. (Brown 2009)  The Sky Line building was one of several high 

rise buildings under construction in the Bailey‘s Cross Roads area of Fairfax.  Bailey‘s Cross 

Roads is located at the junction of Arlington, Fairfax and Alexandria.  Unbeknownst to each 

jurisdiction, each had received calls on the collapse and each jurisdiction had dispatched full box 

assignments, which in the case of a building collapse consisted of multiple units, thinking the 

building was in their jurisdiction.  The lack of regional operations and communications became 

apparent when it became clear that Alexandria had units on the south side of the collapse, 

Arlington on the north side and Fairfax on the west.  However, instead of arguing over 

jurisdiction the command chiefs pulled together into a single unified command to deal with the 

disaster. 

The Sky Line area building collapse provided additional incentive to the regional work 

group and their efforts to formulate an operational plan to provide coordinated fire services.
15
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 Given the magnitude of the event and the extensive body recovery efforts, the three jurisdictions 

commandeered a recreational vehicle, which is credited as being the first command vehicle in the National Capital 

Region. 
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Birth of the NOVA Agreement 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s the inner beltway jurisdictions of Arlington, Alexandria 

and Fairfax were rapidly developing into urban areas.  This growth created the need for 

additional local government services schools, roads, and public safety facilities.  The fire service 

was not immune to growth pressures and in 1970, Fairfax County Fire planners led by Lieutenant 

Steven Smith were tasked with defining the service needs of Fairfax.  Smith calculated that in 

Fairfax County alone meeting service demands from the population growth required construction 

and staffing of over ten new stations within the decade. (Smith 2009)  Similar pressures and 

demands were being experienced by Arlington and Alexandria.  The chief administrative officers 

of the three communities saw an opportunity to reduce the demand for new stations by endorsing 

a regional approach to station construction and sharing of resources.  The task of creating a 

regional approach to fire and EMS services was tasked to the three fire chiefs who immediately 

tasked it to key staff.  Through the early 1970s James Hicks of Alexandria, George Bassett of 

Arlington and Gary Mesaris and Steven Smith of Fairfax formulated a regional approach to 

station placement and the provision of fire services.   

On December 12, 1975 three Virginia fire chiefs representing the City of Alexandria and 

the counties of Arlington and Fairfax signed a Memorandum of Understanding establishing an 

automatic aid, emergency services mutual response plan, which dictated a cooperative regional 

approach for the delivery of fire suppression and related services. The framework allowed for a 

sharing of resources, creation of standardized response procedures and training requirements, 

and recognizing the jurisdictions as being a ―boundary-less‖ model.  The plan called for the 

exchange of command staff and dispatch of the closest available resources irrespective of 
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political boundaries. (1975)   Mesaris and others had learned the lessons of Oak Grove and Sky 

Line and were committed to not repeating those mistakes. 

The 1975 mutual response plan, commonly referred to as the NOVA Agreement is still 

the foundational policy document for providing fire service in Northern Virginia.  The NOVA 

Agreement established a regional automatic aid agreement, which was strengthened with 

formulation of common operating procedures, training requirements, and technology such as 

interoperable radios.
16

  Each improvement and each additional signatory to the agreement 

strengthened the network to the point where it has became institutionalized by the fire service 

and the region‘s political and administrative leadership as ―just the way things got done.‖ 

(Owens 2009)  The NOVA Agreement has been reconfirmed and expanded multiple times and is 

credited with creating the culture of collaboration and coordination seen at the September 11, 

2001 attack on the Pentagon. (Titan 2002; Kettl 2003; Report 2004) 

The strength of the regional system was evident in 1978, when the City of Fairfax and 

Fairfax County were embroiled in a very messy political divorce with the city assuming many 

responsibilities it had previously paid the county to perform.  Among the services separated by 

the split were the public safety functions of fire, rescue and law enforcement.  The newly formed 

City of Fairfax Fire Department quickly adopted the NOVA Agreement and consequently 

experienced a smooth transition and maintained good working relationships with the county fire 

service with little of the acrimony experienced by other functions.
17
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 For instance, dispatch identifiers needed to be changed because dispatchers could easily confuse Engine One for 

Fairfax with Engine One from Arlington or Alexandria, all of whom could be on the same call.  The NOVA 

Agreement worked through this problem by creating a regional numbering system with units from Arlington being 

identified as the 70 series and Alexandria as the 50 series.  Arlington Engine One would be called Engine 71.  This 

system would later evolve into the NCR numbering system for each jurisdiction. 
17

 As the acrimony between the political leadership of the city and county intensified, the service divorce became 

bitter.  Given that payments would be based on population, both jurisdictions struggled to gather data.  The best 

population numbers were not generated by the census data but by the Virginia Alcohol Beverage Commission, 
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Early efforts to build a regional, coordinated fire service were based on professional 

experiences, jurisdictional operational and administrative needs and capacity, a high degree of 

support from political and chief administrative officers, and a series of well thought out 

procedures which quickly gained general acceptance and endorsement from the service 

providers.  These elements of coordination are still evident in the NCR fire services operations.   

Even when faced with political conflict, the fire service elevated service provision over 

jurisdictional infighting.  The primacy of service provision drove the regional approach to the 

NOVA agreement by staff who would later go on to be the chiefs of NCR departments in the 

1990s and 2000s. 

Focusing Events - 1980s and 1900s 

Often overlooked in post 9/11/2001 homeland security literature is the fact that the 

National Capital Region had experienced a focusing event nineteen years earlier, which like the 

NOVA Agreement, helped shape homeland security considerations in the region.  On January 

13, 1982 a series of non-terrorist disasters occurred in the National Capital Region (NCR), which 

laid the foundation for current intra- and inter-jurisdictional coordination. (FEMA 1982)  On 

January 13
th

, the NCR experienced a blinding snow storm that resulted in the unanticipated early 

release of federal, state, and local employees.  Typically, snow of any type in Washington D.C. is 

a disaster.  Snow causes significant traffic delays and numerous accidents and injuries.  At 2:00 

PM on January 13
th

 road conditions in the Capital Region were worse than usual given quickly 

accumulating snow, exceptionally poor regional winter driving habits, and a flood of government 

workers released on the roads at the same time.  Traffic in Washington D.C. and the inner 

suburbs was at best a crawl and at worst completely stopped. 

                                                                                                                                                             
which was in charge of building stores to sell hard liquor in the commonwealth and had the most complete 

demographics at the time. (Smith 2009) 
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At 3:59 P.M. of the same day, Florida Air Flight 90 carrying a total of 79 people took off 

from National Airport.  National Airport (later renamed Ronald Reagan Washington National 

Airport) is located in Arlington, Virginia on the banks of Potomac with tremendous vistas of the 

national monuments located across the river.  During takeoff, Flight 90 experienced mechanical 

and weather related problems and crashed into the Potomac River after striking the 14
th

 Street 

Bridge.  Response units from Arlington, Alexandria and Fairfax, Virginia, and Washington D.C. 

struggled with weather and road conditions to respond to the plane crash and arrived to find 

citizens trying to pull survivors from the icy waters of the Potomac.   

As units from the region responded to the plane crash confusion reigned.  Units could not 

easily access the crash site due to the snow and snarled traffic.  Responders could not speak to 

each other because public safety radios used different frequencies.  Operational policies were 

different and at times in conflict with each other.  Command was initially established by the first 

arriving command officer, a Battalion Chief from Arlington County, who was then put in service 

by Washington D.C. officials since the bridge is over the Potomac and not the responsibility of 

Virginia. (FEMA 1982)     

At 4:30 PM in the midst of the response to the crash of Flight 90, Car 1029 of Metro 

Train 410 derailed in the metro subway tunnel under Washington D.C.  The derailment created 

heavy smoke conditions and caused a number of injuries.  Response to the derailment was 

hampered by not only the snow and traffic conditions but by the fact that numerous resources 

were already responding to the plane crash.  The fact that the weather and traffic conditions had 

forced more people to use the subway system only intensified an extremely chaotic situation.  

The lack of coordinated incident management system and jurisdictional parochialism hampered 

rescue efforts.(FEMA 1982) 
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The events of January 13, 1982 had an enormous impact on a generation of first 

responders, many of whom would go on to shape local and regional policies in the 1990s and 

beyond.  For the signatories of the NOVA Agreement, January 13, 1982 was a vindication of 

their foresight and hard work.  For jurisdictions not signatories to the agreement the events of 

January 13
th

 showed a need for unprecedented regional coordination since local jurisdictions 

needed to be prepared to handle significant emergencies with limited state or federal government 

assistance.  This was especially true for leaders in of the region‘s fire service who realized the 

regions vulnerability to large scale emergencies.   

One of the positive outcomes from the events of January 13, 1982 was renewed regional 

efforts to resolve operational issues identified in after-action reports including coordinated 

incident command and interoperable communications.  By necessity these regional efforts 

worked through the COG system including integrating fire service, transportation, and chief 

administrative officers into workgroups to address issues in a coordinated and collaborative 

fashion. (Beck 2007)  

During the 1990s the fire services in the NCR experienced another wave of growth in the 

exurbs of Montgomery and Prince George‘s counties in Maryland and Fairfax, Loudoun and 

Prince William counties in Virginia.   The fire service in the suburbs experienced similar growth 

to that which the inner-beltway jurisdictions experienced a decade earlier.  The once rural land of 

the exurbs became suburban communities virtually overnight, requiring with the addition of new 

stations and career staff initially supplementing and in many case supplanting fire and rescue 

volunteers.  The development of large combination systems in these jurisdictions was at times a 

source of conflict as volunteers and career staff clashed with differences in rank structures, 

expectations, and training. 
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For the predominantly career systems in the region the 1990s represented a period of 

adaptation to service requirements arising from both national and international events, as 

terrorism became a national homeland security concern.  The February 26, 1993 bombing of the 

World Trade Center, the April 19, 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Building, the March 

20, 1995 Sarin gas attack on the Tokyo subway, the June 25, 1996 truck bombing of the Khobar 

Towers in Dhahran, and the August 7, 1998 embassy bombings in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam 

provided critical lessons for the NCR fire chiefs.  Chief Edward Plaugher (retired) of Arlington 

was an early and vocal advocate for coordination of technical functions such as urban search and 

rescue, advanced hazardous materials, and bomb squads to better position the region to deal with 

a terrorist attack.   

In 1999, in response to growing national and international threats the FBI established the 

Fire Liaison Program and assigned Special Agent Christopher Combs in the lead role.  The Fire 

Liaison Program was designed to build relationships and coordination between the region‘s fire 

service and the FBI.  Special Agent Combs attended meetings of the COG Fire Chiefs 

Committee, established training programs designed around risk and threat assessments from the 

FBI, and worked to build relationships and create trust with the fire service.   

The Fire Liaison Program was well received and in February 2001, the FBI expanded its 

regional outreach by sponsoring training with the NCR‘s fire and law enforcement command 

staffs.  This training introduced FBI officials to the region‘s first responders and was designed to 

share lessons from the Oklahoma City bombing and to present conceptual operational theories of 

how the FBI and the NCR first responders would coordinate during a terrorist event.  The FBI‘s 

commitment to building relationships and willingness to work with local first responders had an 

enormous impact on regional coordination.  The strength of working relationships and the high 
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levels of trust that Special Agent Combs had forged were evident on September 11, 2001 when 

Combs was quickly integrated into the incident command structure by the incident commander 

James Schwartz who was then the Assistant Chief of Arlington County Fire and Rescue. (Titan 

2002)
18

 

9/11 and Beyond 

The region‘s response to the September 11, 2001 attacks on the Pentagon is well 

documented in the Arlington County After-Action report and the 9/11 Commission‘s Final 

Report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States.  The Arlington 

County after-action report noted  

The Management and integration of mutual-aid assets and the coordination and 

cooperation of agencies at all government echelons, volunteer organizations, and private 

businesses were outstanding.  Public safety organizations and chief administrative 

officers (CAOs) of nearby jurisdictions lent their support to Arlington County.  The 

response to the Pentagon attack revealed the total scope and magnitude of support 

available throughout the Washington Metropolitan Area and across the Nation. (Titan 

2002:11)  

 

The success of decades of relationship building and willingness to share resources and work 

regionally was summed up in one sentence.  The Fire Chief of the City of Alexandria simply and 

eloquently captured the spirit of regional coordination when his staff reported to James Schwartz 

the incident commander at the Pentagon on 9/11/2001 and said: ―Anything you need, you‘ve 

got.‖ (Titan 2002) 

 While the National Capital Region was lauded for its response to the Pentagon attack, the 

after-action report identified 229 recommendations for improvements including 111 for the fire 

                                                 
18

 On the morning of September 11, 2001 Special Agent Combs and a number of the region‘s heavy rescue teams 

were meeting to discuss tactics for dealing with the upcoming IMF meetings in Washington D.C. later in September.  

These resources and Special Agent Combs were all dispatched to the Pentagon. (Schwartz 2009) 
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service. (See Appendix C for complete listing)  This analysis would serve the fire service as the 

foundation point for future UASI funding requests. 

 In the months that followed 9/11 the fire service responded to the 2001 anthrax attacks in 

the Washington area and worked with other local government functions to strengthen regional 

relationships.  COG played a central role in strengthening regional coordination by providing the 

region with a structure through which they could meet, plan, and build relationships with an 

extended group of actors in the newly formed homeland security network.  Post 9/11 homeland 

security was recognized as an essential function of government and due to new funding streams a 

growth opportunity for the private sector. 

 On September 11, 2002 the COG Board of Directors approved the nation‘s first Regional 

Emergency Coordination Plan (RECP). (Governments 2002)  The RECP was designed to 

provide a bridge between the Federal Response Plan and state and local Emergency Operation 

Plans.  COG also provided the structure for the region to establish the NCR homeland security 

network to meet federal funding requirements for UASI funding.   

Overview of Homeland Security Grant Funding 

Over a thirty-five year period the NCR fire service developed and adapted the practice of 

coordination to meet changing operational needs created by focusing events and changing threats 

to the region.  After 9/11/2001 the structures and processes developed to meet operational 

challenges were adapted to meet administrative requirements arising from federal homeland 

security grant funding processes.   

The Planning Annex to Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD) 8 explicitly links 

state and local funding to national preparedness goals.  Homeland security grant guidance 

requires that state and local jurisdictions ―engage in comprehensive national and regional 
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planning processes that seek to enhance emergency management capabilities through 

strengthened national and regional relationships.‖ (DHS 2008)   

The Homeland Security Grant Program (HSGP) is comprises four interconnected grant 

programs and designed to ―strengthen the Nation against risks associated with potential terrorist 

attacks.‖  (UASI 2007)   The four component parts of the grant program are: 

 State Homeland Security Program (SHSP), which funds homeland security needs at the 

state level 

 Urban Areas Security Initiative (UASI), which funds homeland security needs of high-

threat, high-risk urban areas 

 Metropolitan Medical Response System (MMRS), which funds regional mass casualty 

incident response capacity 

 Citizen Corp Program (CCP), which funds community preparedness, response and 

recovery programs 

 

Grant guidance notes that ―FEMA places a very high priority on ensuring that all HSGP 

applications reflect robust regional coordination and can show an investment strategy that 

institutionalizes regional integration.  This priority is a core component in the Department’s 

statewide grant programs and the Urban Areas Security Initiative grants.‖ (DHS 2008: 3)  Grant 

eligibility requires that proposals be aligned with the National Preparedness Guidelines and that 

grant funding be expended to increase capability development and strategic, operational, and 

tactical-level planning. 

The stakes for jurisdictions seeking federal homeland security funding is high.  Total 

homeland security funding to state, metropolitan areas, tribal areas and localities grew from 

$1.671 billion in 2006 to more than $1.714 billion in 2009.  In funding year 2008, HSGP grants 

were funded at the $1.697 billion mark.  (Table 4.2 shows the total expenditures through the 

HSGP from FY 2006 through FY 2009.) 
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UASI Grant Program 

Since 2003 UASI has become the primary funding mechanism for building regional 

metropolitan homeland security capacity.  The importance of—and high relative threat to—the 

nation‘s metropolitan regions is evident in the overall homeland security funding philosophy.
19

  

In FY 2008 the federal government funded $861,280,000 to provide core assistance to the fifty 

states, the District of Columbia, and American territories.  In contrast during this same period the 

sixty largest metropolitan areas received over $781,630,000.  In 2008, the nation‘s seven highest 

risk urban areas consisting of the New York area, the National Capital Region, Los 

Angeles/Long Beach area, the Bay area in California, Jersey City/Newark area, Chicago area, 

and the Houston area competed for $429 million in funding. (DHS 2008)  This amount 

represents over 55% of the total available UASI funds.  The remaining 45% ($351 million) were 

allocated to 53 other metropolitan areas.   

                                                 
19

 Risk is defined by DHS as the product of three principal variables – threat (likelihood of an attack), vulnerability 

(level of exposure to an attack) and consequence (impact of an attack). (DHS 2008) 

Table 4.2: HSGP Overview Funding Distribution – FY 2006 -- FY 2009 

     

Program  FY 2006   FY 2007   FY 2008   FY 2009  

     

     

State Homeland Security Program $528,165,000  $509,250,000  $861,280,000  $861,265,000  

Urban Areas Security Initiative $710,622,000  $746,900,000  $781,630,000  $798,631,250  

Law Enforcement Terrorism Prevention $384,120,000  $363,750,000  $0  $0  

Metropolitan Medical Response System $28,808,920  $32,010,000  $39,831,500  $39,831,404  

Citizen Corps Program $19,206,000  $14,550,000  $14,572,500  $14,572,500  

     
TOTAL  

Homeland Security Grant Program $1,670,921,920  $1,666,460,000  $1,697,314,000  $1,714,300,154  
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UASI funding requirements take considerable resources to prepare, submit and 

implement.  Adding to this administrative burden is the fact that DHS guidance changes yearly, 

making a year-to-year base-line comparison almost impossible.  For example, in FY 2006 DHS 

provided grant guidance late, significantly changing the process from a set allocation used in 

2005 and 2004 to a competitive process pitting UASI areas submissions against each other for 

funding.  The 2006 funding was not merely competitive, but also required UASI areas to 

complete a gap analysis, develop an enhancement plan to address the gaps identified, and submit 

an investment plan intended to link 2006 funding with the enhancement plan.  (Regional Grant 

2006) 

In FY 2007, UASI grant guidance divided the nation‘s UASI jurisdictions into tier I and 

tier II communities based on risk formula consisting of consequence, vulnerability and threat 

analysis.  (Regional Grant 2007).   In 2007 six tier I jurisdictions compete against each other for 

55% of the total UASI allocation of $410,795,000.
20

  The 2007 cycle ignored the 2006 gap 

analysis, enhancement plan, and investment plan and instead identified seven programs focus 

areas from the National Preparedness Goal for funding priority.  The priorities were: 

 Integrating and synchronizing preparedness programs  

 Measuring progress in achieving the National Preparedness Goal 

 Enhancing catastrophic planning to address nationwide plan review 

 Building critical infrastructure/key resources protection 

 Enabling information/intelligence fusion 

 Enhancing statewide communications interoperability 

 Strengthening radiological/nuclear detection 

 

The NCR homeland security network used this guidance to develop projects and fund regional 

priorities including: 

                                                 
20

 The six tier I communities were  San Francisco Bay Area, Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, New York/northern 

New Jersey Area, and the National Capital Region 
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1. Interoperable communications 

2. Public preparedness 

3. Mass casualty event (mass care and surge) 

4. Critical infrastructure protection 

5. Planning 

6. Intelligence and information sharing 

7. CBRNE (bomb squads) 

  

The NCR began the 2008 process intending to build off of the work completed in the 

2007 cycle.  Instead, DHS again changed grant guidance and required a different application 

approach.  Unlike 2007, where the UASI areas knew how much money was available to them, 

2008 was a competitive process among the tier I regions with no target allocations announced by 

DHS.  This meant that all tier I jurisdictions were competing against each other with no sense of 

scope or funding limits.  In addition, the FY 2008 Homeland Security Grant Program focused on 

three objectives: 

1. Measuring progress in achieving the National Preparedness Guidelines 

2. Strengthening improvised explosive device (IED) attack deterrence, prevention, and 

protecting capabilities 

3. Strengthening preparedness planning (DHS 2008) 

 

The twist to the guidelines in FY2008 was an additional requirement that 50% of the funds be 

allocated to objectives 2 and 3.
21

  For the NCR and other UASI regions this presented a dilemma 

since in 2007, the region had funded bomb squad capacity. 

 To manage constantly shifting federal grant programs the NCR developed a complex 

regional homeland security network designed to meet the administrative requirements of the 

                                                 
21

 True to form DHS again changed the guidelines for the 2009 UASI submissions and gave target allocations based 

on competitive submissions.  This means that UASI jurisdictions would receive no more or no less than the 10% of 

the targeted allocation based upon the strength of their submissions.  Every tier I jurisdiction was given the exact 

dollar amount in the target allocation and of the 53 tier II communities only two got more than their target 

allocation. 
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HSGP program.  The confluence of policy and operations occurs within this network.  It is here 

that the practice of coordination can be studied. 

Chapter 5 provides extensive review of this structure and the UASI process. 

Summary of Context 

 As home to the federal government, the District of Columbia, and two states -- all of 

whom work under different organizational structures and priorities -- federalism issues could 

easily overwhelm the region.  Instead, the local jurisdictions in the NCR developed a coordinated 

response system and systemically intertwined the practice into the provision of fire service.  On a 

daily basis the fire service in the NCR operates through a series of mutual aid and automatic aid 

agreements.  Chief Tom Owens of the City of Fairfax noted that the NOVA model, which has 

been adapted to become the NCR model, was ―based on necessity and grown through 

success.‖(Owens 2009)  

 Coordination was provided urgency by several focusing events.  The Oak Grove fire and 

the Sky Line building collapse shaped early development of regional coordination based on a 

commitment to providing service and as a mechanism to save money.  The NOVA Agreement 

served as a blue print for future regional coordination highlighted by strong endorsement and 

support of chief administrative officers, and a willingness of the fire chiefs to build relationships 

among themselves and their departments.  These leaders built trusted relationships among the 

departments which became institutionalized in future generations of fire chiefs.   

Subject matter experts like Gary Mesaris and Steven Smith were allowed to develop a 

regional system with their counterparts in Alexandria and Arlington based on technical 

operational requirements.  The NOVA Agreement is based on these planning efforts and 
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coordination elements of leadership, trust, technical competence, and a commitment to service 

provision. 

 The events of January 13, 1982 expanded the need for regional coordination and planning 

beyond the Northern Virginia jurisdictions to the District of Columbia and the Maryland 

jurisdictions.  The Air Florida crash caused the fire service to rethink incident command and 

technology interoperability setting the stage for collaborative approaches to communications, 

operations, and training.(Mesaris 2009)   

The 1980s -1990s was another period of growth of the fire service and regional 

coordination.  The threat of terrorism was very real in the region even before the 9/11 attacks.  

The need for regional coordination or operations was realized by not only the fire service but 

also the FBI whose efforts at relationship building proved to be a model of intergovernmental 

coordination on 9/11.  Post 9/11 as the NCR homeland security network was being developed 

regionally under the guidance of COG, the fire service was advancing regional operations 

beyond any other function.   

The strength of the fire services network was evident in 2005 when the NCR was able to 

dispatch a task force to assist Mississippi after Hurricane Katrina made up of career and 

volunteer firefighters from the each of the agencies in the region.  The task force personnel 

represented a diversity of backgrounds and equipment under the command of officers not from 

their own jurisdictions.  The deployment was described as ―one big family;‖ and while 

Mississippi officials were amazed at the task force the NCR personnel were completely 

comfortable with the deployment.  As one of the chiefs noted ―it seemed so natural to us.‖ 

 The focusing events described in this chapter were important forces in shaping and 

forming the regional fire service network and the practice of coordination.  Focusing events 
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added legitimacy and operational urgency to efforts to build the network including two crucial 

elements of political support and time for the network to mature and grow.  A structural analysis 

of the current fire service network could miss these critical components.  Without the forming 

events, network leadership, political support, and time the fire service network would be very 

different today.  Understanding the historical context of the regional fire service network adds 

not only a richness to the story, but also helps provides important insights into the formal 

structures and processes and informal elements discussed in the following chapters.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

FORMAL STRUCTURES 

 

Over a four decade period the NCR fire service developed and adapted the practice of 

coordination to meet changing operational needs created by focusing events and increasing 

threats to the region.  Chapter 4 demonstrated how the fire service incorporated new 

administrative requirements arising from federal homeland security grant funding processes into 

the existing context of regional operational coordination.   

Chapter 5 examines the formal structures, processes, and roles of the NCR homeland 

security network and the fire service network.  Formal structures refer to the explicit 

organizational specifications such as roles, structures, and responsibilities as defined by Bardach 

and Tolbert and Hall
22

. (Bardach 1998; Tolbert and Hall 2009)  The formal regional homeland 

security network structure and practices and its embedded sub-nodes, specifically the fire service 

network, provides insight into the nexus of policy and operations.  This chapter is organized in 

two main sections: external dimensions and day-to-day structures.  The examination of external 

dimensions presents research on the structure and processes of the NCR regional network and the 

fire service sub-nodes, the UASI process, and the stages of and jurisdictional participation in the 

UASI grant cycle.  The section on day-to-day structures examines COG meetings, roles, conflict 

resolution, and working relationships which shape the practice of regional coordination.   

External Dimensions 

External dimensions represent formal requirements, processes, and structures exogenous 

to the fire service typically generated by DHS or the states.  This section examines these 

                                                 
22

 The use of formal and informal is an imperfect mechanism for studying coordination since elements cross both.  

This challenge is addressed by Gidden‘s concept of structural duality in Chapter 2. (Tolbert and Hall 2009)  Despite 

its imperfections, the use of formal and informal provides a framing mechanism to study how coordination is 

practiced at the operational level of the homeland security network.  (CHDS 2008) 
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dimensions and the practice of coordination that the fire service has adapted to meet their 

requirements. 

NCR Homeland Security Network 

In accordance with UASI funding directives discussed in Chapter 4, the National Capital 

Region developed a complex regional networked system to manage the allocation of millions of 

dollars of homelands security funding. (See Graphic 5.1)  The network was constructed as a 

hierarchical organization led by the Senior Policy Group (SPG) consisting of two representatives 

appointed by the governors of Virginia and Maryland and the Mayor of the District of Columbia, 

and the Director of Office of National Capital Region Coordination.  The SPG‘s responsibilities 

include provision of policy direction from a state perspective, coordination of regional bodies, 

and representation of regional concerns to the governors and mayor, and agents of the federal 

government. (COG 2003)   

The NCR homeland security network, designed to emphasize state control and 

bureaucratic accountability, (Snyder 2009) closely matches the top down model proposed by 

Agranoff and McGuire in Chapter 2. (Agranoff 2001)  Governance of the regional homeland 

security network was based on a three pronged strategy to: prevent terrorist attacks, reduce the 

vulnerability to terrorism, and minimize the damage from and regional recover time from attacks 

that do occur. (Strategy for the NCR UASI, 2002)   

In August, 2002 the Mayor of Washington D.C. and the governors of Maryland and 

Virginia signed an enabling compact entitled Eight Commitments to Action designed to establish 

regional priorities to prevent terrorism, build capacity, and coordinate regional homeland 

security activities.   
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5.1: NCR UASI Network
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Under the structure approved by the governors and the mayor, the SPG is charged with 

accepting input from the Emergency Policy Council (EPC) a diverse group of governmental and 

non-governmental representatives.  The EPC is the nominal NCR Urban Area Working Group 

(UAWG), a body required to exist for the region to receive UASI funding.  The EPC consists of: 

 six elected officials representing COG member jurisdictions divided equally between the 

states and the District of Columbia   

 chairs of the COG professional and technical committees involved with disaster 

preparation and response such as chief administrative officers, police chiefs, fire chiefs, 

public health officers, and emergency management directors. 

 directors or designees of the emergency management agencies, transportation agencies 

and homeland security offices of states and the District of Columbia, and the Director of 

Office of National Capital Region Coordination.   

 representatives from the private sector 

 federal representatives from the military district of Washington D.C. 

 COG‘s executive director 
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Officially the EPC is charged with ensuring regional UASI coordination and providing funding 

and expenditure direction to the SPG.  In practice it has little role in developing UASI grant 

requests, but rather acts as a regional watchdog over total UASI expenditures and project 

process. 

The SPG and EPC work closely with the chief administrative officers (CAOs) who are 

responsible for all operations within the local jurisdictions.  Neither the EPC nor the SPG 

provide operational guidance or direction to the region‘s first responders.  The chief 

administrative officers are responsible for the day-to-day operations of the region‘s homeland 

security responders and the staff who populate the Regional Emergency Support Functions 

(RESFs) consisting of functional work groups representing the National Incident Management 

System emergency support functions. 

COG staff support the SPG and CAO committees as well as coordinating and supporting 

the RESFs.  COG staff also provide technical and planning services and foster continued 

participation in the UASI process.  The second section of this chapter examines the formal COG 

structures, roles, and processes, which support the practice of coordination.  COG staff also work 

closely with the District of Columbia‘s State Administrative Agent for UASI (SAA), which acts 

as the regional point of contact with Grant and Training (G&T – formerly Office of Domestic 

Preparedness) of the Department of Homeland Security on all UASI grant submissions and 

associated paperwork.  

At a macro level the NCR UASI system appears (see graphic 5.1) to be an orderly 

hierarchical network governed by through the Senior Policy Group.  This model best suits the 
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needs of the state governments, which are more concerned with state interoperability than 

regional interoperability. (Snyder 2009)   

What the macro view of the network does not capture is the breadth and complexity of 

the network and the challenges this brings to the practice of coordination.  A more refined review 

of the network reveals that chief administrative officers supervise massive networks of 

governmental services, organized in alignment with the national incident management system.
 23

  

The regional sub-network of emergency support functions includes:  

 RESF 1 – Transportation 

 RESF 2 – Communications 

 RESF 3 -- Public Works and Engineering 

 RESF 4 – Firefighting 

 RESF 5 – Emergency Management 

 RESF 6 –Mass Care, Emergency Assistance, Housing, Human Services 

 RESF 7 – Logistics Management and Resource Support 

 RESF 8 – Public Health and Medical Services 

 RESF 9 – Search and Rescue 

 RESF 10 – Oil and Hazardous Materials Response 

 RESF 11—Agriculture and Natural Resources 

 RESF 12 – Energy 

 RESF 13 – Public Safety and Security 

 RESF 14 – Long-Term community Recovery 

 RESF 15 – External Affairs 

(COG 2002) 

 

                                                 
23

  In 2002 when the regional plan was adopted a number of local governments had adopted NIMS compliant 

emergency operation plans. In subsequent years the State of Maryland and the Commonwealth of Virginia released 

emergency operation plans with similar structures and standardization.  
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Graphic 5.2: Fire Network by Jurisdiction
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The NCR UASI network was designed to conform to federal homeland security policy, 

bringing a standardization of syntax and terminology essential for metropolitan level officials to 

interact with their federal counterparts.
24

  Since its inception the NCR UASI network has grown 

to encompass over 200 separate agencies and departments from seventeen local jurisdictions, 

two state governments, the District of Columbia, and the federal government.   

                                                 
24

 The use of the emergency support function system is not without detractors who note that the RESFs repackage 

stove pipes and are designed to limit cross functional communications about threats and needs.  (Owen 2009) 
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Given the desire to understand how the practice of coordination occurs at the technical 

level, the network is simply too large to study as a whole.  In order to understand the practice of 

coordination within the network the research focused not on the macro institutional context but 

rather on an operational sub-node – the fire service. 

NCR Fire Service Network 

The regional emergency support function for fire service, which at the macro-network 

level is merely part of the small box under the direction of the region‘s CAOs is actually a 

substantive network led by fourteen fire chiefs representing eight Northern Virginia jurisdictions, 

three Maryland jurisdictions, the District of Columbia, one federal fire department, and the 

Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority (MWAA) which provides services to Dulles 

International Airport and Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport.  (See graphic 5.2)
25

 

The fire chiefs direct a network of sub-nodes consisting of multi-jurisdictional technical, 

subject matter experts in a multitude of diverse disciplines ranging from bomb squads to fire 

service chaplains.  Development and stewardship of UASI proposals is managed by the Senior 

Operations Chief sub-committee which oversees fourteen sub-nodes dealing with technical or 

specialty areas of concerns. (See graphic 5.3)  

                                                 
25

 The COG fire network includes members who are not part of the UASI identified area.  Frederick, Maryland and 

the Naval District of Washington participate in COG but do not receive direct UASI funding. 
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Graphic 5.3: UASI Fire Service Network by Functional 

Sub-Nodes
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It is important to point out that the structures of regional fire service coordination were 

allowed to develop.  As was discussed in Chapter 4, the fire service in the NCR has a rich 

historical context of regional operational coordination but unlike other functions, the fire service 

is encouraged to operate regionally.  Law enforcement, for example, has statutory limits to cross-
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jurisdictional authority which limits or prohibits their ability to operate regionally. (Mastin 2009)  

Chief Ronald Mastin of Fairfax County noted that the fire service does not have ―federal and 

state ordinances and laws to retard development of relationships,‖ which allows the fire service 

to be ―wired for trust.‖ (Mastin 2009) 

NCR UASI Process 

While the fire service may be wired for coordinating service delivery, the process and 

regulatory rules and planning requirements for UASI are the same for all functions in all UASI 

regions across the country.  The health directors, public works directors, police chiefs and 

emergency managers must each fulfill the same requirements and processes to receive funding.  

This administrative field leveling makes the fire service a reasonable unit of analysis to 

investigate the practice of coordination within the regional UASI process.  

The UASI cycle is a resource intensive process, which requires considerable interaction and 

coordination within the fire service network.  An average project has an administrative shelf life 

of up to five years for formulation, approval implementation, accounting, and close out.  This 

process requires alliance building, compromise, balance, and strategy as functional groups vie 

for support from the SPG and CAO members.   

UASI projects in the NCR are often audited by federal agencies who do not have to travel 

to study the effects of homeland security policy direction, which has resulted in the NCR UASI 

being called before Congressional subcommittees to testify on how it spends UASI funds.  This 

is another example of the unique federalism pressures that other UASI regions do not experience. 

(Snyder 2009) 

In response to this oversight from the NCR has adapted its UASI process to meet a higher 

level of scrutiny and questioning.  The process of UASI submissions in the NCR is based on the 
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history of ―bureaucratic inquisitions‖ (Snyder 2009) adjusted to meet shifting DHS guidance.  A 

by-product of the intense federal scrutiny is that the SPG reviews projects with an eye towards 

political implications as well as operational, which has caused tension within the network.   

Since 2003, the NCR homeland security network has struggled over how to efficiently 

address the demands of the UASI process and these tensions.  Given the resource intensive 

demands of the UASI process, the NCR has investigated different structures and operational 

efficiencies.  In 2004 and 2008 the NCR homeland security network leadership commissioned 

studies of the UASI process and governance structures to review and make recommendations on 

the organization and governance structure, administrative support structure, and measuring and 

monitoring systems of the NCR UASI process.
26

   

The 2004 report submitted by James E. Copple, Principal, SAI outlined 13 observations 

about the UASI network.  The observations noted clear differences between the SPG and the 

CAOs on the issues of metrics and analysis, including the need to ―embrace specific standards,‖ 

clarify ―fuzzy‖ assessment and threat evaluations, create mechanisms to engage and involve the 

public, define the role of the ONCRC, and better define the role of the SPG in the operational 

elements of the homeland security network.  While Copple noted an impressive commitment to 

meeting the challenges of homeland security, he also noted the strained relationships between the 

SPG and CAOs.  He noted that relationships ―had not been truly tested and that there was no real 

mechanism for mediation or arbitration if disputes arose.‖ (Copple 2004)   

Four years later in 2008, SAIC completed a similar study.  The SAIC study methodology 

consisted of interviews of network elites, focus groups and surveys.  SAIC developed an 

organizational effectiveness analysis that looked at both ―as-is‖ processes and made 

                                                 
26

 Studies were completed by Strategic Applications International (SAI) in 2004 and Science Applications 

International Corporation (SAIC) in 2008. 
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recommendations on improving the system.  The 2008 recommendations included creation of 

cross-discipline regional action groups, clarification of administrative functions between COG 

and the SAA offices in Washington, D.C., and consolidation of the SPG and CAO groups into a 

single entity called the Homeland Security Leadership Group (HSLG), which would resolve the 

tense and confusing dual lines of authority.  The SAIC report categorized the SPG and CAO 

committees structure as ―two-headed leadership‖ which ―diffuses vision and communication.‖ 

(SAIC 2008) 

The SAIC report examined the complex and complicated process of the NCR UASI grant 

funding cycle.  The FY 2008 UASI process used by the NCR homeland security network 

involved 56 distinct steps in seven major phases. (SAIC 2008)  Graphic 5.4 shows each phase of 

the funding cycle and which structural element of the network has a role or requirement.  The 

fire service, led by the fire chiefs committee, is a RESF – Regional Emergency Support Function 

– and was responsible for five of the seven phases. 

Within each of the five phases of the 2008 UASI cycle, SAIC identified individual work 

steps.  Theses program processes are part of the federal grant guidance and are an important part 

of the process of the formal structure, requiring fire service network coordination and the 

translation of policy to operations.  The fire chiefs and the fire service were responsible for the 

following eight steps within the five phases:   

Issue Guidance Phase 

Receive DHS guidance and distribute 

Meet/Call to discuss needs based on guidance 

Recommendations Phase 

Write concept papers for funding 

Submit concept papers to COG 

Present concept papers to CAOs and SPG 

Application Phase 

Complete investment justifications 
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Pre-Announcement Phase 

 Revise project plans 

Funding Decision Phase 

 Respond to inquiries/clarification 

 

Graphic 5.4: UASI Phases and Responsibilities    
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The SAIC ―as is‖ process provides a framing mechanism to study the interaction of the 

fire service as it coordinates its grant submissions. 

NCR Fire Service 2008 UASI Process 

 The fire service‘s strategy for the FY 2008 UASI cycle was formulated in 2003.  As 

UASI was rolled out to the nation, the NCR fire chiefs met about the funding stream and agreed 

to approach UASI collectively. (Schwartz 2009)  Given the lessons learned from the attack on 

the Pentagon and concerns about other threats to the nation‘s capital, the fire chiefs agreed to 

approach regional funding with a functional alignment rather than a political/jurisdictional 

alignment.  From the inception of the grant program the fire service agreed to use the UASI 
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process to improve regional capacity rather than fulfilling jurisdictional needs.  This decision 

moved the fire service from a transactional cost model to a model based on trust and built on the 

practice of operational coordination developed over the preceding decades. 

The fire service adopted a grant strategy, which prioritized operational needs and the 

reduction of regional risk.  Specifically the fire chiefs used the Arlington County After-Action 

Report on the Response to the September 11 Terrorist Attack on the Pentagon (Titan 2002) to 

identify gaps in regional capacity and built project submissions from this gap analysis.  The 

strategy called for building capacity from the core of the region, which was identified as 

Washington D.C. and moving out to the outer suburbs.  This strategy allowed for acquisition of 

resources that closely matched risk and threat, with the tacit agreement to build capacity in each 

of the jurisdictions.   

For example, the after-action report showed deficiencies in the region‘s inventory of 

structural fire fighting gear (called bunker gear), breathing apparatus, and patient surge capacity.  

The fire chiefs who experienced firefighters being put out of service due to contaminated gear 

from the aviation fuel at the Pentagon attack prioritized the acquisition of a second set of gear as 

a top regional priority.  Arlington County, which had received funding for a second set of bunker 

gear from the federal government following the 9/11 attack on the Pentagon, recommended that 

UASI funds be used to purchase gear for other jurisdictions.  Instead of seeking ―their share,‖ 

Arlington officials worked with the other jurisdictions to build regional capacity. (Schwartz 

2009)  This action helped established a philosophical grounding among the fire chiefs and the 

fire service network that prioritized creation of regional capacity above the parochial needs of 

individual jurisdictions. 
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 By 2008 the fire service had worked through four UASI cycles and was approaching the 

fifth with mounting concern.  Considerable resources had been expended in formulating, 

defending and implementing past UASI projects, but DHS grant guidance denied funding for 

adding staff and maintenance of past purchases.  After five years of use, critical purchases like 

the bunker gear were beginning to reach the end of their service life, yet replacement funding 

was not a DHS priority.  Instead, ―DHS wanted to purchase a solution, use it for a year, abandon 

it and purchase a new system.  This ran contrary to the chiefs‘ philosophy of operations.‖  

(Snyder 2009)   

Chief Adam Thiel from Alexandria summarized his frustration with grant process as ―the 

federal government wrote rules to limit the way UASI could be spent.  Then they get upset when 

localities purchase according to their rules.  What the response system really needs is human 

assets.  More staff – but UASI will not allow funding for this.‖  Thiel attributes this disconnect 

between federal policy and metropolitan area operations to the fact that DHS had not filled 

positions with people with local government or public safety experience. (Thiel 2009)  

 In order to address the UASI grant process workload the fire service adapted its 

operational network, which relied heavily on technical, subject matter experts to address regional 

operational issues.  Instead of operations, the sub-nodes of the fire service network were tasked 

with the additional responsibility of generating UASI funding proposals based on broad policy 

direction from the chiefs. (McGee 2009)  

For instance, the bomb squad commanders who met regularly to discuss regional 

operating procedures, equipment, and training issues were assigned administrative 

responsibilities to meet UASI guidelines and timelines.  This process, while time and resource 
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consuming, is credited in strengthening existing regional relationships and for introducing new 

elements of the fire service to regional coordination.   

Technical subject matter experts were expected to take ownership over projects, which 

created organizational and operational linkages with grant programs.  Susan Wheeler the COG 

Chief of Public Safety programs explained this element of network coordination as ―The chiefs 

let the technical experts make decisions which helps build future leadership and trust as well as a 

regional focus to the regional fire departments.  The regional approach is institutionalized in the 

jurisdictions and the rank and file norm new chiefs to the importance of working and attending 

COG meetings.‖  (Wheeler 2009) 

The technical sub-node level of the fire service network reflected in Chart 5.3 is where 

policy is synthesized into operations.  In order to meet the administrative requirements of the 

UASI grant program the fire service strategically adapted pre-existing regional processes and 

structures.  How these elements came together in the FY 2008 UASI cycle provides important 

insight into the formal and informal elements of network coordination. 

UASI Stages and Network Participation 

Each of the fire chiefs was interviewed and surveyed about the role their agency played 

in the 2008 grant process.  Question 1 gathered information about each jurisdiction‘s role in the 

phases and steps of the 2008 UASI process as defined in the 2008 SAIC report.  The fire chiefs 

were each asked to identify their jurisdiction‘s role (leadership, support, or no role) in the 

process.  The following section studies the practice of coordination by the fire service through 

the UASI funding cycle. 
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 Table 5.1 shows the results from Question 1 of the survey.    The results of the survey are 

analyzed for each phase and step to explain the practice of coordination.  The survey had a 100% 

participation rate by the fire chiefs. 

Table 5.1: FY 2008 UASI Involvement Process Survey 

 

FY 2008 UASI Involvement Process Survey 
Roles in Fiscal Year 2008 Urban Area Security Initiative Grant Process Phases  The 2008 UASI 

Governance Study completed by SAIC identified five phases in the UASI funding cycle requiring fire 
service’s emergency support function (ESF) involvement.  Within these five phases the fire service ESF 

are identified as being involved in nine tasks.  Please identify the appropriate role you or your 
organization had in each phase and task.  Did your agency play a leadership role, supporting role, or no 

role?  

Answer Options Leadership Support No Role 
Response 

Count 

Issue Guidance Phase 2 6 4 12 

Receive DHS  and distribute 0 10 1 11 

Meet/Call to discuss needs based on guidance 5 7 0 12 

Recommendations Phase 6 6 0 12 

Write concept papers for funding 5 3 4 12 

Submit concept papers to COG 5 3 4 12 

Present concept papers to CAOs and SPG 3 5 4 12 

Application Phase 3 6 3 12 

Complete investment justifications 4 6 2 12 

Pre-Announcement Phase 2 4 6 12 

Revise project plans 4 8 0 12 

Funding Decision Phase 4 6 2 12 

Respond to inquiries/clarification 4 8 0 12 

answered question 12 

skipped question 0 

 

Issue Guidance Phase 

The issue guidance phase is the stage through which DHS dictates the upcoming fiscal 

year‘s grant restrictions and requirements.  Since the guidance changes year to year this phase is 

important to the establishing the work load for the funding cycle.  Typically the chair and vice 

chair of the fire chiefs committee are involved in receiving initial guidance from state 

administrative agencies and through COG staff.  The survey results show that 40% of the 

jurisdictions play a supporting role or no role in this phase.  
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Within the issue guidance phase are two steps for which the fire service network is 

responsible:  receiving DHS guidance and meeting or calling to discuss the guidance.  The first 

step (receives DHS guidance and distributes guidance) is the process through which the region is 

given the yearly grant requirements and directives from DHS‘s Grants and Training (G & T) 

staff.  This stage is typically handled by the Washington D.C. State Administrative Agent (DC 

SAA) on behalf of the NCR.  The RESFs, like the fire service, play a supporting role in this step.  

The survey data reflects this with 88.9% of the jurisdictions reporting a supporting role.  One 

jurisdiction noted its role as being leadership, reflecting the obligations of the chair the fire 

chiefs‘ committee as actively involved as the conduit of information about the UASI process to 

the fire service.   

 The second step in the issue guidance phase is when coordination begins among the fire 

chiefs.  The step of meet/call to discuss need based on guidance is an important point in the 

UASI cycle.  This step is the when the chiefs receive grant guidance including parameters, 

metrics, and limitations of the UASI funding cycle.  It is also the initial opportunity for the fire 

service network to begin thinking strategically about proposals for the yearly cycle. (Schwartz 

2009)  

50% of the jurisdictions claimed a leadership role in this step.  When asked during follow 

up interviews both fire chiefs and SAA staff noted that this response reflects the strong sense of 

ownership and responsibility of the fire chiefs collectively feel to each other and the grant 

process.  Fire Chief Joseph Pozzo of Loudoun County described the sense of responsibility as a 

desire for each chief to do ―their fair share.‖ (Pozzo 2009)  This step provides jurisdictions the 

first opportunity to think about the grant process and the roles their agencies might play in the 

process.   
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 As was described in the interviews, the chiefs entered into the FY 2008 UASI cycle with 

a defined strategy.  Fire Chief James Schwartz of Arlington County, who was chair of the fire 

chief committee during the 2008 cycle, is credited with developing a strategic approach to the 

fire service application approach. (Owen 2009)  Schwartz argued that 2008 was a ―natural 

finishing year‖ and proposed a strategy that the fire service complete multi-year projects and 

review unfunded or unfinished projects for potential prioritization. (Thiel 2009)  Early in the 

process the fire chiefs accepted this proposal by consensus.  The position of the fire service 

would be to not ask for anything new, but rather to seek sustainment funding to keep resources 

acquired through earlier grant cycles operational. (Owens 2009)   

The issue guidance phase was discussed at the February 2008 COG fire chiefs committee 

meeting, after several informal teleconferences were held with COG staff in December 2007 and 

January 2008. (Wheeler 2009)  A product of these framing discussions was a conceptual priority 

list such as completing the bomb squad equipment upgrade started in the FY 2007 cycle, 

purchasing rehabilitations units as recommended in the Pentagon after-action report, continued 

financial support for regional technical teams like urban search and rescue teams and the regional 

incident management team, and EMS surge capacity and planning. 

Recommendation Phase 

The recommendation phase is the most work intensive phase of the UASI process for the 

functional RESFs. (Wheeler 2009)  In the larger NCR homeland security network, the 

recommendation phase is when COG and SAA staff set deadlines for project applications and 

propose the cycle review process for approval by the SPG and CAOs.  For the fire service the 

recommendation phase is when the fire chiefs provide strategic direction to the network sub-

nodes.   
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Technical subject matter experts who populate the network sub-nodes (see graphic 3.2) 

create funding proposals, identify which jurisdiction will act as project manager for the life cycle 

of the project, and complete the documentation required for grant submissions.  It is the ideas 

generated and work completed within the sub-nodes which drive the fire service‘s application for 

funding, based on the operational necessities of the region and recommendations from the 

technical experts and the operations chiefs. 

The practice of coordination occurs in multiple ways in this phase.  The fire chiefs reach 

final consensus on strategic goals, which the subject matter experts use to establish technical 

priorities and develop funding proposals.  Each jurisdiction in consultation with its fire chief 

decides how much time and effort it is willing to put into the regional projects.  Funding 

proposals are based on the policy direction provided by DHS, the SPG, and CAOs as interpreted 

by the fire chiefs, and are developed by the technical.  The fire service is strategic in pursuing 

grant funding for projects, which will improve operational capacity in the region. (Rubin 2010)   

Coordination is both vertical within the NCR homeland security network and horizontal 

across the technical sub-nodes as subject matter experts craft the proposals which best meets the 

technical and operational needs of the service.  COG staff identified this relationship as a 

strength that the fire service enjoys that many other functional groups with the NCR UASI 

network do not.  Sue Wheeler of COG categorized the fire service as having ―strong leaders and 

knowledgeable subject matter experts who know what they want from the UASI process and 

understand the limitations of their staffs.  They don‘t take on projects they can‘t handle.‖  

Wheeler also noted that ―the fire service network is strong because the chiefs are willing to help 

each other and reach outside of their organizations for expertise.‖ (Wheeler 2009) 
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The survey results support this position; with 50% of the jurisdictions reporting a 

leadership role in the recommendation phase and 50% reporting a supporting role.  Every 

jurisdiction reported a working role in this phase. 

Within the recommendation phase the fire service was responsible for three steps: write 

concept papers for funding, submit concept papers to COG, and present concept papers to CAOs 

and SPG.  Write concept papers for funding step represents the framing of project requests 

typically completed by the technical subject matter experts.  This step involves a lead jurisdiction 

accepting responsibility for the overall project management and the technical experts identifying 

regional operational needs, which are translated into funding requests.  Coordination is 

particularly important as multi-jurisdictional teams develop projects and translate operational 

needs into the language of policy as required by the SPG and DHS.   

This step also provides an important platform to introduce new staff to regional 

coordination, since this step is typically where new actors to the network are introduced to the 

UASI process and the regional fire service network. (Schwartz 2009)  The survey results show a 

correspondingly strong commitment to the regional process with 40% of the jurisdictions 

reporting a leadership role and 30% a supporting role. 

The second step in the recommendation phase, submit concept papers to COG, is the step 

in which the chiefs formally meet the deadlines for submission of their projects.  This step shows 

the same response rate as writing concept papers, which is not surprising since the lead 

jurisdictions are responsible for development and submission of the required materials.   

The NCR project concept form is an 11 page application which requires in-depth analysis 

of the project being requested.  The form requires an analysis of regional risk, current 

capabilities, goals and impact, project deliverables, funding plans, maintenance schedule, and 
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project challenges. (See Appendix E for a completed NCR Project Concept form)  In addition to 

submission of the non-classified technical information, subject matter experts must link their 

submissions to federal homeland security policies and NCR strategic initiatives.   

For example, the fire chiefs‘ top priority for FY 2008 UASI funding cycle was the NCR 

bomb squad enhancement project.  The project concept requested $12,252,000 to be expended in 

four subcategories: planning, equipment, training, and exercises.  The bomb squad enhancement 

project was managed by the Loudoun County Fire and Rescue Bomb Squad Commander 

working with the regional bomb squads including federal, state and local squads.
27

   

The proposed project meets policy directives from the National Incident Management 

System, National Response Plan, and 2008 UASI Guidance.  The proposal recommends 

explosive recognition training for 6,048 students including 2,000 seats for bombing prevention 

for first responders, 2,000 seats for improvised explosive device (IED) for law enforcement, 

2,000 seats for private sector awareness workshops, and 48 seats for advanced bomb technician 

training.  Not only does the project concept require coordination within the region‘s bomb 

squads to build technical consensus, the proposal is crafted to include law enforcement and the 

private sector, which helps build support alliances with the police chiefs and increase the 

desirability of the project to the SPG. 

The NCR project concept form is comprehensive because of the unprecedented level of 

scrutiny the NCR homeland security network has received from GAO and Congress. (Snyder 

2009)  The heavily formalized process of project concept submission is based on this scrutiny 

                                                 
27

 The bomb squads work under common training and operational protocols with direction from the FBI.  They are 

considered civilian bomb squads and do not handle military grade munitions which are handled by explosive 

ordinance disposal teams from the branches of the military services. 
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and not merely on DHS guidance.  It is a by-product of the location of the NCR and easy access 

federal policy makers and staff have to the region‘s homeland security network.   

The vetting of project proposals by the SPG is political as well as operational, which 

highlights a critical difference impacting vertical coordination in the NCR.  Virginia‘s SAA Sue 

Snyder eloquently points out ―Fundamentally DHS and locals talk past each other because 

operations are different from administration.  What they analyze is grant documentation not 

capability analysis as a measure of success.‖ (Snyder 2009)   

 The final step in the recommendation phase is present concept papers to the CAOs and 

SPG.  In this step the fire service leadership must explain and defend their grant funding requests 

to the CAOs and SPG for prioritization in the grant cycle.  This step is where the chair of the fire 

chiefs committee is expected to defend the proposals and to work with the other RESFs to build 

alliances and broker trades to generate support.  The fire chiefs made it a point to elect chairs 

with political ―horse power‖ (Schwartz 2009) and to carefully use their ―high ESF credit score‖ 

with the SPG. (Snyder 2009)  The role of the chair is discussed in greater detail in the next 

chapter. 

During the interviews several chiefs referenced their close working relationships with 

their CAOs.  The support the fire chiefs enjoy from the SPG and CAOs is based on network trust 

and a history of proven performance. (Snyder 2009; Thiel 2009)  The fire chiefs know how to 

work with large numbers of people and have created an aura of honesty and reliability which 

allows for project brokering during the presentations.  Sue Snyder notes that the fire chiefs ―can 

be political, but seem apolitical.‖   

The chair of the fire chiefs committee is expected to make sound alliances that benefit the 

function while not degrading service delivery.  While participation in this crucial step in limited 
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by the nature of the meeting invite (each RESF can only bring a few representatives) all the 

jurisdictions pay close attention to the outcome. (Mesaris 2009)  The survey results support this 

finding with only two jurisdictions, those of the committee chair and vice-chair, categorizing 

their role as leadership.  Fifty percent of the other jurisdictions categorized their role as being in 

support and 30% with no role. 

Table 5.2: 2008 Project Concepts for the NCR Fire Service 

  

Project Name Amount 

  

NCR Bomb Squads Enhancement  $12,252,000  

CBRNE Detection to Support IED Response  $3,000,000  

NCR Offensive Radiation Detection Units  $3,595,000  

Emergency Incident Rehabilitation Units  $738,083,000  

Medical Support Unit (2)  $634,386  

Emergency Medical Services Surge Plan  $817,251  

Urban Search and Rescue Strike Team Response  $2,301,500  

Incident Management Team  $457,256  

Passenger and Freight Rail Mapping  $229,594  

SOW Interoperability Trailer  $4,881,500  

  

TOTAL  $46,156,570.00  

  

 

In the FY 2008 cycle the fire service proposed ten projects with a potential cost of $46 

million dollars. (See table 5.2 for a complete listing) The projects are listed in priority and each 

is either a companion piece to an earlier partially funding project such as the bomb squad 

enhancement or a proposal to finish gaps from the Arlington after-action report. 

Application Phase 

 The application phase is when the final details are worked out meeting all of the DHS 

filing requirements.  This phase encompasses one step for the fire service, that of the final 

completion of the investment justifications.  The amount of work depends on how many changes 
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were made by the CAOs and the SPG.  The SPG and CAOs take a political view on the entire 

NCR homeland security network application package and often bundle similar projects together.  

This bundling potentially requires a reworking of the paperwork.  The fire network will finalize 

and edit proposals and work to meet the deadlines for submission.  30% of the jurisdictions 

categorized their role as leadership and 60% as support in this phase and step. 

Pre-Announcement Phase 

 The pre-announcement phase is typically a negotiation and clarification process between 

the DHS Grants and Training (G&T) staff and the DC SAA acting as the point of contact for the 

region.  The workload is limited to technical clarifications and resubmissions of material to 

reflect better policy adherence.  This phase touches the fire service network tangentially as is 

reflected in participation survey data where more than 50% of the respondents play no role in 

this phase. 

 The revise project plans step is the process through which technical clarifications and 

proposal editing and rewriting occurs.  As was the case in other phases and steps requiring work 

products to be submitted, the fire service network shows broad participation.  Seventy percent of 

the respondents categorized their agency as having a supporting role in this step.  This high 

percentage reflects the collaborative nature of the technical sub-nodes where multiple 

jurisdictions are represented and working on functional submissions and clarifications. 

Funding Decision Phase 

The funding decision phase is the final phase in project approval cycle.  In this phase 

each of the regional emergency support functions are notified by the SAA about final DHS 

funding approval.  For jurisdictions accepting project management roles the work of planning, 

hiring, procurement, and tracking projects is just beginning.  While this phase is the end of the 
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funding approval process it is only the beginning of the project implementation, competition and 

close out which can take years of work and thousands of staff hours to complete.  This phase also 

sets off a concurrent set of responsibilities in that the fire chiefs look to the operations chiefs to 

formulate procedures that reflect the changes the funding will create with new equipment, plans, 

capacity or relationships.  While 50% of the jurisdictions categorize their role as being a support 

role 30% report a leadership role.  The fire service is responsible for one step in the funding 

decision support phase that being the respond to inquiries/clarification step. 

 The respond to inquiries/clarification step is the process of explaining the projects and 

what are the potential benefits of the project to their respective leaders, communities, and vendor 

community.  Typically the media will canvas several different jurisdictions to report on how 

funding is being used.  The goal of the fire chiefs is to speak with one voice so there is no 

appearance of conflict or dissidence within the fire service network.  Typically the goal is to 

follow the SPG and CAO lead and ensure that nothing is being said which hurts the credibility of 

the process or alienates and jurisdiction or agency.  The fire chiefs will use this step to present 

their needs and solutions to those needs in order to preserve public trust in their operations. 

(Theil 2009) 62.5% of the respondents reported participating in this step.  The high visibility of 

this step is reflective in the survey results.  Thirty percent of jurisdictions reported a leadership 

role and 70% a supporting role. 

Results of the FY 2008 Cycle  

The project concepts submitted by the fire service were reviewed by the SAA team and 

COG staff and compiled with other RESF submissions for the CAOs and SPG to review.  In 

total, the FY 2008 funding cycle process generated more than 45 project consent forms 
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representing $100,625,839 in requests.  Of these 45 projects, 11 projects were submitted by the 

fire chiefs on behalf of the fire service totaling $45,156,569. 

The SPG and the SAAs staff bundled projects to match strategic funding guidance.  The 

NCR submitted six categories for funding totaling $95,573,080 in requests. (See table 5.3 for a 

summary.) 

In July 2008, DHS awarded the NCR $59.8 million dollars in funding in a competitive 

process with other tier I jurisdictions.  In August the SPG, CAOs and regional emergency 

support functions met to finalize projects based on DHS funding.  On August 15, 2008 funding 

was announced for hospital surge ($3.9 million), metropolitan medical response system planning 

($4.4 million), and bomb squad upgrades ($5.6 million) as requested by the fire service.
28

 

(Countee, Abbruzzese et al. 2008)  Despite not asking for anything new the fire service was 

successful in receiving direct funding for their priorities totaling $13.9 million. 

 

Table 5.3: HSGP 2008 NCR Application Summary  

  

Project Name  Amount  

  

Law Enforcement and Information Sharing  $22,623,700  

Preparedness Planning  $7,497,256  

IED Prevention, Protection and Response  $22,530,700  

Health and Medical Readiness and Response  $23,205,219  

Public Disaster Response  $19,531,205  

Coordinated CCTV Policy and Training  $185,000  

  

TOTAL  $95,573,080  

 

 

                                                 
28

 The description of the bomb squad funding noted that not only would bomb squads receive advanced funding, but 

―private-sector security officials also will receive basic training.‖ Countee, J. E., R. Abbruzzese, et al. (2008). 

National Capital Region Selects Homeland Security Projects to Fund. Washington D.C. 
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Summary of the External Dimensions 

To fund development of a national homeland security system DHS has developed a series 

of homeland security grants.  UASI is the primary funding mechanism for high risk and high 

threat tier I urban areas like the NCR.  In order to receive funding, UASI areas must coordinate 

regionally around external formal structures and processes such as the phases and steps of the 

UASI grant process.   

In 2003 the NCR homeland security network was established by the governors of 

Maryland and Virginia and the Mayor of the District of Columbia.  The network was designed to 

maximize state control over the region’s local governments with a hierarchical governance 

structure.  The five phases of the 2008 UASI cycle provide a lens to research the practice of 

coordination within the fire network in response to external structures, requirements, and 

process.  

To address these requirements the fire service adapted existing day-to-day operational 

structures and relationships.  The following section examines the formal day-to-day structures 

and how they shape the practice of coordination within the fire service network.  

Day-To-Day Formal Structures 

 The UASI process touches on two underlying constructs of the fire service: interaction 

with the external structure of the UASI network in the National Capital Region and how the fire 

service coordinates its activities within the network and within the DHS grant guidance.  Chapter 

4 examined the historical context of regional coordination which gave rise to long standing 

formal and informal roles, relationships and processes within the fire service and which have 

been used to coordinate operations and serve as a platform for administrative coordination of the 

UASI process.   
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It is within this context and through these roles and processes that the fire service 

network links the UASI policy process with technical operations.  This section provides 

additional research on the practice of coordination within the formal day-to-day structures 

endogenous to the fire service network.   

Role of COG  

―Strong formal process builds coordination.  The process is transparent and not personal‖ 

noted Fire Chief Eugene Jones of Prince George’s County, Maryland.  Formal processes are 

identified as adding to the strength of fire service coordination.  The foundation of regional 

coordination is the COG regional emergency support function structure and the fire service sub-

network discussed in context in Chapter 4, which were adapted and expanded by the external 

dimensions discussed earlier in this chapter.  The formal processes, roles, and relationships 

provide structure to regional coordination efforts and help explain how and why the fire service 

acts within its network and within the broader homeland security network. 

COG staff research issues, organize and support formal regional meetings and provide 

logistics support for the public safety network.  COG has ―no teeth‖ but rather plays a supporting 

role with the ability to reach out of the fire network directly to the network leadership including 

elected officials with concerns.  This coercive authority is rarely used, and when it is used it is 

typically employed to prevent inter-jurisdictional conflicts from becoming public spectacles. 

(Wheeler 2009) 

 COG meetings are formal proceedings with well defined processes and purposes.  

Meetings are scripted through pre-announced agendas with votes requiring a quorum of fire 

chiefs to be present.  Attendance is taken, items on the agenda are formally presented by subject 

matter experts, debate/discussion on issues occurs among the fire chief (often inclusive of input 
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and recommendations from key support staff), recommendations on operation policy from the 

operations chiefs are carefully considered, and voting is noted in meeting minutes.  The meeting 

minutes serve as an official record and are often referred to by committee members during 

discussions.   

The formal meeting structure and proceedings provide a common regional platform to 

discuss jurisdictional, operational or intergovernmental issues.  This process is identified by 

several chiefs as a critical factor to building regional coordination.  Fire Chief Joe Pozzo notes 

that ―COG adds data and sophistication to the network.‖  The COG structure touches almost 

every element of service provision and metropolitan governance.  In addition to the homeland 

security network, COG hosts multiple other functional networks including transportation, human 

services, and the environment.  More importantly, COG provides a mechanism for the region’s 

CAOs and elected officials to meet and discuss regional issues.   

The value of strong political support is noted by several of the fire chiefs as another 

critical element of fire service coordination.  As one of the fire chiefs noted ―When your boss 

and your boss’s elected bosses take the time and participate in regional meetings, it sends a 

strong message to the rest of the organization.‖  Fire Chief Eugene Jones explains it this way: 

―Regional work is given a high priority by county leadership.  The focus is on not only 

participating but actively adding value to the process.‖  As was the case with the formulation of 

the NOVA Agreement, the chief administrative officers are closely linked with the activities of 

the regional emergency support functions.  This relationship is credited by the fire chiefs for the 

strength of support the network has shown for their priorities. 

The expectation of attendance and participation in COG is deeply ingrained within the 

jurisdictional fire service cultures.  The fire chiefs meet on the third Thursday of every month at 
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10:00 AM.  They have been meeting on this day and time for over two decades.  Prior to the 

ramp up of the UASI process, the fire chiefs met at the International Association of Fire Chiefs 

(IAFC) offices in Fairfax Virginia.  This arrangement allowed for close relationships with the 

IAFC staff and provided a constant reminder to the fire chiefs as to their responsibility to their 

offices and the fire service. (Schwartz 2009)  Since 2003, the fire chiefs’ meetings have been 

held at the COG offices in Washington D.C.  The COG Public Safety Liaison, Susan Wheeler 

notes ―everyone knows where the chiefs are supposed to be and all the jurisdictions schedule 

around this standing time.‖ (Wheeler 2009)  The monthly meeting is institutionalized within the 

region’s fire service.  Among the administrative support staff and the numerous subject matter 

experts within the jurisdictional departments who might be called on to present policy 

recommendations or briefings of technically specific information, the third Thursday is reserved 

for regional work.   

The importance of the continuity of formal meetings is interwoven in the interaction 

among members of the fire service network.  The COG sub-committees of technical experts 

builds inter-jurisdictional relationships among subject matter experts and provides a structure 

which promotes non-territorial sharing of practices and problem solving not just among the fire 

chiefs but throughout the membership of the region’s fire departments.  The formal meeting 

structure also provides the fire service with a proven structure to address regional coordination 

including the UASI process and the yearly grant application cycle.   

 Given the responsibilities of the fire chiefs, including managing large organizations and 

responding to man-made, natural or political crises, time is a precious commodity.  A review and 

analysis of the attendance rosters show that of the eleven scheduled meetings held in calendar 

year 2008 attendance fluctuated greatly in aggregate and by jurisdiction. (See Appendix F for 
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complete COG attendance spreadsheet.)  Attendance percentages for fire chiefs ranged from a 

high of 100% by the Prince William fire chief to a low of 55% by the Metropolitan Washington 

Airports Authority (MWAA) and Manassas Park fire chiefs.  Table 5.4 shows a complete listing 

of all jurisdictions attendance in calendar year 2008. 

Table 5.4: 2008 COG Monthly Meeting Attendance 

Jurisdiction  Attendance % 

Arlington  91% 

Alexandria  82% 

Fairfax City  73% 

District of Columbia  64% 

Fairfax  91% 

Loudoun  91% 

Manassas  64% 

Manassas Park  55% 

Montgomery  82% 

MWAA  55% 

Prince George's  82% 

Prince William  100% 

 

Among the larger jurisdictions attendance by the fire chiefs was particularly strong, with 

Montgomery, Fairfax, Arlington Alexandria, Prince George’s, Loudoun and Prince William 

attending more than 80% of the meetings.  The District of Columbia was represented only at a 

64% of the meetings, which was due in part to the fire chief being new to his office and having a 

number of internal-departmental and transition issues to deal with.  Recognizing the multitude of 

pressures faced by the fire chiefs, the committee has developed mechanisms to balance the 

importance of attendance and regional responsibilities with jurisdictional pressures.  New chiefs 

or fire chiefs facing significant departmental challenges such as reorganizations, line of duty 

injuries or deaths, or issues within the public or political arena, are not expected to provide the 

same amount of resources or energy on the regional network. (Schwartz 2009)   
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While attendance by the fire chiefs fluctuates by jurisdiction, COG staff noted that 

typically the ―Big 8,‖ the region’s larger fire and rescue departments send representatives and/or 

proxies to the meetings when the fire chief is not present.  These proxies monitor meeting issues 

and report back to their respective jurisdictions.  While proxy activity is not always captured in 

meeting attendance records, COG staff note that typically the larger jurisdictions are represented 

at every meeting. (Wheeler 2009) 

The fire chiefs approach attendance and participation in regional meetings pragmatically, 

understanding that the COG and UASI processes are not their primary responsibilities.  This 

pragmatic approach to the formal process takes on several forms.  Attendance is important, but 

the network informally makes concessions to newly appointed chiefs, chiefs handling crises and 

chiefs of smaller departments who do not have the depth of resources that larger agencies enjoy.  

For established chiefs and larger departments, the expectation is that they will accept leadership 

roles and responsibilities and provide subject matter experts as needed.  Fire Chief Joe Pozzo of 

Loudoun County noted in his interview that early in his tenure ―we were not able to contribute at 

the same level as Fairfax.‖  Pozzo went on to note that the other chiefs kept him involved but 

gave him space to work through growth issues within his jurisdiction.  In 2008 Loudoun was 

able to assume a regional leadership role and accepted responsibility of managing the bomb 

squad projects for the NCR.  Chief Pozzo noted with a great deal of pride that Loudoun was able 

to meet its obligations to the region. 

The value of the formal COG interaction also is noted by the fire chiefs of the smaller 

jurisdictions.  Fire Chief John O’Neal of Manassas Park, a small department serving an 

independent Virginia city of 11,300 residents notes that ―it is a clear disadvantage not to have 

staff representation at the technical work level.‖  O‘Neal commented on the lost opportunity to 
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develop future leaders through regional COG assignments and to build relationships, which 

strengthen both his department and his staff. 

Given the multitude of time pressures on the fire chiefs, COG utilizes several different 

formal meeting technologies such as conference calls, video conferencing, and the utilization of 

secure information portals to make communications more efficient.  These technologies are 

designed to allow the network leaders to interact even when they cannot meet face to face.  From 

the interviews, however, the leadership of the network voiced support for continued face to face 

contact, which was categorized as a critical component to the network’s ability to remain a 

cohesive unit. 

The fire service network structure is very formal with multiple layers and sub-nodes.  

This provides a greater depth than other regional emergency support functions nodes, but comes 

with a downside.  Fire Chief John O‘Neal of Manassas Park noted that ―communications remain 

a challenge and the ‗telephone game‘ often creates unneeded and unwanted issues.‖  Despite this 

downside the formal meeting and organizational structure of COG provides an important 

platform for communications, policy consideration and debate, and career development. 

Network Leadership 

 Another key element of the fire chiefs’ formal process is the continuity and strength of 

the network leadership.  COG staff note that one the strengths the fire service committee enjoys, 

which other functional committees such as the police chiefs and emergency managers do not, is 

that the chair of the fire chiefs committee traditionally accepts a second one-year term in office.  

Most other committee chairs within the UASI network hold a single one year term, creating an 

environment in which the chairs—who are expected to represent the needs of their regional 

emergency support function to the network hierarchy and elected official—have little 
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institutional knowledge.  This constant training mode makes relationship and trust building 

within the UASI network difficult and places other functions at a strategic disadvantage in 

competitive funding processes with the fire chiefs.   

Since 2003 the chairs of the fire chiefs’ committee have been from Fairfax, Montgomery, 

Arlington, and Prince William counties.  All are large counties with substantive fire and rescue 

departments and the capacity to allow the chiefs the freedom to accept a time intensive 

responsibility.  Each jurisdiction also shares a deep organizational commitment to regional 

service delivery.   

During the FY 2008 UASI funding cycle the chair of the fire chiefs’ committee was 

Chief James Schwartz of Arlington County.  At the time, Chief Schwartz was a twenty-five year 

veteran of the fire service who served as the Incident Commander at the Pentagon on 9/11 and is 

a recognized national and international leader in the fire service.  Schwartz is a strong leader and 

a polished speaker who presented a 2008 strategy to ―finish projects‖ and ―clean up multi-year 

projects‖ rather than start another round of new projects.  FY 2008 was a ―natural finishing year‖ 

for the fire chiefs. (Thiel 2009) 

Leadership of the fire chiefs committee is voluntary and no one is forced to assume 

leadership responsibilities.  Chief James Schwartz of Arlington County notes that chiefs with 

―horse power‖ and strong standing with external actors are expected to assume leadership roles 

in the fire service network.  Schwartz categorized horse power as experience, institutional 

leadership, deep regional roots, and rational decision making.  Leadership of the network is 

considered a responsibility of each of the fire chiefs and the strength of leadership is mentioned 

in several of the interviews as a key component in maintaining coordination among its members. 
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It is important to point out that no matter how much ―horse power‖ the chair of the fire 

chief committee possesses, the chair is a peer to the other fire chiefs and at no time has the 

authority to direct operations or to unilaterally create or change jurisdictional policy.  Despite the 

appearance of a hierarchical structure the leader of the fire service network enjoys no additional 

rights or responsibilities and the role is often viewed more as a burden than an honor.  Despite 

these limitations, leadership of the network is very important to the fire service‘s ability to frame, 

formulate, defend and implement coordinated UASI proposals.  The leadership role is also 

appreciated by other system members.  ―Fire chiefs are lucky to have tenured policy makers with 

a passion to do the additional work to lead the region‖ noted Fire Chief John O‘Neal of 

Manassas Park. 

The strength of this strategy is evident to others in the NCR UASI network as well.  ―The 

chiefs and the fire service have a high emergency support function (ESF) credit score with the 

Senior Policy Group‖ noted Virginia State Administrative Agent Susan Snyder.  The fire chiefs 

speak with one voice and are perceived as being honest and reliable.  Snyder noted the strength 

of the leadership is that they ―can be political, but seem apolitical.‖ 

Meeting Agendas 

Part of the stated value of formal regional processes is that the COG meeting agenda 

includes a mix of UASI and operational issues.  The fire chiefs’ ability to meet regularly and 

discuss operational issues adds to the value of the meeting and the legitimacy of the regional 

process.  The formal process allows communication to occur regularly throughout the network.  

Chief Richard Bowers of Montgomery County noted that regional consistency is critically 

important to operations and service provision and that the formal COG process allows for 
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organizations and fire chiefs to ―talk through issues and put differences on the table.‖ (Bowers 

2009) 

 An analysis of meeting agendas and minutes showed a wide range of topics addressing 

both UASI funding and operational issues including fire fighter safety, regional technology 

innovations and regional operational concerns.  During the interviews a number of the chiefs 

expressed concern over the amount of time UASI took from other pressing operational issues.  

Of the eleven meetings in 2008, the fire chiefs discussed UASI in six of the meetings.  Analysis 

of the meeting minutes shows a varied agenda at each meeting and a steady progression through 

the year as the UASI process moved through its cycle.   

 Table 5.5 shows a summary of agenda issues for each monthly COG meeting in 2008, the 

stage of the UASI process, and the attendance of the core chiefs at the meeting. 

Table 5.5: COG Fire Chief’s Meetings Agendas 2008 

Date Agenda Items UASI  Core % 

17-Jan-08 Election of chair and co-chair No 92% 

 2008 Work Plan   

 

21-Feb-08 Line of duty death briefing Yes 83% 

 800 Mhz. rebanding Issue Guidance  

 UASI 2008 briefing Recommendation  

 UASI 2008 discussion Application  

 

17-Apr-08 Training proposal Yes 67% 

 UASI 2008 discussion  Recommendation  

 UASI 2008 action Application  

 Regional fireworks safety campaign   

 

15-May-08 Fireworks initiative No 58% 

 Briefing of Papal visit security   

 Senior operations briefing   

 Policy committee briefing   

 Technology sub-committee report   

 Interagency Threat Assessment Coordinating Group Report   

 Location of future meetings   
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17-Jun-08 Presentation from Underwriters  

 Laboratories No 83% 

 Safety briefing   

 WMATA briefing   

 Senior Operations briefing   

 Interagency Threat Assessment Coordinating Group Report  

 NCR Radio Rebanding Plan   

 

17-Jul-08 UASI update Yes 67% 

 Senior Operations briefing Recommendation  

 Pandemic flu research Application  

 Interagency Threat Assessment Coordinating Group briefing   

 Committee meeting schedule   

 

21-Aug-08 UASI update Yes 83% 

 Fire service intelligence enterprise Application  

 Senior operations briefing Pre-announcement  

  Funding Decision  

 

18-Sep-08 MAOP No 83% 

 Senior operations briefing   

 IMT deployment briefing   

 Out-of-Area deployment   

 Fire service intelligence enterprise   

 HAZMAT working group   

 

16-Oct-08 MAOP Yes 67% 

 Senior operations briefing Issue Guidance  

 Committee reorganization   

 Status of outstanding issues   

 

6-Nov-08 UASI 2009 Yes 92% 

  Issue Guidance 09  

  Recommendation 09  

 

18-Dec-08 UASI 2009 Yes 75% 

 Fire MAOP Issue Guidance 09  

 Inauguration preparation Recommendation 09  

 Senior operations briefing Application 09  

 

Core jurisdictional attendance at the meetings shows that meetings where UASI was discussed 

also fluctuated according to the month with a high of 92% attendance in November for 2008 

wrap up and 2009 UASI kick off to a low of 67% in April, July, and October. 
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Other Formal Meetings – Sub-regional 

In addition to the formal monthly COG meeting, the Northern Virginia fire chiefs meet 

formally as group monthly.  The NOVA fire chiefs committee meeting also is a formal process 

with an elected chair, agenda and minutes.  The NOVA group consists of jurisdictions beyond 

the COG region such as Stafford County and Fauquier County.  The expansion of the NOVA fire 

chiefs meeting reflects the huge population growth in the exurbs of Washington D.C., but 

provides a challenge to balance the needs of the fire chiefs of predominately career urban 

systems with the needs of growing combination systems with career and substantial volunteer 

participation.   

The Maryland chiefs also meet with other Maryland chiefs in the metro-chiefs meeting.  

This monthly meeting includes the Maryland fire chiefs for Baltimore City, Baltimore, Anne 

Arundel, Howard, Montgomery, and Prince George‘s counties.  These meetings are substantively 

different form COG meetings since the agenda is not dominated by funding discussions (UASI) 

but rather with information sharing and educational opportunities.  Both the Maryland NCR 

UASI chiefs praised the metro chiefs meeting as a way of building relationships outside of the 

NCR, specifically pointing to the importance of briefings they received from Maryland state 

officials.   

 Maryland chiefs also participate in an annual brown bag retreat with all Maryland fire 

and rescue chiefs and operations chiefs at the National Fire Academy in Emmetsburg MD.  The 

purpose of the brown bag retreat is to build relationships and coordination among Maryland first 

responders. 

 The metro chiefs and NOVA chiefs meetings provide a mechanism for the jurisdictions 

to meet with their respective state representatives and to address sub-regional issues and 
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activities.  They also provide another touch point for the fire chiefs and technical experts to meet 

and discuss policy and operational issues. 

Strong Relationships 

 The formal processes of the NOVA, metro chiefs and COG are designed to build regional 

capacity and strengthen working relationships.  The second survey question asked each fire chief 

to rate the strength of the working relationship between their agency and other agencies in the 

UASI process.  The fire chiefs were asked to rank the 12 core fire service jurisdictions and 10 

other agencies involved in the NCR homeland security network including administrative support 

(COG, DC SAA, VA SAA, and MD SAA), network leadership (CAO and SPG), and other 

functional groups (emergency managers, police chiefs, public health directors, and public 

information officers).  (See Appendix G for complete survey data for Question 2.)   

 As was described in Chapter 3, the fire chiefs were requested to complete the survey 

question using an ordinal Likert scale based on a scale of very strong, strong, neutral, weak, very 

weak, and not applicable.  Each jurisdiction coded their relationship with themselves as not 

applicable.  The results were averaged based on (N=N-1) in order to account for this.  The fire 

service agencies are highlighted in red in Table 5.6. 

The NOVA jurisdictions of Arlington, Alexandria, Fairfax, Fairfax City and Loudoun, 

showed the strongest working relationships.  91.7% of the network fire chiefs reported strong or 

very strong working relationships with Arlington, 83.4% with Alexandria, 83.3% with Fairfax, 

91.6% with Fairfax City, and 83.4% with Loudoun.  The Maryland jurisdictions scored lower 

with Montgomery at 58.4% and Prince George’s at 33.4%.  Fifty percent of the fire chiefs 

reported strong or very strong working relationships with Washington D.C.   Graphic 5.5 shows 
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a bar graph representing the averaged results of strength of working relationships among the fire 

service jurisdictions. 

Table 5.6: Strength of Working Relationships Survey 

Strength of Working Relationships: Listed below are agencies involved in the UASI 

funding cycle for FY 2008.  Please indicate the strength of your agencies working 

relationship with each of the agencies. 

Answer Options 
Very 

Strong 
Strong Neutral Weak 

Very 

Weak 

Not 

Applicable 

Response 

Count 

Arlington County, VA 8 3 0 0 0 1 12 

City of Alexandria, VA 8 2 1 0 0 1 12 

Fairfax County, VA 7 3 1 0 0 1 12 

Prince William County, VA 4 5 1 1 0 1 12 

Loudoun County, VA 5 5 1 0 0 1 12 

City of Manassas, VA 4 2 3 0 0 3 12 

City of Manassas Park, VA 4 2 3 0 0 3 12 

City of Fairfax, VA 7 4 0 0 0 1 12 

Washington, D.C. 4 2 4 0 1 1 12 

Prince George's County, MD 2 2 5 1 1 1 12 

Montgomery County, MD 5 2 4 0 0 1 12 

Metropolitan Washington 

Airports Authority 
1 8 2 0 0 1 12 

Council of Government (COG) 

Staff 
3 5 4 0 0 0 12 

DC State Administrative Agency 1 2 3 5 0 1 12 

VA State Administrative Agency 2 6 3 0 0 1 12 

MD State Administrative Agency 3 1 0 5 0 3 12 

FBI Liaison 3 4 3 0 1 1 12 

Senior Policy Group 2 4 5 1 0 0 12 

Chief Administrative Officers 5 4 2 1 0 0 12 

Police Chiefs 4 4 3 1 0 0 12 

Emergency Managers 5 5 2 0 0 0 12 

Public Health Officers 3 7 2 0 0 0 12 

Public Information Officers 2 5 3 2 0 0 12 
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As was described in Chapter 3, the purpose of survey is to support the data collected in 

the interviews and document analysis.  The survey results show that the strength of working 

relationships among the fire service network actors is strongest with the inner beltway 

jurisdictions of Northern Virginia.  Given that these jurisdictions were early signatories to the 

NOVA Agreement and have accepted leadership roles in both the COG and NOVA chiefs 

committees the relative strength of working relationship scores are not surprising.   

The weakest strength of working relationships scores were reported for Washington D.C. 

at 50%, Manassas and Manassas Park both at 50%, and Prince George’s at 33.4%.  These results 

also are not surprising.  The District of Columbia has historically not been an active player in 

building regional working relationships.  The current Washington D.C. Fire Chief has dealt with 
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significant personnel issues including a generational change within the department.
29

  Despite 

being focused on internal management issues Chief Rubin has committed his department to 

working regionally. (Rubin 2010)  This change in approach will take time to become 

institutionalized and faces organizational opposition from traditionalists who practice intra-

jurisdictional isolation from the rest of the region. 

Prince George’s County also is rated as having weaker working relationships than other 

jurisdictions.  In part this is explained by the short tenure of the current fire chief and the fact that 

Prince George’s is geographically isolated from many of the NCR jurisdictions.  Placement on 

the periphery of the NCR means the opportunity for frequent operational interactions is limited.   

In both cases the fire chiefs expressed a desire to work regionally and committed their 

departments to the operational coordination enjoyed by the NOVA jurisdictions. 

Table 5.7 shows the averaged scores for both the fire service jurisdictions and the wider 

NCR UASI network.  In general the strength of working relationships is strongest among the fire 

service actors.  The survey shows strong working relationships with peer homeland security 

functions such as police chiefs, emergency managers, and public health officials.  The survey 

does point out the perceived weakness of working relationships with the UASI administrative 

structures including 66.7% reporting strong or very strong working relationships with COG staff 

but only 25% reporting similar working relationships with the DC SAA who is responsible for 

interaction between the functional emergency support functions, the Senior Policy Group, and 

DHS.  The relatively strong working relationship reported with the Virginia State Administrative 

Agent (66.7%) and the weakness of working relationships with the Maryland SAA (33.3%) 

                                                 
29

 In the three years of his tenure, Fire Chief Rubin has hired more than 425 fire fighters into a force totaling over 

2,500. (Rubin 2010) 
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shows the sub-regional divide as jurisdictions in the NCR work more closely with the 

administrative functions of their state governments.   

The survey also showed a substantive split on strength of relationships being reported for 

the NCR UASI network leadership.  Of the fire chiefs, 66.7% report a strong or very strong 

working relationship with the chief administrative officers while only 25% reported strong or 

very strong working relationships with the Senior Policy Group.  These results reflect the ―two-

headed leadership‖ which ―diffuses vision and communication‖ reported in the 2008 SAIC 

report. (SAIC 2008) 

The survey results show that the strength of working relationships varies widely within 

the fire service network and among other NCR homeland security network nodes.  Graphic 5.6 

shows a radar graph depiction of the strength of working relationships. 

 

Table 5.7 Averaged Strength of 

Relationships Among UASI 

Network 

 

Strength 

Relationships 

Arlington 18.91 

Alexandria 18.55 

Fairfax 18.18 

Prince William 16.36 

Loudoun 17.45 

Manassas 13.45 

Manassas Park 13.45 

Fairfax City 18.55 

Washington DC 14.91 

Prince George's 13.09 

Montgomery 16.37 

MWAA 15.64 

COG 15.67 

DC SAA 10.58 

VA SAA 14.25 
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MD SAA 9.67 

FBI Liaison 13.92 

SPG 14.33 

CAOs 16.33 

Police Chiefs 16 

Emergency Managers 16.92 

Public Health Officials 16.25 

Public Information Officers 14.25 

 

While generally the strength of working relationships is strong or very strong, some 

relationships vary widely.  Strength of working relationships is generally stronger among fire 

service agencies than network agencies.  The strength of working relationships with the fire 

service and emergency managers is stronger than the working relationship with the police chiefs.  

This can be explained by the fact that many of the emergency managers work directly for the fire 

chiefs.  The strength of working relationships between the fire service and the SPG was weaker 

than the strength of relationship with the CAOs which raises questions about the dual headed 

leadership of the NCR homeland security network. 

The survey results show that the network is not monolithic and to generalize the strength 

of working relationships as strong or very strong ignores the fact that the jurisdictions must 

constantly work to strength the relationships and to sustain long standing relationships. 
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Strategic Conflict Resolution 

Despite fire service network’s close working relationships and commitment to working 

through formal structures, roles and responsibilities to coordinate regional operations and 

activities, conflict does exist within and among network members.  Even jurisdictions reporting 

very strong working relationships constantly work towards resolving conflict – it is not all 

goodness and light within the network.  This research revealed the importance of conflict in 

building stronger bonds of trust and rededication to the ideals the network is constructed around. 
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Conflict is noted in the literature as an important element in strengthening network 

relationships.  (Alter 1990; Milward and Provan 2006)  Like many other characteristics of fire 

service network coordination, conflict is addressed and resolved through a rational, consensus 

driven processes.  The fire chiefs purposefully recuse themselves from situations that could 

create inter-jurisdictional conflict; instead they turn to technical experts to analyze the problem 

and propose solutions to the issues.  This process allows the chiefs to examine areas of conflict 

through a technical/operational lens, which helps build consensus to find a win/win situation for 

all parties involved.  This purposeful, rational approach allows the fire chiefs to operate in an 

environment of ―trusted relationships.‖   

Strategic conflict resolution within the fire service involves elements of both formal 

structures and informal elements.  The formal structures provide the processes and organizational 

mechanisms to allow the network to rationally address critical operational differences and 

informal characteristics such as trust and commitment enhance a willingness to allow the 

compromises needed to resolve difficult situations.  These informal elements are examined in 

greater detail in the following chapter.  

The process of conflict resolution is an important characteristic of continued network 

development.  Two such examples were referenced in the interviews: conflict over the 

mechanism of resupply of EMS units during mass casualty incidents and changing operational 

procedures after a line of duty death (LODD).  Both highlight how the fire chiefs manage 

conflict. 

Emergency Medical Resupply at Mass Casualty Incidents 

Mass casualty resupply was identified as a major concern in numerous after-action 

reports including the Arlington County After-Action Report on the Response to the September 11 
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Terrorist Attack on the Pentagon (Titan 2002).  Fairfax and Montgomery, two of the region’s 

largest fire departments differed on the best approach to resupplying ambulance crews working 

mass casualty incidents.  The conflict stemmed from differing operational philosophies.  Fairfax 

supported a cargo truck approach in which a large vehicle would be brought to a mass casualty 

scene and units would come to it for resupply.  Montgomery favored a model in which a smaller 

vehicle would move around a scene resupplying crews as it moved. 

The fire chiefs prioritized the project as one of their top regional goals, which the EMS 

subcommittee used to scope options and drafted concept of operations proposals for the 2006 

UASI process.  The fire chiefs adopted the EMS subcommittees report as was proposed through 

the operations chief subcommittee.  While the consensus of the fire chiefs was to support the 

concept of operations, the chiefs were reluctant to engage in an emotional debate which pitted 

two of the region’s largest jurisdictions against each other.  Instead the fire chiefs asked both 

agencies to develop their concepts into jurisdictional operating procedures using the EMS 

subcommittees work as a template.   

To resolve the conflict between the two competing concepts, Montgomery and Fairfax 

agreed to model their plans in a mock drill to determine operational effectiveness.  Using internal 

resources to build prototype units, a field trial and other demonstrations were held for EMS 

leadership and the fire chiefs to show the positive and negative attributes of each concept.  From 

the demonstration the fire chiefs chose the Montgomery model as being best suited to 

resupplying EMS crews during a mass casualty incident.  After the vote, regional operational 

procedures and training were formulated by the EMS sub-committee members and endorsed by 

the operations chiefs and finally approved by the fire chiefs.  Fairfax, like all the NCR fire 

service agencies, agreed to follow these regional protocols for EMS resupply. 
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The example of how the fire chiefs resolved this conflict reflects a commitment to service 

delivery above jurisdictional concerns.  Conflicts are resolved through rational processes.  Fire 

chiefs initially distance themselves from conflict and turn to the technical experts to come back 

with proposed resolutions and solutions to the issues.  This reflects the fire chiefs’ strategic 

desire to work towards rational consensus based upon risk and threat reality understanding that 

any jurisdiction ―on any given day can face experiences that will tap our resources.‖ (Thiel 2009)  

Changing Operating Procedures after a Line of Duty Death 

 The second example of managing conflict involves a greater degree of emotion and has 

significantly tested the relationships among the fire chiefs.  The incident in question deals with 

every chief‘s worst nightmare -- a line of duty death involving one of their fire fighters. 

 Technician Kyle Wilson was a 24 year old fire fighter who died while performing search 

and rescue operations at a house fire in the Woodbridge area of Prince William County, Virginia 

on April 16, 2007.  Technician Wilson, a member of the crew of Tower 512, a ladder truck with 

a platform, responded to reports of a working house fire in a residential area.   Initial arriving 

units reported heavy fire on the exterior of two sides of the single family house and crews 

suspected that the occupants were still inside the house sleeping because of the early morning 

hour. (McGee 2009)  The search of the house was complicated by heavy smoke in the structure 

and fire conditions fueled by strong winds.  During the search Wilson became trapped and 

repeated attempts to locate him failed as the burning house began to collapse on his rescuers.  

Technician Wilson died from the burns and inhalation injuries. 

 A line of duty death (LODD) is a tragic event, which calls for a substantive review of 

departmental policies, procedures and training.  The investigation team comprised five members 

of the Prince William Department of Fire and Rescue and two external members, Division Chief 
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Richard Bowers from Montgomery County, MD Fire and Rescue Service and Battalion Chief 

Danny Gray from Fairfax County, VA Department of Fire and Rescue.
30

  The investigation team 

reflected the regional working relationships institutionalized in the NCR fire service network, the 

need for fire service support for Prince William, and the importance of learning from the 

investigation to ensure fire fighter safety across the county and in the region. 

 The team worked for over eight months with a consultant and found six major factors 

contributed to the line of duty death.  The factors were:  

• The initial arriving fire suppression force size.  

• The size up of fire development and spread.  

• The impact of high winds on fire development and spread. 

• The large structure size and lightweight construction and materials.  

• The rapid intervention and firefighter rescue efforts.  

• The incident control and management. 

 

 These recommendations resulted in a number of changes to regional policies as the 

operations chiefs worked to implement the findings across the region’s fire departments.  

Typically this would be the end of the story about region coordination, but this was not the case.  

One set of recommendations regarding the Rapid Intervention Team (RIT) created substantial 

conflict and emotion among the chiefs. 

 The RIT is a team of firefighters trained and equipped to enter structures to save other fire 

fighters.  In the operational plans for the NCR, the RIT responsibility has long been assigned to 

the fourth arriving engine crew.  Most people witnessing a response to a fire notice the noise, and 

action of multiple pieces of equipment speeding to the scene.  Rather than an arbitrary response, 

or a race of who gets to the scene first, response is more like a choreographed dance with each 

dispatched crew going to the scene with a preplanned task.  In the NOVA procedures at the time, 

                                                 
30

 Chief Bowers was promoted to the position of Chief of Fire and Rescue of Montgomery County, Maryland in 

2008. 
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the first due engine begins fire attack and search and rescue operations, the second due engine is 

responsible to connect with the engine pumping water to the attack crews and to provide a steady 

water supply, the third due engine is responsible for going to the rear of building to assist with 

ventilation, fire attack and rescue operations, and the fourth due engine is reserved for the RIT 

function. 

The after-action report into the Wilson line of duty death recommended that the RIT 

engine be changed from the fourth engine to the third.  Despite noting the conflict between this 

recommendation and standing NOVA policy, Fire Chief Kevin McGee of Prince William 

County was instructed by the Prince William County Attorney to follow all of the 

recommendations of the after-action report.  In order for Prince William to remain a signatory to 

the NOVA Agreement Chief McGee told the other fire chiefs that the agreement would have to 

be amended reflecting the change of the RIT team from forth engine to third engine. 

The fire chiefs sent the proposed operations change to the operations chiefs who rejected 

the proposal 13-1 noting that on the fire which resulted in the line of duty death, the RIT was the 

third engine and changing the policy ―would have little practical effect on fire fighter safety.‖ 

(Mesaris 2009)  Discourse on the issue quickly moved to bruised egos and threats of dissolution 

of the NOVA Agreement with Prince William County threatening to not sign the agreement. 

(Mesaris 2009) 

The chiefs were placed in a difficult situation; support their operations chiefs and 

technical experts and face a break in the regional approach to operational policy or override the 

operations chiefs and break a decades old commitment to regional response based on technical 

subject matter experts and a deep seated commitment to service delivery. (Mesaris 2009; 

Schwartz 2009)  ―All the chiefs are generally committed to customer service.  It is truly about 
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how we provide service to the residents not about ourselves or jurisdictional parochialism.‖ 

(Mesaris 2009)   

Fire Chief Kevin McGee was caught between mandated operational changes from a line 

of duty death and the technical experts in the region who supported a different operational 

policy.  His frustration was intensified by the emotional tone of the operations chief debate and 

his perception that the proposal did not receive a fair review.  After hearing protests from Prince 

William County regarding the operations chiefs vote the fire chiefs were concerned with the 

level of emotion that an operational issue had raised and remanded the issue back to their subject 

matter experts for further study and analysis.  The chiefs collectively recommitted to open 

communications and noted to the Prince William chief "the process didn't work for you." 

(McGee 2009) 

Eighteen months of research, discussion and debate followed the fire chiefs‘ action 

ending in the operations chiefs again rejecting the policy proposal.  The issue was then brought 

to the NOVA Fire Chiefs Committee for a vote.  In August, 2009 the fire chiefs listened to the 

Prince William presentation, the recommendations of their subject matter experts and voted 8-6 

to support the change.  The vote represented a split among the inner-beltway urban jurisdictions 

and the outer suburban and exurbs of Northern Virginia. It also represented a split between the 

predominantly career departments and the combination career/volunteer departments.  

The chiefs who supported the change noted the policy‘s impact on fire fighter safety.  

During the interviews the chiefs in Fairfax, Fairfax City, and Arlington, the traditional leaders in 

regional fire service, noted with regret that the issue had to come to a vote.  Others, with more 

emotion, noted that the fire chief of Prince William, who was fairly new to the position, 

threatened trusted relationships and changed the dynamics of the network by ignoring the subject 
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matter experts and issuing ultimatums to the other chiefs in order to force the vote. (Mesaris 

2009, Owen 2009)  Chief McGee of Prince William, on the other hand, noted that the vote 

represented a step towards expanding the regional leadership from the traditional leaderships of 

Fairfax, Arlington and Alexandria to the growing suburban systems like Prince William, 

Loudoun, and Stafford Counties.  McGee also noted his admiration for the six chiefs who voted 

against the change based on their operational concerns. ―They voted on what they thought was 

right and what benefited the region.‖ (McGee 2009)
31

 

The line of duty death and the resulting operational changes to the RIT team was 

identified by the Northern Virginia Chiefs as the most difficult and contentious issue faced by 

fire service in decades.  Fire Chief Joe Pozzo, who voted against the change, noted that the fire 

service was facing a difficult challenge in creating operational policy for career and mixed 

career/volunteer systems like those most often found in the suburban jurisdictions.  The line of 

duty death (LODD) conflict is a ―cautionary flag about how change is made in policy within the 

network.‖ (Pozzo 2009) 

The LODD conflict was managed through the NOVA Fire Chiefs Committee, but had 

implications for all of the NCR fire service agencies.  The Montgomery fire chief was involved 

in the after-action report in Prince William and he offered recommendations to the NOVA fire 

chiefs on RIT policy.  Fire Chief Richard Bowers noted that Montgomery, Maryland also has 

operational policies placing the 4
th

 due engine as the RIT.  After participating in the NOVA 

                                                 
31

 While this conflict produced acrimony not commonly found among network members, the chiefs 

universally noted the need to repair the relationships and strengthen the network.  Indeed after the vote the fire 

chiefs each gave direction to the operations chiefs to expeditiously work through policy issues and possible 

operational implications in order for every jurisdiction to make the changes at the same time.  The next item on the 

fire chiefs‘ committee agenda was to recommit to the NOVA Agreement and its regional approach to service 

delivery along with a public statement from all the fire chiefs that they would not allow the divisive issue to poison 

the region‘s strong working relationships.  
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process and with the LODD review team he is working to re-align Montgomery County policy 

with NOVA RIT policy changes.  He described the reason for this change as, ―the expectation is 

that we assume risk.  We risk our lives to save others lives. The fire chiefs have a responsibility 

to reduce risk by providing as much safety net as possible.‖ 

The LODD, like the other example of conflict resolution, shows a commitment to 

regional efforts and the desire to minimize future conflict in order to avoid zero sum situations 

which would undermine region cooperation and operations.   

Conflict resolution is an important formal process which helps keep the network relevant.  

Conflict forces the fire chiefs to review their operational polices to examine if they are current 

and still meet the service delivery and safety demands of the regional fire service.  More 

importantly conflict resolution acts to build or rebuild the trusted relationships which allows the 

chiefs to agree to disagree in ways that do not threaten the network.  The formal structures of the 

day-to-day operations of the fire service network are designed to manage and resolve conflict in 

ways which maximize a rational approach to service delivery and to minimize emotions or 

personal positions.  The formal structures are designed to resolve issues that could weaken 

working relationships and informal elements of coordination such as trust. 

Formal Structures Summary 

The formal structures and processes in the NCR homeland security network consist of 

both external and day-to-day dimensions.  The processes, structures, and guidelines exogenous to 

the fire service such as the UASI grant program and the UASI phases and steps influence the 

formal structures from the outside.  Day-to-day structures represent the processes, roles, and 

structures such as regional meetings, leadership, and conflict resolution that are endogenous to 
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the fire service.  Both formal dimensions (exogenous and endogenous) play an important role in 

shaping the practice of coordination by the NCR fire service. 

The five phases of the 2008 UASI cycle provide a research lens to study the practice of 

coordination within the fire network.  In the FY 2008 funding cycle the fire chiefs’ strategy was 

to complete unfinished projects from prior fiscal year funding cycles.  This policy direction was 

given to technical experts in the fire service sub-network to develop and present concepts and 

project justifications and represents the translation of policy into operations.   

The external requirements of the UASI process include developing, preparing, and 

defending project proposals based on operational considerations and technical merits.  This 

process is where most fire service personnel are introduced to both the UASI process and to 

network coordination.  The UASI process is at the confluence of administrative and operational 

coordination.   Working with other regional subject matter experts allows these individuals to 

build relationships with their peers in other organizations.  This process helps institutionalize the 

fire service’s commitment to regional coordination and builds generation after generation of 

trusted relationships among technical experts many of whom will assume senior leadership 

positions in the fire service. 

Much of the literature on inter-organizational networks would study the external 

structures and or governance of the NCR homeland security network.(Milward and Provan 2006; 

Provan and Kenis 2007)  Over-emphasis on institutional context can limit our understanding of 

how public networks operate in practice and creates a gap in our understanding of the complex 

sprawling and brawling nature of networks struggling to transform policy into practice and 

practice into policy.  As the research shows, within the fire service network, sub-nodes of 

technical subject matter experts vary in their relationships and roles and move from active to 
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latent and from rigidly hierarchical to porously flexible to functionally anarchistic at different 

times depending on a number of stimuli or requirements.  The chameleon quality of network 

interactions means that elements of the network may exhibit multiple structural characteristics 

concurrently.   

The day-to-day formal structures are organized around the COG meetings used by the 

NCR fire service networks to allow for a free exchange of ideas in a process that is transparent 

and not personal.  COG staff is considered neutral arbiters by network members, and over time 

the fire chiefs have developed a system that promotes strong leadership and well run efficient 

meetings.  Meeting attendance and participation are important to the network, but concessions 

are made by the network to the realities of running busy homeland security departments.  The 

responsibility of all the fire chiefs to support the network leadership and processes is reflected in 

both the interviews and the survey question responses about strength of relationships. 

The practice of coordination of the NCR fire service is supported by structured meetings, 

strong leadership, and a public and transparent process which is available to all system members, 

an established process for addressing and resolving conflict, strong operational linkages, and 

commonality of purpose. 

The formal processes act as building blocks which the fire service uses to develop future 

leaders by mandating participation in sub-nodes of the network by jurisdictional subject matter 

experts.  As Chief Bowers noted ―relationships are built from the back step of the fire truck.  

Credibility comes from promotion through the ranks.  Both foster shared experiences, similar 

training and mutual respect.‖ 
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The study of the formal structures also shows the importance of informal elements, like 

trusted relationships among the fire chiefs and between the network leaders and subject matter 

experts.  Chapter 6 examines these important elements of coordination in greater detail. 

The practice of coordination as studied in the FY 2008 UASI funding cycle provides 

insight into critical gaps between federal administrative policy and metropolitan regional 

operations.  As was discussed in this chapter the successful UASI grant is measured differently 

by each level of government.  Local governments place operational capacity enhancement and 

sustainment as the funding priority while the DHS focus is on grant compliance including filling 

out paperwork on time and how quickly funds are expended.  This chapter provides important 

lessons about the practice of regional coordination by the NCR fire service, which will be 

discussed in Chapter 7.   
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CHAPTER 6 

INFORMAL ELEMENTS 

 

 As was discussed in previous chapters, the NCR homeland security network and the NCR 

fire service have developed a robust series of formal structures, roles and responsibilities to 

manage regional coordination.  The fire service has, over a number of decades, built a regional 

operational system which is completely dependent upon freely sharing inter-jurisdictional 

resources.  The formal structures are built upon legal agreements, strong political support, and 

operational necessity and over time have become institutionalized within the NCR fire service.  

The stability and maturation of the regional network has fostered multiple generations of 

executive fire officers, whose career development is linked to the regionally coordinated system.   

 Despite the impressive historical context and multitude of formal processes, from 

interviews with regional fire chiefs it became clear that there is another dimension to the NCR 

fire service‘s regional coordination.  In every interview informal elements were referenced as a 

critical agent adding to the strength of the network.  These informal elements are characteristics 

and processes such as trust, building and sustaining relationships, commitment to the profession, 

and shared purpose.  Together, they enhance and enable the formal network structures and 

operational and administrative coordination.   

These informal elements are harder to measure than the formal elements since they 

typically are not referenced in the staid governmental language used in bureaucratic documents 

such as memos and meeting minutes.  Despite their elusive qualities, these informal elements are 

incredibly important characteristics of regional coordination in the NCR.  The research on 

informal elements helps explain the cohesion and esprit de corps which support the formal 

structures and processes discussed in earlier chapters. This research builds on similar 
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methodologies employed to study how formal and informal organizational systems are 

interrelated in the arena of other pressing public administration challenges such as the provision 

of human services. (Provan, Veazie et al. 2005)   Using the survey data on levels of trust and 

exploring common themes from the interviews, this chapter looks at informal elements such as 

trust, shared purpose, commitment to service provision, and shared professional growth and 

maturation. 

Trusted Relationships 

 Theories of trust and distrust are a common theme in public administration literature. 

(Kim 2005)  Distrust is described as a ―corrosive presence‖ effecting development of key 

network elements such as leadership and legitimacy. (Bardach 1998)  As was noted in Chapter 2, 

there are numerous definitions of trust in the literature.  A common theme in the literature treats 

trust as an economic behavior. (Zucker 1986; Williamson 1985)  Others place trust in the broader 

theoretical context as a social and organizational virtue rather than merely an economic 

exchange. (Fukuyama 1995)  Provan and Kenis identify dense trust as critical to effective 

interaction among network actors. (Provan and Kenis 2007)  

 It is in this context that trust is identified as a critical element of fire service network 

coordination by the fire chiefs.  The NCR fire service regional coordination may have elements 

of transaction cost theory as proposed in the literature, but seems to transcend mere economic 

relationships with a notable willingness to forgo jurisdictional specific projects in order to build 

regional capacity which strengthens all. (Schwartz 2009)   Trust is identified as a critical element 

of regional coordination by the fire chiefs.  In every interview, including actors outside the fire 

service network, strong relationships and high levels of trust are identified as elements of the fire 

services strength when compared to other emergency support functions.  Like their deliberative 
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approach to conflict resolution, the fire chiefs have developed a strategic approach to building 

and sustaining what Fire Chief James Schwartz of Arlington calls ―trusted relationships.‖   

―Trusted relationships allows for collaborative conversations without malice.‖ (Schwartz)  

Building trusted relationships allows the fire chiefs to regularly call one another to discuss 

potentially confrontational issues such as operations that did not go well or need improvement.  

The ability to confidently place a reality check phone call to other fire chiefs based simply on 

―I‘m worried.  Do you see this as a problem?‖ is an indicator of the network‘s informal 

expectation of strong peer relationships and high levels of trust among the fire chiefs. (Schwartz)  

This simple mechanism allows the fire chiefs to discuss and resolve issues before they become 

systemic or viral. 

―Relationships are the most salient part of the network operations‖ noted Fire Chief Tom 

Owens of Fairfax City, and the fire chiefs purposely cultivate personal relationships, formally 

through COG, the Metro Chiefs Committee, and the NOVA Fire Chiefs Committee and 

informally at conferences, lunch meetings, and dinners.  Trusted relationships allow the fire 

service to be ―nuclear in purpose,‖ which allows the fire chiefs to formulate clearly stated policy 

direction with the operations chiefs, network leadership, and system members. (Owens 2009) 

Building trusted relationships is not left to chance and the fire chiefs strategically and 

purposely reach out to build relationships with new fire chiefs.  The fire chiefs informally take an 

individualized approach to bringing new chiefs into the system by personally reaching out to 

welcome them to the region. (Mesaris 2009)  During the interviews, this high-touch effort is 

warmly recognized by several of the fire chiefs.   

―Small things matter,‖ noted Fire Chief Richard Bowers of Montgomery.  Bowers, who 

―grew up‖ in and was promoted through the Montgomery County Fire and Rescue Department, 
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became the county fire chief after 32 years of regional network experience.  In recognition of 

both Bowers‘ achievements and Montgomery County‘s commitment to regional coordination, 

every fire chief in the NCR attended his swearing in ceremony.  The effort and honor was not 

lost on Bowers who noted that ―It‘s contagious.  When you have cooperation, communications, 

and collaboration you want more.‖ (Bowers 2009) 

―Trusted relationships are critical.  Familiarity with peers means it‘s easy to pick up the 

phone and work with other chiefs‖ noted Fire Chief John O‘Neal of Manassas Park.  O‘Neal who 

was hired as fire chief from a position in North Carolina recalls the efforts Tom Owens, chair of 

the NOVA fire chiefs‘ committee and fire chief of Fairfax City, made to introduce him to the 

region.  Chief Owens made a special effort to introduce O‘Neal to the NCR and acted as a peer 

mentor.  ―The network,‖ noted O‘Neal ―does a good job reaching out and keeping all the chiefs 

informed and providing support and mentoring.  [It] helps [to] ensure that all are connected.‖ 

(O‘Neal 2010) 

This strategic welcoming was also noted by Fire Chief Joe Pozzo who spoke of similar 

personal connections the region‘s fire chiefs made with him after he was appointed as the fire 

chief in Loudoun County.  Pozzo noted that the fire chiefs from several jurisdictions including 

Arlington, Fairfax, Montgomery, and Fairfax City all made special efforts to reach out to him.  

―They always made sure that we were part of the region‖ stated Pozzo during his interview. 

 Sustainment of trusted relationships is also important to the fire chiefs.  Each fire chief 

talked about his interaction with his peer chiefs in other jurisdictions.  Typically communications 

is more frequent with jurisdictions located geographically closer and sharing operational 

boundaries.  For instance, the Alexandria fire chief talks at least once every two weeks with the 

Arlington fire chief to work out regional operational and political issues.  He also meets monthly 
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with the Fairfax fire chief and at least quarterly with his peers from Prince William and Prince 

George‘s. (Thiel 2009)  Communications may be as simple as a phone call but typically involve 

more extensive interaction over lunch or dinner.  The Washington D.C. fire chief Dennis Rubin 

is credited for building regional trust and relationships among the fire chiefs.  Chief Rubin was 

complimented by several fire chiefs for working to improve Washington D.C.‘s commitment to 

regional operational and administrative coordination.  Chief Rubin was able to secure use of the 

mayor‘s box and invited all of the other fire chiefs to a National‘s baseball game.  The evening 

was categorized as an opportunity to talk shop, watch bad baseball and build relationships.  It 

was noted that his efforts reversed long standing organizational isolation and jurisdictional 

parochialism. 

Alexandria Fire Chief Adam Thiel‘s efforts to reach over the Potomac River were noted 

by Prince George‘s Fire Chief Eugene Jones.  ―It was huge!  It meant a whole lot to me.‖  These 

efforts built trust and good will and relationships are generally categorized as warm, welcoming 

and active.  (Jones 2009)  While the NOVA fire chiefs have had long standing trusted 

relationships the Maryland jurisdictions and the District of Columbia have all worked to 

strengthened trust since 9/11/2001.  The survey data on levels of trust show its relative 

importance and the varying levels of trust within the network. 

The third survey question asked each fire chief to rate the level of trust between their 

agency and other agencies in the UASI process.  The fire chiefs were asked to rank the 12 core 

fire service jurisdictions and ten other agencies involved in the NCR homeland security network 

including administrative support (COG, DC SAA, VA SAA, and MD SAA), network leadership 

(CAO and SPG), and other functional groups (emergency managers, police chiefs, public health 
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directors, and public information officers).  (See Appendix H for complete survey data for 

Question 3.)   

         

Table 6.1: Question 3: Levels of Trust 
Please rate the overall trust relationship with each agency.  For instance can you trust the 

other agency to keep its word, to perform in accordance with agreed upon procedures, and 
respond to your agency’s needs.  Please identify the answer that best reflects your overall 

level of trust.  The scale is: 1 = poor relationship (little trust), 2 = fair relationship (some 
trust), 3=good relationships (trust), 4=excellent relationships (high trust), and 5=not 

applicable (no relationship). 

Answer 

Options 

Poor 
Relationship 
(little trust) 

Fair 
Relationship 
(some trust) 

Good 
relationships 

(trust) 

Excellent 
relationships 
(high trust) 

Not Applicable 
(no 

relationship) 

Arlington 0 0 1 10 1 

Alexandria 0 0 3 8 1 

Fairfax 
County 

0 0 2 9 1 

Prince 
William  

0 1 4 6 1 

Loudoun  0 0 3 7 2 

Manassas 0 0 3 6 3 

Manassas 
Park 

0 0 3 6 3 

Fairfax City 0 0 1 10 1 

Washington, 

D.C. 
1 2 3 5 1 

Prince 

George's 
1 4 2 3 2 

Montgomery 0 1 3 7 1 

MWAA 0 0 4 6 2 

COG 1 3 4 5 0 

DC SAA 2 5 2 1 2 

VA SAA 0 1 6 4 1 

MD SAA 0 2 2 3 5 

FBI Liaison 0 0 2 6 4 

SPG 0 2 6 3 1 

CAOs 0 2 2 7 1 

Police Chiefs 0 3 2 7 0 

Emergency 
Managers 

0 0 4 7 1 

Public Health 

Officers 
0 1 6 5 0 

PIOs 0 2 5 5 0 
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Like survey Question 2 the fire chiefs were requested to complete the survey question 

using a Likert scale response coding with five options: excellent relationship (high trust), good 

relationship (trust), fair relationship (some trust), poor relationship (little trust), and not 

applicable (no relationship).   

Each jurisdiction coded the level of trust with themselves as not applicable.  The results for the 

fire service jurisdictions were averaged based on N= (N-1) in order to account for this.  Table 7.1 

shows a summary of the results for question 3. 

When asked to rate each jurisdiction by levels of trust, Arlington and Fairfax City were 

perceived to enjoy high levels of trust with 91% of the jurisdictions.  This correlates with the 

strong working relationships both jurisdictions enjoyed among network members.  The high 

level of trust also reflects the trust the network placed in Arlington‘s fire chief who was the chair 

of the COG Fire Chiefs Committee and the Fairfax City fire chief who was charge of the NOVA 

Fire Chiefs Committee.  In addition to their leadership roles, both jurisdictions have been 

committed to the NOVA Agreement and working regionally to provide fire services.  Fairfax 

City‘s high level of trust rating shows that jurisdiction size is not always a detriment to regional 

leadership or trust. 

The next tier of high trust jurisdictions is Fairfax (82%), Alexandria (73%) and Loudoun 

(64%), followed by Montgomery, Prince William, Manassas, and Manassas Park at 55%.  The 

lower level of trust for Montgomery may be caused by its geographic isolation from many of the 

other NCR jurisdictions and from the fact that Maryland jurisdictions were building regional 

trust while many Virginia jurisdictions were sustaining decades of trusted relationships.  The 

relatively low trust score for Prince William—particularly low when compared to other larger 

Northern Virginia jurisdictions—can be attributed to the bitter and divisive policy change 
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involving the RIT team, which was described in Chapter 6.  Both Manassas and Manassas Park 

are small jurisdictions which lack the resources to fully staff all the sub-committees and rarely 

interact operationally with other jurisdictions except for each other or Prince William County.   

The lowest tier of level of trust included the District of Columbia with a high trust level 

of only 45% and Prince George‘s County with 27%.  Both chiefs are relatively new to their 

position and both have been working to change their organization‘s cultures from introspective 

to regional.  Neither the District of Columbia nor the Maryland jurisdictions have the historical 

context or level of trust the NOVA jurisdictions enjoy. 

 

 

When the data points for all responses are coded and averaged only Prince George‘s 

stands out among the fire service jurisdictions as having neither trusted or highly trusted 

relationships.  Graphic 6.1 represents the levels of trust data and clearly shows both the generally 
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high levels of trust among the fire service leadership as well as the very high levels of trust 

among the Northern Virginia jurisdictions. 

 Table 6.2 shows the averaged levels of trust for both fire service jurisdictions and UASI 

network agencies and actors.  The levels of trust are generally higher among the fire service 

jurisdictions when compared to other UASI network agencies.  Graphic 6.2 shows the same data 

set as a radar chart of all the fire service jurisdictions and NCR network agencies. 

 

Table 6.2: Averaged Levels of 

Trust Among UASI Network 

Members 

 

Trust 

Ratings 

Averaged 

Arlington 19.55 

Alexandria 18.64 

Fairfax 19.09 

Prince William 17.27 

Loudoun 16.82 

Manassas 16.82 

Manassas Park 15.00 

Fairfax City 17.27 

Washington DC 15.45 

Prince George's 10.45 

Montgomery 16.82 

MWAA 15.91 

COG 15.83 

DC SAA 9.17 

VA SAA 15.00 

MD SAA 10.83 

FBI Liaison 10.83 

SPG 14.58 

CAOs 16.25 

Police Chiefs 16.67 

Emergency Managers 17.08 

Public Health Officials 17.08 

Public Information Officers 16.25 
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 Among the scores, two stand out.  The DC SAA, which had the lowest level of trust in 

the survey, is responsible for coordinating all UASI submissions.  This role requires considerable 

interaction with the regional emergency support functions including the fire service, yet shows 

weak levels of trust.   

  

 

The second is the SPG‘s relatively low score when compared to both the CAOs and other 

network nodes like police chiefs and emergency managers.  As the network leadership, building 
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trust would have been a logical priority.  When these data were reviewed by others in the 

homeland security network the low trust levels were attributed to the SPG often using a political 

lens when reviewing operational proposals.  As one member of the network noted ―I am not sure 

any group trusts the SPG because the lack of transparency.‖  

The strength of the fire service network is that it speaks with one voice. Their relationship 

is sustainable because they ―constantly work it.‖ (Snyder 2009)  The high levels of trust among 

the member jurisdictions speak both to the efforts to build and sustain trust.  This work, like the 

fire chiefs‘ strategic approach to conflict resolution, is designed to minimize emotional responses 

to regional operational questions and maximize creation of trusted relationships. 

Trusted relationships mean the fire chiefs are inextricably linked in the region and ―you 

cannot go off and do your own thing beyond a certain point.‖ (Owens 2009)  This means each 

fire chief has control over his department but must deal with regional parameters that have high 

operational and political costs to cross. (Schwartz 2009)  To build such a system, high levels of 

trust must be banked against the inevitable challenges from within the jurisdictions.  To 

overcome these challenges the fire chiefs have adopted an open and transparent system in which 

trusted relationships compliment formal structures, roles and responsibilities.  Fire Chief Richard 

Bowers credits the fire chiefs‘ transparency and openness as ―the chiefs accept you into the 

group.  There is no secret initiation.  Trust and openness is based on shared understanding of 

perspectives, how difficult the job is and commonality of basic services.‖ (Bowers Interviews)  

Fire Chief Eugene Jones noted in his interview that ―Respect is the key.  Take it away and the 

process won‘t work.‖  This notion of good will, trust and respect sets the fire chiefs apart from 

other functions in the NCR.  
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Shared Purpose 

Another informal element which supports regional coordination is a shared purpose.  

Shared purpose represents a commitment to service provision, an agreement as to network values 

and purpose, and commonality of vision.  McGuire recognized the importance of shared purpose 

in network framing, (Agranoff and McGuire 2001; McGuire 2002) strengthening the 

development and sustainment of multi-jurisdictional alliances, (CHDS 2008), and shared purpose 

reduces conflict among network actors. (Provan and Kenis 2007)  This research builds on the 

literature and shows the importance of shared purpose in promoting coordination in the NCR fire 

service. 

Shared purpose in the fire service is built from operational necessity.  The fire chiefs 

collectively recognize the high risk and high threat potential to the region.  Risk analysis and the 

high target concentration in NCR drives a need not many other regions in the nation experience.  

Fire Chief Richard Bowers of Montgomery County references the fire service‘s efforts to prepare 

for large scale regional emergencies as ―Not a matter of if.  It‘s a matter of when.‖  Fire Chief 

Ron Mastin of Fairfax County explains this not as scare tactics or pessimism, but rather the 

reality of risk and threat assessments.  ―The NCR is a target rich environment.  Working 

regionally is not a choice. It is a necessity.‖  Mastin also noted that regional coordination is ―not 

a necessity everywhere‖ when he was referring to his service in Henrico County Virginia, a 

suburb of Richmond.  As the Henrico County Fire Chief, Mastin had to deal with significant 

regional rivalries which significantly hampered the development of regional fire service 

coordination. (Mastin 2009) 

The shared purpose among the chiefs regarding regional coordination is based on 

operational experience, risk and threat assessment, and an understanding that failure is not an 
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option.  ―Fire chiefs understand the importance of what the fire service does,‖ noted Fire Chief 

Eugene Jones of Prince George‘s County. ―Other functions vying for UASI dollars play more 

games.‖ When asked to explain this he noted that other emergency support functions such as 

transportation or public works are further removed from response and seem to be ―more cavalier 

about coordinating regional activities.‖ (Jones 2009)  They lack the same urgency as the public 

safety chiefs.  The fire chiefs were bound by shared purpose that other emergency support 

functions don‘t have since they ―don‘t interact with death as much as the fire chiefs do.‖ (Jones 

2009)  Having shared purpose allows the fire chiefs to build relationships from a shared 

foundation.  ―No one is too big or too small to need support.‖ (Bowers 2009) 

 A key element of shared purpose is the universal belief that service provision is essential 

to the regions safety and security.  ―All the chiefs are generally committed to customer service.  

It is truly about how we provide service to the residents not about ourselves or parochialism.‖ 

(Mesaris 2009)  These are not empty words to the fire chiefs, but rather provide an informal 

mission statement for the fire service.  Fire Chief Eugene Jones of Prince George‘s pragmatically 

summarized his support for regional operational coordination.  ―Weakness in the region is where 

the exploitation or attack will occur.  What happens to one jurisdiction will impact all.  Regional 

coordination is effective because it builds capacity which strengthens all.‖ (Jones 2009)  An 

informal element of coordination is the belief that the region‘s fire services will need support at 

some point in the future. 

 Commitment to service creates opportunities for regional coordination and agreements 

such as the NOVA Agreement, and the commonality of function allows the fire service to 

coordinate operations.  Fire Chief Richard Bowers of Montgomery County noted that the fire 

service must work with several universal laws.  ―Fires go out the same way in every jurisdiction.  
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Everybody can agree on basics.  Treatment may be different for heart attacks but the elements 

are the same regardless of whose medical control is being used.  The difficulty comes from side 

issues.‖ (Bowers 2009) 

 Placing a priority on operations can create conflict within the NCR homeland security 

network.  Most notable is the friction between the fire service and the SPG.  As both the weak 

strength of working relationships and low levels of trust show, bonds between the SPG and fire 

service are surprisingly fragile.  In part this can be explained by the friction between operational 

and administrative priorities.  The SPG approaches the UASI process and the network with a 

political perspective not an operational perspective, which creates a climate in which the 

―primacy of operations is subjugated to the political.‖ (Schwartz 2009)  This conflict actually 

works to strengthen the fire services trust relationships since they universally reject any 

degradation of operational capacity.  

The fire service‘s commitment to service has built ―high trust‖ between the public and the 

fire service, which translates into practice of how the network leadership like the SPG treats the 

fire service and their funding requests.  ―Public trust is different from government trust, and the 

elected officials know this.‖ Fire Chief Joe Pozzo of Loudoun County stated.  ―We know it 

pisses people off that we get the money, but we can prove we need it and can use it.‖ (Pozzo 

2009) 

Commitment to the Profession  

 Another common theme expressed during the interviews was the theme of professional 

development.  This informal characteristic takes on two different forms:  institutionalization and 

sustainment of regional coordination.  Both are important elements in the continuity and 

maintenance of regional operations and coordination.   
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 Commitment to the profession is a shared value that coordination is the best way to 

provide fire service and to develop future generations of fire service leaders.  Commitment to the 

profession is reflected in the literature as an element of managerial craftsmanship, (Bardach 

1998) leadership of organizations, (Selznick 1984) and effective network management. 

(Agranoff and McGuire 2001)  Bardach, Selznick, and Agranoff and McGuire link their concepts 

of commitment to the profession in terms of leadership; while this research expands the concept 

is greater than leadership and includes elements of continuation of a professional or vocational 

heritage.  In this sense, several of the interviewees spoke to the need to strengthen coordination 

as a mechanism to provide continuity and strength to the profession of the fire service. 

 Chapter 4 presented the contextual background of regional fire services coordination and 

showed that for over thirty-five years elements of the region have been operating in a regional 

fire service model for both operations and administrative functions.  Generations of fire service 

leaders have developed through this system and they understand the value and benefit it brings. 

Regional coordination is ―what they know and it works.‖ (Pozzo 2009) From critical operations 

policies to continuity of network leadership, to meeting on the same day and time for decades, 

regional coordination permeates the fire service. 

 The structure of the fire services network builds skills and relationships among not only 

the elite levels of the network but among its members, many of whom will assume future 

leadership roles.  The fire chiefs have adopted strategic approaches to minimizing conflict and 

maximizing trusted relationships.  This approach requires frequent interaction and empowerment 

of technical experts to shape decisions, which in turn helps build trust and develop future 

leadership who value a regional focus to the regional fire departments.  Regional coordination is 

institutionalized in future generations of leaders.  (Wheeler 2009)  As Virginia State 
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Administrative Agent Susan Snyder points out ―The fire chiefs are seen as the most evolved 

group in the NCR network.  The reason for this is it is an established profession with rites of 

passage working up from the bottom with a combination of operations and management 

experience.‖   

For fire chiefs who grew up in the NCR system, working on COG subgroups was a 

mechanism through which they developed administrative and political skills needed for future 

promotion.  For fire chiefs hired from outside the NCR, regional coordination is often part of 

their selection criteria.  It is not uncommon for one or more the region‘s fire chiefs to sit on 

interview panels for jurisdictions filling the chief positions.  This allows the fire chiefs to 

recommend candidates with a proven history of regional cooperation and collaboration. (O‘Neal 

2010) 

Once promoted new fire chiefs find that the sub-network of functional subject matter 

experts also acts to norm the new fire chiefs to the importance of regional cooperation and 

participation.  The network and the trusted relationships among the chiefs impart a cultural 

awareness that regional responsibility is part of the job.  (Schwartz 2009)  Any fire chief who 

threatens regional cohesion faces internal jurisdictional pressure from technical subject matter 

experts within their own department and political consequences from their political and chief 

administrative officers with whom the fire service regularly interacts.  

 Informally the fire service uses the regional network to develop future leaders and to 

sustain coordination through promotion, norming, and coercive pressure.  The fire service culture 

fosters support and participation in the regional network.  ―You have to play in the sandbox to be 

successful in the region.‖ (O'Neal 2010) 
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Summary 

 Earlier chapters discussed the formal processes, roles, and structures which the fire 

service uses to build and sustain regional coordination.  The NOVA Agreement, which has been 

adopted as a model by other NCR fire departments, was based on necessity and grown through 

success.  Coordination is a ―creature of necessity.‖ (Owens 2009)  

 While formal structures act as building blocks, other elements provide cohesion and 

stability to regional coordination.  These elements are informal in nature and difficult to measure 

or study, but are important tools in building and sustaining coordination.  From the interviews 

three themes were commonly referenced: trusted relationships, shared purpose and commitment 

to service delivery, and commitment to the profession.  These elements act like mortar 

surrounding each formal block and binding it into place creating mature relationships and 

institutionalizing regional approaches. 

 Informal characteristics allow the system to be flexible and to give each jurisdiction the 

ability to customize it to meet unique jurisdictional needs but standardized enough so the fire 

fighters on the street know when protocols are not being followed.  Trusted relationships, 

development of leaders committed to regional coordination and agreement on the fundamental 

importance of the service being delivered creates an environment in which the fire chiefs are 

willing to help each other and to reach outside of their organizations for expertise. (Wheeler 

2009)  The success of this approach is seen daily in countless calls for service and 

administratively in the fire services ability to propose and achieve funding for its UASI grant 

proposals. 

 Informal characteristics need sustaining and there is considerable concern among the fire 

chiefs that despite all their efforts new leaders will not take the time to build the relationships 
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need to create trust and sustain coordination.  Fire Chief Adam Thiel of Alexandria notes 

―Somebody needs to ante up for opportunities to build relationships.  Relationships take work 

and a deliberate effort must be made to build relationships.‖   

 Informal elements are subjective and tend to be personal choices.  They are difficult to 

quantify since they are not referenced in government documents or other formal structures like 

meeting minutes.  Despite the relative importance of these elements and the positive benefits 

they provide to regional coordination they are not and cannot be legally mandated.  This means 

that this critical element to coordination is dependent upon personalities and the temperament of 

the actors involved in the network.  The reality of UASI process and regional coordination is that 

even institutionalized informal relationships like those enjoyed by the fire service in the NCR 

still depend on personal connections and sustainment of relationships.   
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION 

 

 Disasters are regional events.  They may begin locally and grow to become national or 

international events but initial and primary response and recovery to significant disasters requires 

regional capacities and assets. (Waugh 1994)  Given that over 80% of the nation’s population 

lives in metropolitan regions (Bureau 2008) homeland security threat, risk, and funding is 

weighted heavily towards protecting these areas.   

Homeland security creates complex public administration challenges in identify issues, 

defining institutional scale and building a national operationally coordinated system.   

As Donald Kettl notes when writing about contingent coordination: 

Many of the key coordination puzzles of homeland security, in fact, require nonstructural 

approaches, including inter-organizational networks (such as mutual aid agreements 

among fire departments), improved information technology, and stronger political 

leadership. (Kettl 2007: 261) 

 

 The concept of contingent coordination asks five important questions: 

 How does government organize to secure the homeland? 

 What is the minimum level of protection? 

 How does government prepare and learn for rare focusing events? 

 How can government continue to provide expected services while incorporating new 

responsibilities and services? 

 Given the intricacies of the system of American federalism, how does vertical and 

horizontal integration occur?  

Kettl identifies coordination as an essential element in formulating a national homeland security 

system, but he neither defines coordination nor explains the characteristics of its practice.  This 

research adds to the concept of contingent coordination by identifying the characteristics of the 

practice of coordination at the technical/operational level of the homeland security network. 
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Chapter 1 presented the public administration challenges to formulating a national 

homeland security system including the cyclical nature of homeland security/emergency 

management policy, federalism issues, the historical context of homeland security development, 

and the American tradition of functionally separated service silos.   

The creation of the Department of Homeland Security changed traditional relationships, 

which in turn changed long standing roles, responsibilities, and functions at all levels of 

government. (Waugh 2007)  Under federal homeland security policies such as NIMS and NRP, 

DHS is challenged to provide leadership and coordination both horizontally with federal 

homeland security functions as well as vertically with all other levels of government.  

Coordination is a core challenge of homeland security. (Kettl 2003; Kettl 2004; Kettl 2007)  

Nor is coordination a new challenge for American public administration.  As was 

examined in Chapter 2, theorists and practitioners have struggled with coordinating a national 

response to protecting the nation since World War I.  The wicked problems of homeland security 

make current challenges even more complex since policy is based on coordination of multiple 

disparate functions and services.  While a core challenge of homeland security may be 

coordination of national resources the term - despite its frequent use in policy documents - is 

ambiguous and difficult to define or measure. (Selznick 1984)  As Fire Chief Adam Thiel of 

Alexandria stated out ―we have come up with fancy words for very basic concepts, which people 

pretend to understand.‖ 

Adding to the complexity of coordination is the delivery model for complex regional 

services such as transportation, human services, and homeland security through public inter-

organizational networks.  The formation and sustainment of networks or multi-jurisdictional 
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networked alliances as DHS is currently calling them, serves as a viable delivery method for 

homeland security funding, preparedness, response and recovery. (CHDS 2008)  

Public inter organizational network research tends to study networks from an institutional 

context with a focus on explicit, formal characteristics and structures.  Such research would 

therefore view the NCR homeland security network as a stable hierarchical organization. (COG 

2003)  As was described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 the network is an enormous sprawling and 

brawling collective of over two hundred different agencies, organizations, and functions that 

organizes and reorganizes itself by function and/or jurisdiction depending upon the issue.  These 

chameleon-like qualities allow the network to change its structure to meet service delivery 

demands.  The network consists of multiple nodes of active and latent sub-networks working 

within both formal and informal processes coordinating substantive assets and operations.  

Policy and service delivery co-exist at the operational/technical level of these sub-networks.  The 

challenge of researching the nexus of policy and operations is that the network often adapts 

faster to operational demands than researchers can capture.   

Chapter 4 examined regional differences in the structure of local governments in the 

National Capital Region and the historical context for the development and maturation of the 

regional fire service network.  Through a combination of focusing events and formal and 

informal structures, Northern Virginia jurisdictions and the entire NCR developed regional 

operational coordination over a four decade timeframe.  Focusing events such as the 1969 Oak 

Grove fire, the 1973 Sky Line collapse, the 1982 Air Florida crash, and the 9/11/2001 attack on 

the Pentagon helped form and legitimize the operational value of regional coordination.  Each of 

these focusing events, in different ways, lent urgency to build, strengthen, and sustain regional 

coordination.   
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The historical context research shows the importance of two foundational characteristics 

of the practice of coordination: political support for regional coordination efforts and time for 

relationships to develop, strengthen, and mature.  Without the enlightened leadership of the 

Northern Virginia chief administrative officers and political leadership in the early 1970s it is 

doubtful the fire service network would have evolved as it has.  Strong leadership by the CAOs 

enhanced both the creation of the fire service and UASI networks and strengthened 

organizational commitment to coordination. 

Time also is an important factor in the development and sustainment of regional fire 

service coordination.  Time has allowed regional coordination to become an accepted element of 

operations and is instrumental in the professional development and promotion of multiple 

generations of fire service leaders.  Successful implementation of regional services, 

acknowledged value to both the fire service and the community, and maturation over time has 

allowed regional operational coordination to permeate all levels of the fire service network.  This 

operational coordination has evolved into regional administrative coordination examined in 

Chapters 5, in order to meet the requirements of the Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) 

funding cycle.  

 The primary mechanism for funding implementation of federal policy at the metropolitan 

level was introduced in 2003 as the Urban Area Security Area Initiative. (DHS, 2007)  UASI 

provides funding to the nation’s high risk/high population urban areas and is designed to build 

coordinated regional metropolitan homeland security capacity and systems.  To meet UASI 

funding requirements, the nation’s largest and most vulnerable metropolitan areas, including the 

NCR have formed regional homeland security networks to formulate, prioritize and implement 

funding requests and allocations.   
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Chapter 5 examined formal structures shaping the practice of coordination looking at 

external dimensions (exogenous) and day-to-day structures (endogenous) to the fire service.  

External dimensions reflect structures that are externally imposed on the fire service and explain 

why the NCR established the regional homeland security network around UASI program 

requirements and how the fire service node of the network has adapted to meet funding cycle 

requirements.  A 2008 study of the NCR UASI process identified seven phases and 57 distinct 

steps in the funding cycle approval process. (SAIC 2008)  The fire service network is responsible 

for providing a coordinated approach in five phases and eight of these steps.  The research 

presented findings on the roles of the network in each of the steps and phases.   

The day-to-day structures are examined through the formal network processes, roles, 

responsibilities, and structures including the regional COG meetings, the role of network 

leadership, structures of sub-network nodes, meeting agendas and minutes, and survey data on 

the strength of working relationships among the region’s fire departments and with other NCR 

UASI actors.  Coordination by the NCR regional fire service is supported by structured meetings, 

strong leadership, a public and transparent process, an established process for meeting and 

resolving conflict, and strong working relationships linking operations and administrative 

functions.  These formal elements provide important structure to the network and helped shape 

the practice of coordination. 

While many of the characteristics of the practice of coordination arise from the historical 

context and the formal regional structures and processes, from data gathered in the interviews it 

became clear that other informal elements were also present supporting and sustaining the 

practice of coordination.  Chapter 6 examined three informal elements identified in the 

interviews and surveys: trust, shared purpose, and commitment to the profession.  These informal 
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characteristics provide important cohesion to the network by building and maintaining trusted 

relationships, opening non-emotional communication channels, and promoting outreach among 

the fire chiefs and system members.  While these elements are difficult to quantify, they play an 

important role in supporting regional operational and administrative coordination among the fire 

service in the NCR.  

The research highlights how the NCR fire service coordinates its activities to meet 

operational and administrative challenges.  The research also highlights the strong working 

relationships and trust within the network as well as other characteristics of coordination 

including leadership, development of system capacity, and distribution of responsibility from 

system elites to technical and operational subject matter experts.  The chameleon qualities of 

network structure which allow technical subject matter experts to work in rigidly hierarchical or 

loosely matrixed structures to meet funding cycle requirements is important to both homeland 

security coordination and public inter organization network operations and deserves more 

research.   

The remainder of this chapter synthesizes the themes presented in earlier chapters and 

presents a conceptualization of the relationship between the formal, informal, and contextual 

structures which help shape and sustain regional coordination.  The research provides insight into 

the practice of coordination within the homeland security network, and builds on Kettl’s concept 

of contingent coordination.  This chapter concludes with an analysis of the research in regards to 

national homeland security coordination.   

Explaining how and why the NCR fire service network coordinates at the regional 

operational/technical level helps reduce the ambiguity in conceptualizing homeland security 

coordination and provides valuable insight into the effectiveness of homeland security policy.  
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Reducing this ambiguity and better understanding how coordination is occurring at the nexus of 

policy and operations is important to our ability to formulate homeland security policies and 

procedures.   

Elements of NCR Fire Service Coordination 

The context of regional coordinated operations and the study of the fire service’s 

interactions through the FY 2008 UASI funding cycle highlighted elements which shaped the 

practice of regional coordination.  These characteristics can be broken into three categories: 

formal, informal, and contextual elements.  The use of these categories builds on public inter 

organizational literature including use of formal structures (Provan and Kenis 2007), informal 

elements (Provan, Veazie et al. 2005), and contextual elements (Bardach 1998). 

In total this research identified 19 elements which shaped the NCR fire service’s practice 

of coordination: 14 elements represent formal structures -- five of which are external dimensions 

and nine of which are day-to-day structures, three informal elements, and two contextual 

elements.   

The characteristics of coordination shaped by formal structures are based on the 

structures, roles, processes, and responsibilities from both external dimensions like DHS policy, 

UASI grant directives, and the NCR homeland security network as well as day-to-day structures 

like COG meetings, the NOVA Agreement, network leadership, and the technical sub-nodes of 

the fire service network.  The distinction between the external dimensions and day-to-day 

structures is important since the external dimensions represent policies and pressures, which 

every UASI region must manage.  Recognizing the similarity of these pressures will help shape 

future comparative research among metropolitan regions. 
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The informal characteristics represent the processes, strategies, commitments, and tactics 

that the network employs to build, rebuild, and sustain regional coordination and include the 

elements of trusted relationships, shared purpose and commitment to the profession.  These 

characteristics are typically hidden from public sight and are not found in most government 

documentation or public records.   

 

Table 7.1: Elements of NCR Fire Service Coordination 
 

Formal Structures: 

External dimensions 

 NCR homeland security network 

 Homeland security grant programs 

 UASI guidance and directives 

 Risk and threat assessments 

 National homeland security policy 

Day-to-day structures 

 COG structure 

 Fire service network 

 Technical subject matter expert sub nodes 

 Strategic conflict resolution 

 Regional operational policies 

 Network leadership 

 NOVA Agreement 

 Fire Chief‘s Committee meeting time 

 Meeting records, agendas, and minutes 

Informal Elements: 

 Trusted relationships 

 Shared purpose 

 Commitment to the profession 

Contextual Elements 

 Political support 

 Time 
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The contextual elements represent political support for the practice of coordination and 

time.  The contextual elements represent longitudinal elements, which the fire service network 

often take for granted, but depend heavily upon.  For example, there is a distinction between the 

formal element of leadership, which represents the ongoing management of the network, and 

political leadership, which represents a continuum of support for the practice of coordination.  

The NCR fire service recognizes the importance of political leadership and its shaping and 

forming qualities over the network.  

Table 7.1 reflects both the elements shaping the practice of coordination by the NCR fire 

service and reflects the interaction of the network at the technical/operational level.   By better 

understanding the practice of coordination and the shaping or forming elements, these findings 

strengthen Kettl’s concept of contingent coordination by providing insight into how the network 

organizes to secure the homeland, how the government continues to provide expected services 

while incorporating new responsibilities, and how vertical and horizontal integration occurs in 

practice.   

Elements of Regional Homeland Security Coordination 

The formal, informal, and contextual elements are fundamentally different, but symbiotic 

in their relationship to the practice of regional coordination by the NCR fire service.  From the 

research it is possible to draw generalized elements from the NCR fire service network to the 

regional homeland security network.  Table 7.2 shows the generalized regional elements of 

coordination. 

While the three major elements of formal, informal, and contextual elements are the 

same, the generalizable characteristics of regional coordination are fewer in number and more 

defined.   The research identifies 15 elements which shape the practice of regional coordination: 
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11 elements represent formal structures -- five of which are external dimensions and six of which 

are day-to-day structures, two informal elements, and two contextual elements.   

Table 7.2: Generalized Elements of Regional Homeland Security 

Coordination 
 

Formal Structures: 

External dimensions 

 National homeland security network 

 Homeland security grant guidance and directives 

 UASI guidance and directives 

 Risk and threat assessments 

 National homeland security policy 

Day-to-day structures 

 Regional COG structures 

 Regional Emergency Support Functions 

 Technical sub-nodes 

 Network leadership 

 Mutual aid agreements 

 Meeting structures 

Informal Elements: 

 Trusted relationships 

 Shared purpose 

Contextual Elements 

 Political support 

 Time 

 

The structures which were not generalizable to the regional homeland security network include 

elements specific to the NCR fire service such as strategic conflict resolution, the NOVA Agreement, the 

institutionalized meeting time, and the elements of the fire service network.  In addition, the informal 

element representing the fire chiefs’ commitment to the profession cannot be considered as a 

generalizable element.  From practitioner observation this element is unusually strong among the fire 

chiefs and is not an influence in other functional areas including emergency management and public 

works. 
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Elements of the Practice of Coordination 

Tables 7.1 and 7.2 provide a synopsis of the research on the practice of coordination 

building from the technical/operational level of the NCR fire service to the policy level of the 

regional homeland security network.  Given the elements identified it is possible to draw 

generalizable elements shaping the practice of homeland security coordination.  The research 

identifies nine generalizable elements which shape the practice of metropolitan homeland 

security coordination.  Table 7.3 provides a comparison of the elements identified in Tables 7.1 

and 7.2 and includes a column of generalizable elements.  Of the generalizable elements, which 

shape the practice of regional homeland security coordination: three elements represent formal 

structures -- one of which is an external dimensions and two of which are day-to-day structures, 

two informal elements, and two contextual elements.  The final two reflect the importance of 

balance and interaction between elements. 

The generalizable elements are: 

1. Standardized national homeland security policy (formal) 

2. Leadership (formal) 

3. Organizational commitment to network coordination (formal) 

4. Trusted relationships (informal) 

5. Shared purpose (informal) 

6. Political support (contextual) 

7. Time (contextual) 

8. Balance of formal and informal elements (interactive) 

9. Operational and administrative balance (interactive) 

The remainder of this section examines with more specificity the nature and 

characteristics of each element and how each links with the research and literature. 

1. Standardized national homeland security policies – external dimensions shaping 

homeland security coordination start with national homeland security policy.  Policy 
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documents like Homeland Security Presidential Directives 5 (National Incident Management 

System), Homeland Security Presidential Directives 8 (National Preparedness), and National 

Response Framework form a standard structure for administrative and operational 

coordination.  

These policies shape the homeland security grant programs (HSGP) and annual UASI 

grant guidance.  Both the policy and guidance documents exert external pressure on all 

metropolitan regions to plan and operate regionally.  Since they are national standards, all 

metropolitan areas must develop structures to meet their requirements, which requires 

substantive coordination.  

The critical role standardized national homeland security policies as shaping elements 

of coordination are recognized in homeland security coordination literature and by this 

research. (Waugh and Syles 2002; Kettl 2004; Wise 2006)  Any research into homeland 

security coordination must address the forming influences of these elements. 

 

:
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Table 7.3 : Elements of the Practice of Coordination  

NCR Fire Service, Regional Homeland Security Network, and Generalizable Elements  

 NCR Fire Service Elements Regional Network Elements Generalizable Elements 

FORMAL    

External 

Dimensions 
NCR homeland security network Regional homeland security 

network 
Standardized national homeland security 

policy 
 Homeland security grant programs Homeland security grant programs  

 UASI guidance and directives UASI guidance and directives  

 Risk and threat assessments Risk and threat assessments  

 National homeland security policy National homeland security policy  

Day-to-day 

Structures 
COG structure Regional COG structures Leadership 

 Fire service network Regional Emergency Support 

Functions 
Organizational commitment to network 

coordination 
 Technical subject matter expert sub 

nodes 
Technical sub-nodes  

 Strategic conflict resolution Network leadership  

 Regional operational policies Mutual Aid Agreements  

 Network leadership Meeting structures  

 NOVA Agreement   

 Fire Chief‘s Committee meeting 

time 
  

 Meeting records, agendas, and 

minutes 
  

INFORMAL Trusted relationships Trusted relationships Trusted relationships 

 Shared purpose Shared purpose Shared purpose 

 Commitment to the profession   

CONTEXTUAL Political support Political support Political support 

 Time Time Time 

INTERACTIVE   Balance of formal and informal elements 

   Operational and administrative balance 
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2. Leadership – the importance of leadership is evident in both this research and 

literature streams. (Selznick 1957; Wise 2001; Kettl 2007; Provan and Kenis 2007; Kee 

2008)  Leadership of the network was identified as critical to both formal and informal 

elements.  The notion of leaders with ―horsepower‖ steering the network was identified in 

almost all the interviews as strengthening the practice of coordination. (Schwartz 2009)    

It is important to reiterate that network leadership is different from traditional 

hierarchical leadership.  The responsibilities of being chair of the fire chiefs committee is 

often a secondary or tertiary responsibility, with the primary responsibility being a fire 

chief leading the operations and management of their home jurisdiction.  As a peer leader 

given responsibilities by the other chiefs, the ability to direct other peer jurisdictions is 

limited.  The characteristics of leadership valued in the network include building and 

sustaining relationships and influencing network policy makers.  The NCR homeland 

security network is an appendage network and is not the primary responsibility or 

concern of the fire service. 

Another facet of leadership as a forming element in the practice of coordination is the 

process through which technical subject matter experts are introduced to regional 

leadership responsibilities.  The ability of the network to develop and train subsequent 

generations of leaders helps institutionalize commitment to regional coordination. 

3. Organizational commitment to network coordination – commitment to 

network coordination requires providing staff and resources to support both day-to-day 

structures and external dimensions examined in Chapter 5.  The practice of coordination 

is strengthened by the work done by the sub-nodes of the network.  Organizational 

commitment beyond the governance and elite levels helps ensure that the network’s goals 
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and objectives are pragmatic and can be implemented, which in turn builds legitimacy in 

future leaders and continues to add value to the network.   

Commitment to the network as an element promoting coordination is found in 

organizational and network effectiveness, (Simon 1976; Bardach 1998; Provan and Kenis 

2007) capacity building, (Bardach 1998), and sustainment of homeland security 

networks. (Carlee 2008; CHDS 2008) 

Many of the fire chiefs noted that the inclusion of system members was important to 

developing future system leaders, developing relationships, and building network 

capacity.  Coordination takes work and resources.  ―It is hard to do.‖ (Snyder 2009)  

Maintaining administrative coordination requires dedication and commitment from 

within the network.  This research highlighted the critical role technical subject matter 

experts play in translating policy direction to operations and for all intents and purposes 

running the network. 

4. Trusted relationships -- building, repairing and sustaining trust allows the 

network to address conflict, provide resources, and pursue shared goals.  Trust is critical 

to the practice of coordination. (Bardach 1998; Agranoff 2006; Kee 2008)  Homeland 

security creates complex, wicked problems that often do not have clear solutions or 

options (Weber and Khademian 2008) and trust allows the network to manage dynamic 

tensions which arise from the diverse needs of the membership.  Trusted relationships 

were identified as key elements in the network’s ability to manage conflict productively 

and unemotionally.  Trust also allows network leaders to grant responsibilities to subject 

matter experts from other organizations in order to further the goals and objectives of the 
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network.  Trust is credited among the fire chiefs as one of essential elements of the 

practice of coordination.   

The challenge of trust is twofold – trust must be created and it must be sustained.  

Chapter 6 discussed in detail the efforts the fire chiefs put into both building and 

strengthening.  The informal element of trusted relationship allows the network 

membership to address emotional issues like operational changes after a line of duty 

death in a rational and professional fashion and supports other research on network 

coordination.  Trust is an important element in network analysis (Provan, Veazie et al. 

2005), and other case studies of public inter organizational networks including the Bay 

Area Transit System (Chislom 1989) and interagency craftsmanship. (Bardach 1998) 

5. Shared purpose --the development of the NCR homeland security network 

occurred decades after the development of the operation fire service network.  Both 

networks were developed with a shared purpose.  The shared purpose of the fire service 

being operational efficiencies and provision of service to growing communities, which 

helped the network to build regional practices on a defined, supported, and achievable 

goal.  NCR homeland security network developed around the shared purpose of meeting 

administrative challenges of meeting UASI grant cycle requirements and strengthening 

regional capacity in the face of complex risk and threat assessments.   

The practice of coordination by the NCR fire service is based on shared purpose.   

The practice of coordination was pragmatically developed around a core of jurisdictions 

with the shared purpose of providing fire and emergency medical services.  Instead of 

starting regionally and having to work through multiple inter-governmental issues 

involving the complexity of the NCR, the network started with three core actors who 
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succeeded in building an operationally effective model.  This success acted as a catalyst 

for other jurisdictions who shared similar purposes, first in Northern Virginia and then 

Maryland and the District of Columbia.  The initial scale of regional coordination helped 

incubate the efforts to create operational coordination.  

Shared purpose also helped the fire chiefs develop and sustain a UASI grant strategy, 

which prioritized functional service needs over jurisdictional wants.  For regional 

emergency support functions that lack the context of shared purpose of the fire service, 

formulating a focus around administrative coordination could provide a greater challenge.  

This research shows that the practice of regional coordination was strengthened by a 

narrow focus on the primacy of operations and development of achievable goals – both 

the products of shared purpose.  This finding supports literature on human services 

networks, homeland security networks, and seminal works in coordination literature. 

(Simon 1976; Milward and Provan 2006; CHDS 2008; Goldsmith and Kettl 2009) 

6. Political support – political support is an essential foundation for regional 

coordination practices.  The research shows the important role that political support 

played in the creation of the COG structure, the NOVA Agreement, and the UASI 

network.  The fire chiefs’ strong working relationships and relatively high levels of trust 

of the region’s CAOs is credited with strengthening efforts to build a regional system.  

Political support can either nurture regional coordination or hinder the development of 

both formal and informal elements required to support regional coordination.  This 

findings supports literature about the importance of political support in both general 

network development and sustainment (O'Toole 1997; Milward and Provan 2006) and 

homeland security networks. (Birkland 1997; Kettl 2003) 
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7. Time – the elements of the practice of coordination -- both formal and informal -- 

take time to mature.  The strength of the NCR fire service network is based on its success 

over time.  The NOVA Agreement, which became the basis for regional coordination, 

was designed as a pragmatic operational document which over thirty-five years moved 

from a concept to become operationally and administratively institutionalized in the 

NCR.  The importance of time in the practice of coordiantion supports literature on 

homeland security coordination (Waugh and Streib 2006; Rubin 2007) but does not 

support the findings of Eugene Bardach who identifies time as ―an enemy to the 

development‖ of coordination. (Bardach1998: 309)  This research shows that addressing 

the vulnerabilities that arise over time is critical to sustaining and institutionalizing 

coordination. 

8. Balance of formal, informal, and contextual elements– the research shows that 

the balance between formal, informal, and contextual elements strengthens the practice of 

coordination.   The development of the network should not start too formally, nor proceed 

too long without developing formal structures. (CHDS 2008)  The three elements are 

equally important to shaping coordination.  The balance of characteristics of coordination 

is also found in public inter-organizational literature including work on the roles in the 

network governance (Provan and Milward 2005; Provan and Kenis 2007), network 

efficiency (McGuire 2002; Agranoff 2006), and service provision by networks. (Bardach 

1998; Provan, Veazie et al. 2005) 

9. Operational and administrative balance -- one challenge of regional homeland 

security coordination is making the network relevant to the network members charged 

with fulfilling the policy direction of the network leadership.  Focusing on administrative 
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directives at the expense of service delivery creates distrust within the network and can 

weaken organizational commitment to the practice of coordination.  The homeland 

security network is in many ways an ancillary responsibility and efforts to promote its 

importance over the primary responsibility of service delivery will weaken the 

commitment to the network.   

The network must provide value to its members and ensure that it is not duplicating 

similar services as other networks.  Duplication of services or provision of unnecessary 

services reduces actor’s willingness to participate.  The research shows that the COG 

meeting structure and the sub-regional NOVA and metro chiefs meetings rarely address 

the same issues or overlap.  The NOVA Agreement grew out of specific cross 

jurisdictional operational requirements and was designed to avoid unnecessary 

duplication of services.  Coordination in the network is legitimized by ―observable 

exchange of benefits.‖ (CHDS 2008)   

The paradox of regional network coordination is that despite the need to strengthen 

operational capacity, the metrics of success are often purely administrative such as the 

rate of expenditure or meeting reporting timelines. (Snyder 2009)  To increase 

operational capacity the practice of coordination must include administrative actions; 

however administrative coordination cannot be the primary objective of network 

coordination.  This finding supports homeland security literature on networks (CHDS 

2008) and the development of operational capacity. (Wise 2006; Kettl 2007; Rubin 2007; 

Waugh and Tierney 2007; Goldsmith and Kettl 2009) 

One of the most important findings of this research is the unwavering commitment 

the NCR fire chiefs have made to the practice of coordination.  When asked if the fire 
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service network would continue after federal UASI money is no longer allocated the 

answer from each of the fire chiefs was an emphatic yes.  While the NCR homeland 

security network was built around UASI funding, the fire service network was built 

around shared purpose with a primacy of operations and adapted to the administrative 

requirements of the UASI cycle.  Fire Chief Eugene Jones of Prince George‘s County 

noted that ―money tends to change relationships and competition for money doesn‘t 

always bring out the best in people or organizations.‖  The willingness of the fire chiefs 

to work for regional benefit rather than principle/agent or transactional cost benefit 

deserves further research.  Fire Chief Ronald Mastin of Fairfax County explained his 

willingness to work regionally as ―I don‘t need all the toys.  I just need access to the 

toys.‖ (Mastin 2009)   

Dark Side of the Network 

While organizational commitment to regional coordination provides many system-

wide benefits there are downsides.  The scope and magnitude of resources required 

excludes many smaller departments.  ―Smaller jurisdictions are burdened by the time 

requirements for regional meetings.  It is in these meetings where relationships are built 

and it is good for employees to grow in the subcommittee structure.  It‘s a developmental 

opportunity,‖ noted Fire Chief John O‘Neil of Manassas Park.   

In addition to the lack of available staff to meet regional requirements, reliance on 

automatic aid can mask staffing deficiencies in smaller departments.  Availability of 

automatic aid makes it harder to grow the service within smaller jurisdictions.  ―My 

system can‘t grow to be self sufficient,‖ explains Fire Chief John O‘Neil ―The NCR does 

not reflect Smallville USA.  Jurisdictional size and wealth is not representative of the rest 
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of the country.  Manassas Park is reflective of the rest of the world or the real world 

beyond the beltway.‖ (O‘Neil 2010)  This finding supports research on the dark sides of 

networks (Raab and Milward 2003; O'Toole and Meier 2004) and deserves additional 

consideration and research.  Despite these downsides the research shows numerous 

positive benefits of the practice of coordination. 

Homeland Security Implications 

The NCR fire service network is built on a context of political support and reflects 

strong working relationships and high levels of trust among the network leaders and 

technical, subject matter experts in the sub-nodes.  Decades of operational and 

administrative coordination have helped create regional coordination which is 

institutionalized with the NCR fire service.  The balance of formal and informal 

structures provides important insight into elements of coordination.  In practice these 

elements come together at the nexus of policy and technical operations as examined in 

the 2008 UASI process.   

In addition to adding to our understanding of homeland security coordination this 

research provides consideration for future homeland security policy.  The following 

implications for national homeland security policy warrant further consideration and 

research: 

Start at the local level – national plans need to be developed from the closest 

level of government and community.  All disasters are local and the nexus of policy and 

operations occurs most frequently at the metropolitan level of government and future 

policy must encompass their operational realities.(Waugh and Streib 2006; Kettl 2007; 

Waugh and Tierney 2007)  Fire Chief Richard Bowers of Montgomery County explains 
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this perceived disconnect as ―Policy needs to match the environment.  Policy needs to be 

driven up from the operational level and operationalization of policy is difficult.  It‘s easy 

to say put the fire out.  It‘s harder to go into a burning building and do it.‖   

This research shows the importance that operationally aligned and supported 

plans.  The following characteristics of coordination are applicable here: standardized 

national homeland security policy, shared purpose, and operational and administrative 

balance.  Aligning federal policy with local plans will begin to create focused, achievable 

goals and objectives while linking policy and operations, which promotes inclusivity, 

development of trusted relationships, and dedication to the practice of coordination. 

Given the diversity and number of local governments, alignment of all homeland 

security plans is impossible.  However, DHS can utilize existing structures and 

relationships developed to implement the UASI process.  Alignment of plans with the 

nation‘s high risk/ high threat Tier I regions will bring operational pragmatism to federal 

policy while vesting critical metropolitan homeland security networks with ownership of 

national plans.  Alignment with Tier I regions would also allow for future alignment with 

Tier II communities, and will begin to more fully address concerns raised by Kettl‘s 

concept of contingent coordination regarding how we organize to secure the homeland, 

how learning processes can be created, and how vertical and horizontal integration can be 

created and sustained. (Kettl 2003) 

 Avoid use of empty terms – terms such as collaboration, coordination, and even 

homeland security are difficult to define or measure.  They mean everything and anything 

so they mean nothing.  Fire Chief Adam Thiel’s poignant statement ―We have come up 

with fancy words for very basic concepts, which people pretend to understand‖ captures 
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the essence of this challenge.  Selznick’s warning about the use of honorifics used 

―vaguely in order to avoid making real objectives explicit‖ (Selznick 1984) is particularly 

insightful in the concrete world of operational response where honorifics create confusion 

and distrust. (Waugh and Tierney 2007)   

To formulate plans, which avoid the over-use of empty terms national planning 

process must be inclusive of representatives of all levels of government with 

representation of operational technical experts who will be expected to implement the 

plans during an emergency.  The following characteristics of coordination are applicable 

here: standardized national security policy and shared purpose.  Developing precise plans 

with clear language defines national priorities and objectives.  The creation of reasonable 

objectives will promote coordination. (Birkland 1997; Rubin 2007; CHDS 2008) and help 

define roles, expectations, and structure needed to protect the nation. (Kettl 2007) 

 Recognize fundamental differences -- American federalism is inefficient by 

design and was not formulated with homeland security in mind.  The drivers for federal 

plans and policy are fundamentally different from the drivers of the homeland service 

providers at the metropolitan level of government.  The drivers for DHS programs like 

UASI are administrative built around measures of accountability which prioritize audits 

and burn down rates of grants over creation of homeland security capacity.  The regional 

driver is operationally built around creating and sustaining operational capacity.  

Aligning the fundamentally different drivers of federal policy and metropolitan regional 

operations requires leadership, organizational commitment to network coordination, 

shared purpose, and balance of operations and administration. 
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DHS could embrace the differences inherent in American federalism by better 

understanding the limitations and needs of local first responders.  A way of achieving this 

understanding could include adoption, and adaption, of the FBI‘s fire service liaison 

program, which provide to be successful in building understanding and relationships with 

Special Agents and first responders in the NCR.  This would strengthen our ability to 

build a coordinated homeland security model and would add to our understanding of to 

best organize to secure the homeland, integrate vertically, and define service 

expectations. (Kettl 2003) 

Need to develop and sustain coordination -- our national planning model does 

little to recognize the need to actively develop and sustain coordination.  Trusted 

relationships make the system work and are critical to coordinated homeland security, yet 

Homeland security policy does very little to build or sustain that trust.  A number of the 

fire chiefs note that the NIMS model, while a logical division of labor by function, 

actually creates both vertical and horizontal silos and distrust. (Owens 2009)  

The research shows that practice of coordination does not happen spontaneously, 

but rather is formed through a combination of elements including: trusted relationships, 

balance of formal and informal elements, time, and leadership.  This research shows the 

importance of developing and sustaining both structures and relationships to promote 

regional coordination.  This process takes time to mature, dedicated resources, and 

commitment from member organizations including both leadership and subject matter 

experts.  The practice of coordination must be nurtured and incubated in order to allow 

for the potential institutionalization of both formal and informal elements.  This 

recommendation supports findings in public inter organizational networks examining 
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human services (Provan, Veazie et al. 2005; Milward and Provan 2006), transportation 

(Chislom 1989), inter organizational effectiveness (Bardach 1998; Goldsmith and Kettl 

2009) and emergency management. (Birkland 1997; GAO-04-1009 2004; Kettl 2007).   

Creating mechanisms to build trust horizontally among regional homeland 

security networks like the NCR is a first step in building coordination horizontally among 

similar metropolitan regions and vertically with state and federal agencies.  Theses 

mechanisms could be as simple as sponsoring professional/social events like the fire 

chiefs attending a baseball game or as complex as planning and holding a seminar to 

study relationships similar to the one DHS sponsored in 2008. (CHDS 2008)  

Implementing a national approach to building and sustaining regional metropolitan 

relationships builds on Kettl‘s concept of contingent coordination by providing a 

mechanism to weave new responsibilities and services into existing services and would 

serve to strengthen working relationships among homeland security providers at all levels 

of government. 

Conclusion 

How the NCR fire service coordinates is similar to a duck swimming across a still 

pond.  One sees the duck gracefully gliding across a pristine lake.  What the viewer 

doesn’t see is the duck paddling like crazy to move through the water.  Like the duck, the 

fire service is paddling like crazy in order to meet the operational and administrative 

needs of the regional homeland security network. 

This analogy works well to reflect the often hidden hard work required to make 

the elements of coordination work.  While an initial look the fire service network shows a 

tight knit group of individuals who typically receive substantial portions of the NCR 
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UASI funding allocation, what is missed is the amount of work that goes into keeping the 

relationships strong.  Over time the fire service has developed a sophisticated regional 

network based on a balance of formal and informal elements, grounded in providing 

service, with a history of operational success.  This success has helped create legitimacy 

for the concept and practice of regional coordination, which in turn has helped 

institutionalize regional coordination as a ―fact of life‖ for current and future system 

leadership.  

Understanding the historical context of regional coordination and formal and 

informal structures, roles, relationships, and processes helped identify nine distinct and 

defining characteristics of coordination as it is practiced at the operational/technical level 

of the network.  These characteristics help reduce the ambiguity in conceptualizing 

homeland security coordination, provide valuable insight into the effectiveness of 

homeland security policy, and ultimately help us better understand how public homeland 

security networks operate.  Future research can test these findings by confirming the 

presence of these nine characteristics in other regional fire services or by seeking to 

replicate the success of the NCR through the careful introduction and encouragement of 

these characteristics.  

The research shows that coordination is critical to developing regional homeland 

security capacity, but the elements shaping the practice of coordination take time and 

effort to develop and sustain.  Coordination must be supported, nurtured, and sustained 

with formal, informal, contextual, and interactive elements.  By its nature coordination is 

not something which can be left dormant and assumed ready to be switch on for rare 

events.  Contingent coordination must be more about adapting existing structures like the 
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NCR fire service‘s practice of operational coordination to meet administrative 

coordination challenges. 

Homeland security challenges American public administration to overcome 

designed systemic inefficiencies and historically siloed services by focusing the nation‘s 

assets on the safety and protection of the country.  Unlike other federal responsibilities 

like diplomacy and defense, homeland security requires substantive interaction at all 

levels of government across multiple service sectors.  It is truly a challenge of 

coordination.   
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Appendix A: Phases and Steps of the 2008 UASI Process 
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(Source: SAIC 2008) 
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Appendix B: IRB Consent Form: 

 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 
 

Informed Consent for Participants 

In Research Projects Involving Human Subjects 

 
Title of Project Characteristics of the National Capital Region Homeland Security 

Network: A Case Study of the Practice of Coordination at the Regional Metropolitan 

Level. 

 
Investigator(s) Robert P. Griffin, Jr. 

   Dr. James F. Wolf, CPAP 
  
I. Purpose of this Research/Project   
  This research is designed to study how homeland security coordination occurs at 

the regional level for inclusion in a dissertation for a doctorate in public policy from 

Virginia Tech.  At its heart, homeland security is a challenge of coordination; (Kettl 

2003; Kettl 2004; Kettl 2007)however, coordination is an ambiguous term that is difficult 

to define or measure (Selznick 1984).  Reducing this ambiguity and better understanding 

how coordination is occurring at the operational level is critical to our ability to formulate 

homeland security policies and procedures.  

 To build a coordinated homeland security system, the federal government has 

introduced a number of policy changes including creation of a National Incident 

Management System (NIMS) and National Response Framework (NRF).  The primary 

mechanism for funding implementation of these policies at the metropolitan level was 

introduced in 2003 as the Urban Area Security Area Initiative (UASI).  To meet UASI 

funding requirements, the nation‘s largest and most vulnerable metropolitan areas have 

formed regional homeland security networks to formulate, prioritize and implement 

funding requests and allocations.  While the National Capital Region (NCR) UASI is 

representative of the challenges other UASI areas face, the nature of metropolitan 

regionalism and distilled federalism creates complexity few other homeland security 

networks face making it an important area for research and study. 

The phases of the yearly UASI cycle provides an opportunity to study how 

coordination occurs in practice looking at both informal and formal characteristics, roles 

and relationships within the network.  This research studies how one functional node, the 

NCR Fire Services, coordinates its UASI funding requests throughout the Fiscal Year 

(FY) 2008 grant cycle looking specifically at how coordination is practiced at the 

operational/technical level of the network.  Through data collection, participant 

observation and elite interviews the research will present a qualitative case study 

detailing how regional coordination occurs in the UASI process by learning how the fire 

services network responds to the varying phases of the UASI process and its regional 

coordination requirements.   

Your answers will help provide insight into formal and informal roles and 

relationships.  
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II. Procedures  
  
 Your participation in this research includes a short survey and an in-depth interview 

regarding your roles and the roles of your jurisdiction and organization in the 2008 UASI 

funding process.  A limited number of short/clarifying interviews may be scheduled as 

follow up to test the researcher’s analysis.  In total the survey and the interviews will take 

no longer than two hours and will be scheduled at your convenience and in locations that 

best serves your needs.  

 
III. Risks  
  
No risk is associated with this research.  

 
IV. Benefits  

 

 This research helps fill a void in homeland security literature by studying how the 

NCR homeland security network coordinates at the regional operational/technical level 

and begins to reduce the ambiguity in conceptualizing homeland security coordination.  

Understanding how coordination occurs provides valuable insight into the effectiveness 

of homeland security policy and helps us better understand how public homeland security 

networks operate, which will allow for a fuller understanding of how policy is 

synthesized to operations. 
 

 While this research promises no personal benefits to encourage your participation, 

the research will help policy makers conceptualize complex homeland security 

coordination and networks and may play a role in shaping future programs or policies.  
 
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality  
  
 All subjects will be afforded the option of confidentiality and the data collected is 

intended to show overall fire service network relationships.  Where confidentiality is 

requested subjects will be described as “a fire chief” with no attribution of name or 

jurisdiction/agency being made.   

 

It is possible that the Institutional Review Board (IRB) may view this study’s collected 

data for auditing purposes.   The IRB is responsible for the oversight of the protection of 

human subjects involved in research.  
  
VI. Compensation  
  
No compensation will be provided for participation in this research.  
  
VII. Freedom to Withdraw  
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Subjects are free to withdraw from a study at any time without penalty.  Subjects are free 

not to answer any questions they choose without penalty.   
  
VIII. Subject's Responsibilities   
  
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study. I have the following responsibilities:  
  
Complete a short survey 

Participate in open-ended interviews 

 

IX. Subject's Permission  
  
I have read the Consent Form and conditions of this project. I have had all my questions 

answered. I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent:   
 

 
  
_______________________________________________ Date__________  
Subject signature  

 

 
I also agree to allow my name and title to be referenced as part of this research except in 

cases in which I have requested confidentiality: 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________ Date __________  

Subject signature  

    

Should you have any pertinent questions about this research or its conduct, and research 

subjects' rights, and whom to contact in the event of a research-related injury to the 

subject, I may contact:  

  

Robert Griffin, Investigator/PhD. Candidate   (540)454-4353/rogriffi@vt.edu      

 

Dr. James F Wolf, Faculty Advisor/Dissertation Chair   JWolf@vt.edu 

  

 Other questions or concerns may also be addressed directly to: 

David M. Moore           540-231-4991/moored@vt.edu   

Chair, Virginia Tech Institutional Review  

Board for the Protection of Human Subjects   

Office of Research Compliance   

2000 Kraft Drive, Suite 2000 (0497)  

Blacksburg, VA 24060  

 
  [NOTE: Subjects must be given a complete copy (or duplicate original) of the signed Informed Consent.] 

mailto:JWolf@vt.edu
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Appendix C: Recommendations from Arlington After-Action Report of 9/11 

 

9-11 After-Action Report  

Recommendations/Actions 

  

 OEM 

 Recommendations 

EM-001 Modernize the EOC and ECC.  Core staff should maintain and operate EOC 

on a full-time basis. 

EM-002 EOC should be electronically equipped with communication and computing 

devices that are fully integrated. 

EM-003 Explore more effective use of targeted e-mail, reverse 9-11, and emerging 

technology to transmit critical information. 

EM-004 Policies must be established early and clearly communicated regarding both 

emergency and routine County operations. 

EM-005 EOC ID system should be established. 

EM-006 EOC representative should attend the Incident Command/Unified Command 

team & Incident Command staff change over meetings. 

EM-007 Closed circuit television cameras should be installed throughout the County – 

monitored from the EOC. 

EM-008 Work of Employee Support ETG and EAP staff must be coordinated to ensure 

efforts are not duplicated. 

EM-009 EOC equipment inventory should be maintained and records of loaned 

equipment to other government entities. 

EM-010 Emergency contacts lists must be updated. 

EM-011 Consider an amendment to its CEMP to develop plans for the management of 

donations and volunteers. 

EM-012 Review current emergency management structure – possibly NIIMS ICS or 

FEMA Emergency Support Functions models. 

EM-013 Develop a more comprehensive and tested communications plan. 

EM-014 Consider establishing a pre-delivery screening location for supplies and 

equipment. 

EM-015 CEMP should be revised to provide technical representation at the Resource 

Management ETG to aid in the procurement of special equipment. 

EM-016 CEMP should include provisions for establishing a central receiving and 

inspection point for all donated items. 

EM-017 The Recovery ETG needs to be activated early in a response and its role needs 

to be broadened. 

EM-018 Workspace should be set aside in the EOC for a Sheriff’s office representative. 

EM-019 Assigned space in the EOC for American Red Cross resources. 
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EM-020 Regular Emergency Management training and cross-training should be 

mandated for managers and senior staff members. 

EM-021 County should participate with neighboring jurisdictions in a mutual-aid 

system including media affairs and procurement. 

EM-022 Emergency preparedness levels specified in the CEMP should be revised so 

they are compatible with the Homeland Security Presidential Directive – 3. 

EM-023 CEMP should be revised to clearly define the role of elected officials, 

including Board members, during an emergency. 

EM-024 Disaster response plans should include provisions for comprehensive CISM 

support for responders, their families, and members of the community. 

  

 FIRE 

 Recommendations 

FD-001 ECC must provide immediate and complete deployment information.  Every 

firefighter and EMS responder should have a pager. 

FD-002 All involved dispatch centers must make a concerted effort to provide 

consistent and accurate direction to emergency responders. 

FD-003  Deploying units must strictly adhere to instructions from the ECC until they 

receive direction from the Incident Commander. 

FD-004 All entrances to the incident scene must be secured and entry tightly 

controlled. 

FD-005 Fire and rescue organizations need interoperable radios and to plan for 

expedient alternative means of communications. 

FD-006 Review fire apparatus staff levels.  

FD-007 Fire departments must be equipped for sustained operations. 

FD-008 Suitable staging areas should be identified around the County in advance and 

clearly identified. 

FD-009 Detailed site plans and drawings, as well as, access to knowledgeable 

structural engineers must be available to those engaged in fire suppression and 

rescue operations in buildings with a potential for collapse. 

FD-010 Fire and medical responders should have a detailed orientation on each critical 

and unique facility in the jurisdiction. 

FD-011 EMS must establish treatment and transport control in mass casualty events. 

FD-012 EMS personnel must conduct a thorough scene size-up.  All medical treatment 

facilities must be integrated into a single EMS structure. 

FD-013 Existing emergency medical support agreement between the Pentagon and 

Arlington County should be reviewed, validated or modified by both parties. 

FD-014 Triage tags must be used in any casualty situation. 

FD-015 Communication and coordination specified in plans and support agreements 

between EMS control and on-scene medical resources must be followed. 

FD-016 

FD-017 

FD-018 

Public safety organizations need to prepare for, and practice in advance, fire 

and rescue operations for critical or unique facilities.  
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-020 Integrate significant lessons learned during incident response operations into 

established fire and rescue plans, training exercises, and mutual-aid 

agreements. 

FD-021 Units deploying from outside the immediate area must contact the host 

jurisdiction dispatch center for information and instructions. 

FD-022 All deployed units must accept the command primacy of the responsible 

jurisdiction. 

FD-023 All agencies should adhere to a single command system such as the NIIMS 

ICS model. 

FD-024 Identification system should be conceived and adopted by all fire and rescue 

organizations. 

FD-025 ACFD must clarify terminology within the ICS so the Incident Commander is 

clearly distinguishable.  

FD-026 Standardized NIIMS ICS forms should be available and used for all long-term 

incidents. 

FD-027 Incident Commander must be physically present at a location in proximity to 

the incident. 

FD-028 A senior FBI presence as a member of the Unified Command team at the ICP 

is essential at all times. 

FD-029 FBI and ACFD must provide valid tactical threat information to the Incident 

Commander. 

FD-030 If a JOC is activated, a JIC should also be activated. 

FD-031 ACFD needs access to a fully functional state-of-the-art mobile command 

communications capability. 

FD-032 Shift changes and dismissal instructions should be described in the standard 

operating procedures. 

FD-033 EOC should be exercised periodically with the ICS.  

FD-034 Personal and professional relationships are not a substitute for good planning 

but they need to be established, reinforced, and nurtured throughout the 

County. 

FD-035 A communication mechanism needs to be developed to activate mutual-aid 

resources. 

FD-036 ECC radio dispatch system should be upgraded and integrated to include an 

automated vehicle locator system. 

FD-037 Non-emergency telephone lines at the ECC need to be set aside so an outside 

line is always available to the ECC staff. 

FD-038 ECC staffing level of communication technicians needs to be reviewed. 

FD-039 ECC recall procedures and notifications lists should be regularly reviewed, 

updated, and tested. 

FD-040 Modernize the ECC call recording and storage system. 

FD-041 Procedures should be established between the Communications office and 

FD-019 Information about additional threats to first responders must be disseminated 

rapidly and decisions made without hesitation. 
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AFCD PIO to ensure timely public media recall announcements. 

FD-042 All firefighters and emergency medical technicians should be issued pagers. 

FD-043 Radio channel and talk group allocation should be pre-planned. 

FD-044 All units from the outlying jurisdictions must check in with the ECC before 

departing home station and while in route. 

FD-045 Cellular call priority should be given to public safety personnel. 

FD-046 On-site radio evacuation signals must be clear and unmistakable. 

FD-047 Communications interface with area treatment facilities merits a 

comprehensive review. 

FD-048 Need to have a regional review of response plan to identify, institute, and agree 

on communication channels. 

FD-049 Regional public safety organizations should regularly inspect portable radio 

devices. 

FD-050 One firefighter should routinely be assigned to the ECC. 

FD-051 ACFD should install MDTs in EMS and other response units. 

FD-052 A phased alerting system should be considered for fire and rescue operations 

similar to the various military readiness levels. 

FD-053 The County’s CEMP must be comprehensive and include a system for 

notifying the County policymakers and agency administrators as well as the 

public safety personnel. 

FD-054 The Incident Commander should synchronize shift changes among 

organizations and jurisdictions.  

FD-055 A standard briefing format should be adapted for replacement units and 

personnel. 

FD-056 Procedures need to be developed and practice for phasing in replacements. 

FD-057 The role of the volunteer coordinator needs to be reviewed and strengthened. 

FD-058 A cache of critical equipment should be acquired and maintained to sustain 

long-term operations. 

FD-059 A program needs to be implemented to help firefighters recognize the 

importance of all aspects of fire and rescue efforts.  Possibly through the AC 

fire training academy. 

FD-060 ACFD needs to review recall and personnel staging procedures. 

FD-061 Institute a process for reviewing all current mutual-aid agreements.  

FD-062 Mutual-aid agreements should clearly address command relationships to which 

both parties agree to in advance. 

FD-063 Mutual-aid agreements should be reviewed with the Virginia Department of 

Emergency Management and FEMA. 

FD-064 ACFD should take the lead in putting in place a region-wide mutual-aid pact 

that includes all neighboring jurisdictions including DCFD. 

FD-065 It is critical that response units from other locations coordinate with the host 

jurisdiction dispatch center before deploying to an incident site. 

FD-066 Memorandums of agreement with private ambulance services should be 

established.  

FD-067 Acquire a readily deplorable regional cache of mass casualty medical supplies.   
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FD-068 Joint training and exercise programs should be developed and institutionalized 

to regularly test mutual-aid agreements. 

FD-069 Arlington County should review the expanded role of the American Red Cross. 

FD-070 Local responders should develop relations with other organizations.  

FD-071 ACFD needs a full-time logistics officer and staff, as well as, sufficient central 

warehousing capacity to meet the requirements of day-to-day business and to 

plan for and support large-scale operations. 

FD-072 A regional plan should be implemented for engaging fire and rescue personnel 

in regular training and information exchanges. 

FD-073 A regional logistics resource team should be formed. 

FD-074 Equipment and critical supplies should be on hand to support major operations 

of extended duration. 

FD-075 Staffing for the ACFD’s Cherrydale Light and Air Unit and the mobile 

equipment repair and re-supply vehicle needs to be studied. 

FD-076 Contracts should be negotiated in advance with current and alternative vendors 

to ensure priority shipping and processing during operational emergencies. 

FD-077 ACFD EMS should evaluate the level of supplies carried by EMS units, as 

well as, the availability of mass casualty supplies. 

FD-078 Site access rules for support vendors must be established early and clearly 

communicated to all parties. 

FD-079 Plan for redundant expertise with equipment and power sources.  

FD-080 Centralized warehousing is needed to store and safeguard reserve equipment 

when it is not in service. 

FD-081 Procedures for post-incident reconciliation of vendor invoices with purchase 

requisitions need to be streamlined. 

FD-082 Arrangements should be made with key suppliers to return unused items or 

acquire them at a reduced cost. 

FD-083 Clarification should be sought regarding the re-supply of depleted NMRT 

stocks when those units are activated by a local jurisdiction.  Procedures for 

deploying the National Pharmaceutical Stockpile should be explored. 

FD-084 Other jurisdictions throughout the country would do well to emulate the 

Arlington County EAP model. 

FD-085 A comprehensive support and assistance plan for firefighters and their families 

should be formalized. 

FD-086 Plan for similar long-term events at the Pentagon and other Arlington facilities 

that might present unusual and difficult circumstances as a terrorist target. 

FD-087 A logistics annex should be prepared as part of a large-scale operations plan. 

FD-088 All responding units must report to the Incident Command Staging Officer. 

FD-089 Develop a new regional badging, clearance, and accountability system. 

FD-090 Physical security procedures must be established as soon as possible to control 

entry into area. 

FD-091 Controls must be established both for the perimeter and in proximity of the fire 

and rescue operations. 

FD-092  All entrances into the burning building need to be tightly controlled. 
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FD-093 In a terrorist-initiated event, HazMat units must deploy and begin air 

monitoring and decontamination operations immediately. 

FD-094 WMD incident response plans should accommodate the legitimate 

requirements to retrieve materials from the incident site. 

FD-095  First response units must plan on having important visitors during serious and 

protracted incidents. 

FD-096 Site Safety Officers need to be assigned to every shift with the arrival of the 

first units on scene. 

FD-097 Incident Command should hold full briefings for each new shift  

FD-098 ACFD should consider how to best use its fire marshals during large-scale 

operations. 

FD-099 Landing zones for helicopters must be identified and secured with clearly 

marked boundaries. 

FD-100 Coordinate with DPS and MDW to prepare a Pentagon fire and rescue plan. 

FD-101 Put in place a multi-functional MOU between the ACFD and the Pentagon. 

FD-102 A plan should be drawn up and implemented that perpetuates the contacts 

Arlington County had with all the disparate organizations. 

FD-103 Identify other unique and critical facilities and unusual sites in the ACFD 

jurisdiction and develop emergency response plans for them. 

FD-104 Academic training at the AC Fire Training Academy should incorporate real 

world experiences such as 9-11. 

FD-105 Region wide training in mass casualty operations and unified Incident 

Command should be provided. 

FD-106 Review EMS protocols and SOPs to ensure the role of physicians working 

alongside EMS providers 

FD-107 Regional response drills should be planned and executed annually. 

FD-108 Alert and notification systems should be regularly and randomly tested.  

FD-109 ACFD should increase cross-training.  

FD-110 Periodic exchanges should be encouraged between ACFD, EMS and NMRT, 

and between the ACFD TRT and local area US&R teams. 

FD-111 A major joint planning, training, and exercise initiative between DCFD and the 

Northern Virginia fire departments should be undertaken. 

  

 Hospital and Schools 

 Recommendations 

HC-001 Regional disaster plans and procedures must be reviewed and exercised. 

HC-002 Communications must be established between EMS Control and definitive 

medical treatment facilities. 

HC-003 Future planning efforts must include the integration of clinics into disaster 

response operations. 

HC-004 Consideration must be given to unexpected traffic bottlenecks and 

impediments arising from regional events. 

HC-005 Standards of measurement plans should be reviewed and exercised annually. 

HC-006 A regional level review of readiness for mass casualty events needs to be 
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conducted. 

HC-007 Need for a regional communications system encompassing all Washington 

Metropolitan Area hospitals. 

HC-008 Communication procedures need to be in place between the EMS officials and 

the hospitals. 

HC-009 Radio communications must be quickly established between EMS Control and 

medical facilities. 

HC-010 Exercise should be conducted to practice communications plans, systems, and 

responsibilities. 

HC-011 Regional medical disaster plan should include the designation of a 

Clearinghouse Hospital. 

HC-012 All hospitals should assess its readiness and performance. 

HC-013 A Clearinghouse Hospital should be designated. 

HC-014 All hospitals and clinics should have contingency plans for internal and 

external events. 

HC-015 A central location or single coordinator should be identified to receive and 

manage donations and volunteers 

HC-016 Area hospitals should have an updated Emergency Operations Plan. 

HC-017 Plans should include hospital security.  

HC-018  Deployment of Federal medical stockpiles needs to be coordinated with local 

EOCs and area medical providers. 

  

 Law Enforcement 

 Recommendations 

LE-001 Need tests of the current pager system. 

LE-002 Public service announcements recalling police and other personnel should be 

prepared in advance. 

LE-003 ACPD should develop an MOA with the DPS and MDW for emergency law 

enforcement support. 

LE-004 Need to have priority cellular access service and consider Nextel Direct 

Connect two-way feature and two-way pagers. 

LE-005 A centrally located site needs to be identified as a satellite parking area. 

LE-006 Policy that all plainclothes officers keep a complete uniform at headquarters 

for emergencies needs to be enforced. 

LE-007 ACSO needs to replace its telephone notifications ―phone tree‖ with a pager 

notification system. 

LE-008 ACSO mobile radios should be replaced with modern devices compatible with 

other departments and organizations. 

LE-009 A law enforcement branch must be established within the ICS Operations 

Section. 

LE-010 ACPD Mobile Command Post should be modernized. 

LE-011 Standardized records of events need to be created to be used as ACPD 

management aids. 

LE-012 A pocket-size field operations guide should be issued to all command officers 
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and supervisors. 

LE-013 Lines of authority and guidance given to ACPD and mutual-aid officers need 

to be absolutely clear. 

LE-014 Public safety units should not be dispatched to the scene of a WMD attack 

unless specifically requested by the host county. 

LE-015 Need to review current staff and equipment levels to accommodate WMD 

events. 

LE-016 Other jurisdictions should consider defining an ICS function as ―Diplomacy‖. 

LE-017 Public safety organizations in high-priority locations must be staffed and 

equipped for sustained operations. 

LE-018 Need for a fully equipped logistics support vehicle. 

LE-019 Need for a comprehensive regional assessment of communications operability. 

LE-020 Arlington County CEMP should be amended to provide for the presences of an 

ACSO representative consistent with assigned responsibilities. 

LE-021 Need for a uniform identification system. 

LE-022 Need for a standardized shift durations for emergency response operations. 

LE-023 Need to acquire an AVL system to track patrol fleet. 

LE-024 Develop a mutual-aid plan early. 

LE-025 Keep complete records when other agencies request law enforcement support. 

LE-026 Determine an appropriate location for the public to visit and feel part of the 

incident response. 

LE-027 Train supervisors to recognize the early signs of fatigue and act quickly to 

provide relief. 

LE-028 Help the media find good stories that exemplify the work of all parties engaged 

in the response. 

LE-029 Non-sworn employees and personnel from supporting agencies should be 

included in briefings or tours of incident site. 

LE-030 Requests for continuing public recognition should be referred to the 

appropriate local government official. 

LE-031 Develop a system to inform entry point security officers about schedules for 

anticipated deliveries. 

LE-032 Establish safeguards such as safe speed limits. 

LE-033 Senior leaders need to protect and rehabilitate themselves as well as those 

entrusted to their care. 

LE-034 Establish a citizen’s ―hotline‖ to receive and coordinate offers to donate goods 

and services. 

LE-035 Workspace should be provided for the ACSO consistent with responsibilities 

included in the CEMP. 

LE-036 Review standard PPE and upgrade it to meet requirements in the CEMP. 

LE-037 Evacuation drills should be conducted monthly and mandatory for all Pentagon 

occupants. 

LE-038 Review weapons policy for armed DPS officers. 

LE-039 DPS should conduct regular tabletop exercises. 

LE-040 A regular orientation or videotape describing the ICS and how it functions 
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should be made available to the Pentagon and other DoD sites. 

LE-041 DPS should consider expedient alternatives to disseminate emergency inform 

during the Pentagon renovation. 

LE-042 DPS should procure bullhorns or other portable PA devices. 

LE-043 Backup communications system and relocating the DPS Communications 

Center staff should be tested regularly. 

LE-044 Cellular telephones should be assigned to specific positions and passed along 

so there is only one telephone directory. 

LE-045 All DPS personnel should have access to portable radios. 

LE-046 Need to evaluate the disposition of its officers throughout the 2-week incident 

and crime scene organization. 

LE-047 Negotiate standby contract with one or more private security firms. 

LE-048 DPS should consider establishing a reserve force. 

LE-049 Non-traditional duties performed by the DPS need to be recorded and 

incorporated into plans for possible WMD events. 

LE-050 DPS should meet with Pentagon custodians of classified materials and review 

requirements for marking classified material storage containers. 

LE-051 Need to plan for a classified materials collection point in advance. 

LE-052 Procedures established by the JOC for retrieving items from damaged areas 

need to be documented and promulgated in operations plans. 

LE-053 DPS personnel should receive regular orientations on CISM resources. 

LE-054 DPS should continue regular tabletop exercises. 

LE-055 FBI helicopters should be assigned to the WFO. 

LE-056 WFO should review current staffing levels. 

LE-057 FBI WFO should engage all its senior leadership in joint terrorist response 

exercises. 

LE-058 WFO should evaluate the computing and communications capabilities and 

staffing levels of the Command Center to insure it can support multiple 

simultaneous events. 

LE-059 WFO should consider expanding the NCRS fire and rescue liaison functions. 

LE-060 WFO should continue to participate in and even plan major terrorist training 

exercises involving Washington Metropolitan Area response community. 
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 (Developed by Arlington OEM, 2006 from (Titan 2002) 

  

LE-061 During the response to a terrorist event, the FBI must maintain a continuous 

command-level physical presence with the Incident Commander. 

LE-062 FBI should survey government sites through the Washington Metropolitan area 

to identify facilities suitable to serve as a JOC. 

LE-063 If a JOC is established, a JIC should also be activated. 

LE-064 Designate in advance all levels of government JOC representatives and train 

accordingly. 

LE-065 WFO should plan ways to augment its senior leadership to effectively manage 

multiple simultaneous events. 

LE-066 FBI needs to assess the realistic span of control and possibly adjust the number 

of senior leaders at large field offices. 

LE-067 FBI WBO should initiate a program to train and exercise with area US&R 

teams and fire and rescue TRTs. 

LE-068 WFO should host a roundtable discussion about the Pentagon response 

involving all participating law enforcement agencies. 

LE-069 Develop efficient badging system to readily implement on incident site. 

LE-070 In future WMD incidents, transfer of logistics and other support functions 

should be planned early and carefully executed. 

LE-071 WFO’s liaison program should reach out to MDW and DPS. 

LE-072 Plans need to recognize CISM capabilities.  

LE-073 All senior government officials’ visits to sensitive facilities must be carefully 

controlled. 

LE-074 FBI WFO should conduct discussions on levels of protection recommended 

under different circumstances with the EPA, OSHA, HHS, fire and other 

appropriate parties. 
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Appendix D: Comprehensive Listing on NCR UASI Agencies 

 

NETWORKED PLAYERS IN THE NCR 
 

(The following is a partial list of the agencies involved in the NCR UASI Homeland 

Security Network) 

 

LOCAL 

1. Arlington OEM 

a. Arlington EOC 

2. Arlington ECC 

3. Arlington PD 

4. Arlington Sheriff 

5. Arlington Fire 

6. Arlington Human Services 

7. Arlington Public Health 

8. Arlington County Manager‘s Office 

9. Arlington Public Schools 

10. Arlington County Board 

11. Arlington Technology Services 

12. Arlington Management and Budget 

13. Arlington Human Resources 

14. Arlington Environmental Services 

15. Arlington Parks and Recreation and Cultural Resources 

16. Virginia Hospital Center 

 

17. Fairfax OEM 

a. Fairfax EOC 

18. Fairfax ECC 

19. Fairfax PD 

20. Fairfax Sheriff 

21. Fairfax Fire 

22. Fairfax Human Services 

23. Fairfax Public Health 

24. Fairfax County Manager‘s Office 

25. Fairfax Public Schools 

26. Fairfax County Board 

27. Fairfax Technology Services 

28. Fairfax Management and Budget 

29. Fairfax Human Resources 

30. Fairfax Public Works 

31. Fairfax Parks and Recreation and Cultural Resources 

32. INOVA Hospital System 

a. Northern Virginia Hospital Control Point 

33. HCA Hospitals 
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34. Alexandria OEM 

a. Alexandria EOC 

35. Alexandria PSAP and Police Dispatch 

36. Alexandria Fire Dispatch 

37. Alexandria PD 

38. Alexandria Sheriff 

39. Alexandria Fire 

40. Alexandria Human Services 

41. Alexandria Public Health 

42. Alexandria County Manager‘s Office 

43. Alexandria Public Schools 

44. Alexandria County Board 

45. Alexandria Technology Services 

46. Alexandria Management and Budget 

47. Alexandria Human Resources 

48. Alexandria Environmental Services 

49. Alexandria Parks and Recreation and Cultural Resources 

 

50. Loudoun OEM 

a. Loudoun EOC 

51. Loudoun PSAP and Fire/EMS Dispatch 

52. Loudoun Sheriff Dispatch 

53. Loudoun Sheriff 

54. Loudoun Fire and Rescue 

55. Loudoun Human Services 

56. Loudoun Public Health 

57. Loudoun County Manager‘s Office 

58. Loudoun Public Schools 

59. Loudoun County Board 

60. Loudoun Technology Services 

61. Loudoun Management and Budget 

62. Loudoun Human Resources 

63. Loudoun Environmental Services 

64. Loudoun Parks and Recreation and Cultural Resources 

 

65. Prince William OEM 

a. Prince William EOC 

66. Prince William ECC 

67. Prince William PD 

68. Prince William Sheriff 

69. Prince William Fire 

70. Prince William Human Services 

71. Prince William Public Health 

72. Prince William County Manager‘s Office 
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73. Prince William Public Schools 

74. Prince William County Board 

75. Prince William Technology Services 

76. Prince William Management and Budget 

77. Prince William Human Resources 

78. Prince William Environmental Services 

79. Prince William Parks and Recreation and Cultural Resources 

 

80. Montgomery Maryland OEM 

a. Montgomery EOC 

81. Montgomery Maryland ECC 

82. Montgomery Maryland PD 

83. Montgomery Maryland Sheriff 

84. Montgomery Maryland Fire 

85. Montgomery Maryland Human Services 

86. Montgomery Maryland Public Health 

87. Montgomery Maryland County Manager‘s Office 

88. Montgomery Maryland Public Schools 

89. Montgomery Maryland County Board 

90. Montgomery Maryland Technology Services 

91. Montgomery Maryland Management and Budget 

92. Montgomery Maryland Human Resources 

93. Montgomery Maryland Environmental Services 

94. Montgomery Maryland Parks and Recreation and Cultural Resources 

 

95. Prince Georges Maryland OEM 

a. Prince Georges EOC 

96. Prince Georges Maryland ECC 

97. Prince Georges Maryland PD 

98. Prince Georges Maryland Sheriff 

99. Prince Georges Maryland Fire 

100. Prince Georges Maryland Human Services 

101. Prince Georges Maryland Public Health 

102. Prince Georges Maryland County Manager‘s Office 

103. Prince Georges Maryland Public Schools 

104. Prince Georges Maryland County Board 

105. Prince Georges Maryland Technology Services 

106. Prince Georges Maryland Management and Budget 

107. Prince Georges Maryland Human Resources 

108. Prince Georges Maryland Environmental Services 

109. Prince Georges Maryland Parks and Recreation and Cultural Resources 

 

110. STATE/LOCAL 

 

111. Washington D.C. HSEMA 
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a. Washington D.C. EOC 

112. Washington D.C. ECC 

113. Washington D.C. PD 

114. Washington D.C. Fire and Rescue 

115. Washington D.C. Human Services 

116. Washington D.C. Public Health 

117. Washington D.C. County Manager‘s Office 

118. Washington D.C. Public Schools 

119. Washington D.C. County Board 

120. Washington D.C. Technology Services 

121. Washington D.C. Management and Budget 

122. Washington D.C. Human Resources 

123. Washington D.C. Environmental Services 

124. Washington D.C. Parks and Recreation and Cultural Resources 

 

125. REGIONAL 

126. Northern Virginia Regional Planning Commission 

a. Functional Group Committees 

127. Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (COG)  

a. Functional Group Committees and sub-committees 

128. Northern Virginia Hospital Alliance 

129. Non-Profit Roundtable 

130. Board of Trade 

131. Dominion Power 

a. Dominion Power Northern Virginia Control Center 

132. PEPCO 

133. Washington Gas 

134. WMATA 

a. WMATA ECC  

b. WMATA EOC 

c. Metro Police 

135. MWAA  

a. MWAA ECC 

b. MWAA Fire and Rescue 

c. MWAA Police 

d. CDC Quarantine and Health Inspections 

 

136. STATE 

137. Virginia Emergency Management 

a. Virginia EOC 

b. Regional Coordinators 

c. Hazardous Material Specialists  

138. Virginia State Police 

a. Virginia Fusion Center 

b. Air Wing 
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c. Troopers 

d. EOD assets 

139. Virginia Transportation 

140. Virginia Office of Commonwealth Preparedness 

141. Virginia Health 

a. Virginia Bio-Watch 

142. Virginia Governor‘s Office 

143. Virginia Attorney General 

144. Virginia Legislature 

145. Virginia Environmental Protection 

146. Virginia National Guard 

147. Virginia Fire Programs 

 

148. Maryland Emergency Management 

a. Maryland EOC 

149. Maryland State Police 

a. Maryland Fusion Center 

150. Maryland Transportation 

151. Maryland Office of Commonwealth Preparedness 

152. Maryland Health 

a. Maryland Bio-Watch 

153. Maryland Governor‘s Office 

154. Maryland Attorney General 

155. Maryland Legislature 

156. Maryland Environmental Protection 
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Appendix E: NCR UASI Project Concept Form 

 

Project Concept 
FY 2008 Homeland Security Grant Program 

Project Information  

Project Title NCR Bomb Squads 

Enhancements Project Cost 
Estimate 

$12,252,000.00 

Sponsoring ESF or RPWG  ESF 4 

Subgrant Period of Performance  7/1/2008-6/30/2011 
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1. Project Summary 
 

 

Summarize your project in a few sentences for each category: 
 

Risk 
(the problem or threat you're addressing): 

The local bomb squads that serve as the first responders 
to incidents involving Improvised Explosive devices do 
not have adequate resources to obtain: CBRNE (bomb) 
response vehicles, advanced CBRNE equipment, 
advanced training and an adequate means of disposing 
CBRNE items. Several of the NCR bomb squads have 
deficiencies that affect the safety of the public, 
emergency responders and the bomb technicians. NCR 
Bomb Squad commanders do not have security 
clearances. Security clearances are necessary because 
of the enormous amount of technical and classified 
information associated with the lED threat. 

Current capabilities. 
(current capability to meet risk): 

Currently, all NCR area bomb squads have a high level of 
interoperability. Currently more than half of the NCR 
bomb squads are in need of an adequate bomb response 
vehicle.  There is a need for small reconnaissance 
robotics that will also serve for CBRNE detection. 
Currently less than 4% of the NCR bomb technicians 
have received advanced IED training. All first responders 
and private sector entities are in need a of !ED training. 
NCR bomb squads lack the ability to communicate with 
bomb technicians while operating in PPE. NCR bomb 
squads have no adequate demolition or training range. 

Approach 
(how you'll accomplish the initiative): 

In 2007 the Department of Homeland Security -- Office of  
Bombing Prevention (DHS-OBP) conducted a Unit Level 
Capability Analysis of the NCR bomb squads and 
identified capability gaps with each unit.  Metrotech has 
incorporated some of the common gaps with the 2008 
initiative.  NCR Bomb Squads that demonstrate need for 
apparatus, training and equipment will receive the 
needed items. The needs will be based on a capability 
study that was performed by Metrotech utilizing the NCR 
standard. Equipment currently in the inventory and 
received from previous grants will be placed on 
apparatus. Advanced training will be delivered through 
workshops by approved third party contract these 
workshops are currently under development and should 
be available when funding is approved. Planning will 
begin on solving the demolition/training range issues. 

Goals & Impact                              
(outcomes indicating a successful project): 

Completion of project would close some of the gaps 

identified by the DHS-OBP gap analysis specifically 

addressing and as identified by Metrotech: 

Primary and secondary CBRNE (bomb) response 
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vehicles 
Small robotic platforms 
Wireless digital upgrades to existing robots 
Advanced bomb technician training 
Awareness/recognition training for first responders and 
private sector. 
Bomb Suit Communications 
Diagnostic equipment enhancement — x-ray 
Portable 1.4 explosive destruct units 
Study/planning — regional training and demolition range 

 

2.1. Risk and Current Capability 
 

2.1 Risk and Current Capability 

In a few paragraphs, tell us about the current risk (i.e., threat, vulnerability, 

consequence) to which you are responding. We want to understand what threat you're 

addressing. 

 

Recent attacks worldwide and intelligence sources indicate that the there is a high 

probability of a terrorist attack on US soil that will involve Improvised Explosive 

Device(s) (IEDs), 80% of all terrorist attacks involve IEDs.  IEDs are the weapon of 

choice for most terrorist groups. The NCR bomb squads have identified critical 

deficiencies: response vehicles, robotics, communications, training, planning and 

demolition related issues. These issues challenge the NCR to provide an adequate 

response to CBRNE related incidents. 

 

In. 2007 the Department of Homeland Security — Office of Bombing Prevention (DHS-

OBP) conducted a Unit Level Capability Analysis of the NCR bomb squads and 

identified capability gaps with each unit. Metrotech has identified gaps that are common 

to the majority of the NCR bomb squads and incorporated some of the common gaps 

with the 2008 initiative. To assess the NCR's needs, Metrotech conducted a capabilities 

survey focusing on the common deficiencies within the NCR. In response to the survey 

results, Metrotech commanders formulated a multi-year approach to identify/correct 

weaknesses in equipment and training, build interoperability and formulate standards. 

The NCR standards are based on: DHS-OBP capability analysis, FEMA resource 

typing, target capabilities and Universal Task List, National Guidelines for Bomb 

Technicians and the National Strategic Plan for US Bomb Squads and overall needs 

particular to the NCR. 
 

In a few paragraphs, tell us about your current capabilities to address this risk. 
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Currently, all NCR area bomb squads have a high level of interoperability by 

participating in information exchange, joint training and mutual aid on a regular and 

routine basis. All NCR civilian bomb technicians take the same basic training together 

on the same equipment. 

Currently more than half of the NCR bomb squads are in need of an adequate bomb 

response vehicle. Many of the current vehicles in use are older and unique mixed type 

units that were retired from another discipline(retired ambulances, rescue squads etc...) 

and retrofitted to house some of the equipment needed for a response. There was no 

common capability standard. Metrotech has developed a common core capability 

standard to address this issue. 

There is a need for small reconnaissance robotics that will also serve for CBRNE 

detection. These smaller robots can serve for down range operations that include 

surveillance, monitoring, range operations and render safe. The current robotic 

platforms are not adequate for accessing items in a confined area such as: aircraft, buses, 

rail and other confined spaces. Several of the existing robotic platforms are in need of an 

upgrade to a digital wireless system that allows for a more expedient and precision 

deployment. Current platforms are not adequate with wireless radio controlled functions 

in hardened or large buildings and facilities. 

Both the small robotic platforms and the digital radio controlled upgrades can and will 

benefit and assist other response disciplines such police special weapons and tactics 

(SWAT) and Hazardous r Materials Teams (HAZMAT). 

Currently less than 4% of the NCR bomb technicians have received advanced IED 

electronics and disablement training. This results in bomb technicians having: poor 

threat assessment skills, limited awareness of current world wide IEDs and terrorist 

tactics, limited hand entry skills, limited IED electronics skills, limited ability to assist 

SWAT and HAZMAT teams, and may ultimately lead to lead to lack of communication, 

coordination and control at the scene of a major bombing incident. All first responders 

and private sector entities are in need of IED awareness and response training. Joint 

multidisciplinary training integrating the NCR bomb squads with other disciplines is 

necessary. 

 

Currently 75% of the NCR bomb squads have no communications with bomb 

technicians while the technician operates in personal protection equipment (bomb suits), 

a need exists to provide communication between the operators and bomb squad 

command. The current radio equipment in use cannot be utilized while operating within 

proximity to suspected IEDs.  The specialized communication equipment requested is 

designed to overcome this issue. 

Currently there is no adequate means of disposing of 1.4 dot class explosives and 
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ammunition. NCR bomb squads receive and remove from the public thousands of 

pounds of these items each year and have no mechanism for destroying these items. 

NCR Bomb Squads are forced to expend costly man-hours and travel to destroy these 

items and place bomb technicians in potentially dangerous unsafe situations. 

Currently there is no adequate locally owned facility (range) for the 

destruction/demolition of CBRNE 
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related items IEDs and for training. A need exists for the acquisition of demolition 

equipment and planning for a future regional demolition/training facility that can be 

used for emergency support functions. 

 

2.2 Goals and Impact 

Next, describe your project goals and the outcomes for each in the table below. We've 

added an example; please delete it before you add yours. 

Table 1. Goals and Impact (add rows as necessary) 

Goal ` Impact. 

Command and coordinate national incident 

management and national response plans. 

Implement National Incident Management 

System and National Response Plan 

Homeland Security Presidential Directive 7 
(HSPD- 7) and Homeland Security Presidential 
Directive 19 (HSPD-19). 

This initiative will help the NCR comply with 
these directives.  

Strengthen protection and response to 

Improvised explosive device (IED) incidents 

Obtain, distribute and place in service bomb 
response vehicles. 

Obtain. Distribute and place in full service 
CBRNE enhanced/advanced detection, 
mitigation and response equipment. 

Obtain, distribute and place in service 
personal protective equipment and 
communications systems. 

Obtain, distribute and place in service 
small size robotic platforms and digital 
radio controls to existing platforms. 

Meet the following training objectives: 
IED threat assessment, vehicle borne 
IED operations, IED electronics, bomb 
squad/SWAT interoperability, terrorist 
tactics, IED hand entry, vehicle clearing, 
command and control, weapon systems 
and major incident operations. 

Begin planning for regional 
demolition/training facility that can be 
used for all ESFs. 
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Strengthen IED attack deterrence and 
prevention 

Provide advanced training to NCR Bomb 
technicians. 

Provide IED awareness training to first 
responders. 

Provide IED awareness and evacuation 
training to private sector. 

Provide for a means of disposing of 1.4 dot 
class explosives and ammunition. 

NCR Strategic Initiatives 

For each strategic initiative that your project supports, describe how it helps achieve the initiative. 

Table 2.  NCR Strategic Initiatives (add rows as necessary) 

Strategic initiative Description 

2.1.2 Develop and sustain multi-year education 
campaigns to provide all the public with 
preparedness information 

This initiative will begin a process of providing IED 
I awareness and recognition training to private 
sector entities and groups. 

3.1.2 Develop a synchronized and integrated 
training and exercise framework, with appropriate 
common standards. 

This initiative will provide bomb technicians with 
advanced training that will be recognized and 
approved by certifying agencies.  This initiative will 
also provide training and benefit to other 
emergency support functions (ESF). 

3.1.4 Develop a community wide campaign, 
focused primarily of prevention and deterrence 

This initiative begin will a process of providing IED 
awareness and recognition training to private 
sector entities and groups 

4.3.3 Establish and implement regional, 
interdisciplinary standards for equipment 
interoperability 

Currently NCR Bomb Squads are trained on the 
same or very similar equipment. This grant will 
begin to ensure that all the squads receive similar 
equipment so that in the event of a regional or 
local incident, NCR Bomb Squads can easily and 
safely provide assistance to each other, thus 
enhancing the efforts of Metrotech.  Metrotech has 
developed bomb response standards and utilized 
the DHS- OBP gap analysis to identify needs. 
_ 

 

DHS Target Capabilities 

For each target capability that your project supports, describe how it helps achieve the capability. 

You can find the Target Capabilities List at: https:/www.llis.dhs.gov/displayContent?contentID-

26724. 
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Table 3. DHS Target Capabilities (add rows as necessary) 

Target Capability Description 

Explosive Device Response Operations Equips NCR bomb squads with adequate 
response vehicles and enhancements to 
CBRNE detection, mitigation and response 
equipment 

Res.B2c 1.1 Develop, distribute, and 
maintain National Guidelines for Bomb 
Technicians 

The initiative is in line with the requirements 
of the National Guidelines for bomb 
technicians. The NCR/Metrotech standards 
are derived from the national guidelines. 
Metrotech has developed bomb response 
standards utilizing the DHS-OBP gap 
analysis to identify needs. 

Res.B2c 1.2 

Develop effective procedures and programs 
including standardized training to counter 
terrorist events, employing weapons of mass 
destruction (WMD), suicide bombers, 
Vehicle Borne  

Improvised Explosive Devices (VBIED), and 
Radio Controlled Improvised Explosive 
Devices (RCIED)  

Res.B2c 2.1.4 Design, develop and deliver 
specialized training for public safety bomb 
squads and bomb technicians in cooperation 
with FBI Hazardous Devices School(HDS) 

Res.B2c 2.2.1 Validate effectiveness of 
plans, procedures, and programs through 
realistic practical exercises 

The initiative will provide advanced training 
to NCR bomb Squads and provide for 
integrated training with other emergency 
response disciplines. 

Res.B2c 1.4 Develop and maintain 
programs to measure gaps in explosive 
device response capability explosive device 
response capability 

 

Metrotech, at least annually, compares and 
measures IED response capabilities among 
its members utilizing national guidelines and 
current technology. Metrotech has 
developed bomb response standards and 
utilized the DHS-OBP gap analysis to 
identify needs.  

Res.B2C 1.5 Develop and maintain 
programs to share explosive device 
response information, effective practices, 
and lessons learned 

Res.B2c 2.1.6 Train public safety personnel 
to recognize explosive hazards, device 
components and precursors and take 
appropriate action to maintain public safety 

The initiative will provide emergency 
responders and private sector entities with 
IED awareness and recognition training. 
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Res.B2c 2. 1.8 Train public safety personnel 
and private sector security to effectively 
operate during explosive device incidents 

Res.B2c 2.3 Provide bomb threat 
awareness training and information to 
general public and private sector 

Res.B2c 3.1 Establish onsite command, 
control, communications, and intelligence 
(C3I) operations for explosive device 
response operations. 

The initiative will provide direct 
communication with IED operators to 
command in an effort to provide constant 
situational analysis 

Res.B2c 4.4.1 Assemble properly equipped 
bomb squad team at designated location 

Res.B2c 6.3 Conduct improvised explosives 
device (IED) onsite response 

The initiative will provide response vehicles 
capable of transporting the required 
equipment to IED incident scenes. 

Provide IED awareness and evacuation 
training to private sector. 

Provide for a means of disposing of 1.4 dot 
class explosives and ammunition. 

Res.B2c 5.3 Conduct improvised explosive 
device threat analysis 

Res.B2c 5.3.1 Determine appropriate 
operational procedures based on 
reconnaissance and initial assessments 

The initiative will provide advanced 
reconnaissance platforms and capabilities. 

Res.B2c 6 Render device safe 

Res.B2c 6.5 Identify appropriate off-site 
location if off-site render safe operations are 
necessary 

Res.B2c 6.5.1 Prepare device to be 
transported to secondary location if off-site 
render safe operations are necessary 

Res.B2c 7.3 Conduct off-site render safe 
and/or emergency destruction of 
device/explosive 

The initiative will provide enhancements to 
current render safe capabilities. Provide for 
a planning process to ensure adequate off-
site render safe and training facilities are 
obtained in the future. 

This future facility will benefit all ESFs and 
will be used to provide training for and with 
all ESFs. 
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3. Approach 
Tell us in detail how you'll accomplish the project. 

3.1. Deliverables 

List the project deliverables and the estimated cost. (prioritized) 

 Table 4. Deliverables (add rows as necessary) 

Deliverable Estimated Cost 

Primary CBRNE (bomb) response vehicles 2,500,000.00 

Small robotic platform 800,000.00 

Wireless digital upgrades to existing robots 25,000.00 

Bomb Technician advanced electronic training (48 
students) 

170,000.00 

Bomb Technician advanced operations training 1,022,000.00 

Bombing Prevention for First Responders (2000 
students) 

3,040,000.00 

IED Awareness for Law Enforcement (2000 students) 3,040,000.00 

NCR Joint training exercises SWAT/HAZ MAT 50,000.00 

Private Sector Counterterrorism Awareness = 
Workshop (2000 students) 

500,000.00 

 

 
 

Deliverable Estimated Cost 

Secondary response vehicle 600,000.00 

Bomb Suit Communications 84,000.00 

Diagnostic equipment enhancement — x-ray 96,000.00 

Portable 1.4 explosive destruct units 225,000.00 

Study/planning — regional training and demolition 
range 

100,000.00 
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3.2. Funding Plan 

Table 5.  Total Estimated Cost 

Solution Area Amount 

Planning 100,000.00 

Organization  

Equipment 4,330,000.00 
Training 7,772,000.00 

Exercises 50,000.00 

Total 12,252,000.00 

 

3.3. Maintenance 

This section addresses maintenance of the equipment once it goes into operation. Enter in Table 6 

the cost to maintain the equipment for each of three years after you put it into operation. This 

does not include maintenance for requested response vehicles. 

Table 6. Maintenance Costs 
 
Year Amount ($) 

1 40,000.00 

2 40,000.00 

3 
40,000.00 

Total 120,000.00 
 

4.  Project Challenges 
Possibly the most challenging (and most neglected) portion of the project management plan is the 

risk plan. When you anticipate the risks, you'll more likely avoid them or minimize their effect. 

Complete Table 7, indicating the effect of the risk (i.e., project quality, budget, completion) and 

the likelihood the risk will occur. 
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Include a discussion on procurement delays, a common problem in meeting the project timeline. 

 
Table 7. Project Risks (add rows as needed) 

 

Risk Title 

Q
u

a
li

ty
 

B
u

d
g

e
t 

T
im

e
 

L
ik

e
li
h

o
o

d
 

(H
, 

M
, 

L
) 

Mitigation Steps 

Procurement delays X X X M Identify sole source procedures and 
develop a timeline for approvals. 

Local procurement process X X X M Identify all affected parties and 
conduct planning/update meetings. 

Sole Source Request X  X L Identify sole source procedures and 
personnel involved. 

Inflation X X  M Attempt to expedite the process and 
lock in quotes. 

Military Orders X  X L Contact vendors and attempt to 
calculate equipment availability. 

Student scheduling X  X M Chief level mandate and support for 
training. 

Executive support X  X L Ensure adequate personnel are 
assigned to manage the grant.  

PROJECT RISK DEFINITIONS 

Quality. The risk may reduce the quality of the project deliverables (e.g., subject matter 

experts unavailable; network capacity inadequate to share video stream). 

Budget. The risk may result in budget overruns. 

Timeline. The unavailability of resources or delays in completing a task delay completion of 

the entire project. 

Likelihood. Identify the likelihood that this risk will occur: High, medium or low. 



 

 

Appendix F: COG Attendance Spreadsheet 

 

                COG Fire Chief's Committee Meeting 

Attendance 2008 
          

                

                

Jurisdiction 

17-

Jan

-08 

21-

Feb-

08 

17-

Apr-

08 

15-

May-

08 

17-

Jun-

08 

17-

Jul-08 

21-

Aug-08 

18-

Sep-

08 

16-

Oct-

08 

6-

Nov-

08 

18-

Dec-

09 

Attend

ance 
Attendanc
e % 

 Arlington x x   x x x x x x x x 10 91% 
  Alexandria   x x x si x si x x   x 9 82% 
  Fairfax City x     x x x x x   x x 8 73% 
  DC x x     si x si     si x 7 64% 
  Fairfax x si x x si   x si x x x 10 91% 
  Loudoun x x x x x x x x x x   10 91% 
  Manassas x x x       x x   x x 7 64% 
  Manassas 

Park x       x x   x   x x 6 55% 
  Montgomery si x x x x x x   x x   9 82% 
  MWAA x x x         si x x   6 55% 
  Prince 

George's x x x   si   x si x x x 9 82% 
  Prince 

William x x x x x x x x x x x 11 100% 
  FBI Liaison   si     x       x     3 27% 
  Frederick 

MD                       0 0% 
  



 

 

Naval District                       0 0% 
  Senior Ops 

Prev x                     1 9% 
  Chaplains x x x   x x   x     x 7 64% 
  Life Safety   x x x   x           4 36% 
  Passenger 

Rail x                     1 9% 
  Communicati

ons             x         1 9% 
  Technology                       0 0% 
  Haz Mat                       0 0% 
  Training x                     1 9% 
  Logistics x         x           2 18% 
  Tech Rescue x x       x           3 27% 
  EMS x                     1 9% 
  Health and 

Safety             x         1 9% 
  Investigation                       0 0% 
  Bomb Squads   x                   1 9% 
  Building 

Codes                       0 0% 
  

                Total 

Attendance 19 17 10 15 15 14 13 12 11 13 11 
    % of total 58% 52% 30% 45% 45% 42% 39% 36% 33% 39% 33% 
    

                Core 

Attendance 11 10 8 7 10 8 10 10 8 11 9 
    % of Core 92% 83% 67% 58% 83% 67% 83% 83% 67% 92% 75% 
    



 

 

Appendix G: Strength of Working Relationships Results 

FY 2008 UASI Involvement Process Survey 

Strength of Relationships Listed below are agencies involved in the UASI funding cycle for FY 2008.  Please indicate 

the strength of your agencies working relationship with each of the agencies. 

Answer Options 
Very 

Strong 
Strong Neutral Weak 

Very 

Weak 

Not 

Applicable 

Response 

Count 

Arlington County, VA 8 3 0 0 0 1 12 

City of Alexandria, VA 8 2 1 0 0 1 12 

Fairfax County, VA 7 3 1 0 0 1 12 

Prince William County, VA 4 5 1 1 0 1 12 

Loudoun County, VA 5 5 1 0 0 1 12 

City of Manassas, VA 4 2 3 0 0 3 12 

City of Manassas Park, VA 4 2 3 0 0 3 12 

City of Fairfax, VA 7 4 0 0 0 1 12 

Washington, D.C. 4 2 4 0 1 1 12 

Prince George's County, MD 2 2 5 1 1 1 12 

Montgomery County, MD 5 2 4 0 0 1 12 

Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority 1 8 2 0 0 1 12 

Council of Government (COG) Staff 3 5 4 0 0 0 12 

DC State Administrative Agency 1 2 3 5 0 1 12 

VA State Administrative Agency 2 6 3 0 0 1 12 

MD State Administrative Agency 3 1 0 5 0 3 12 

FBI Liaison 3 4 3 0 1 1 12 

Senior Policy Group 2 4 5 1 0 0 12 

Chief Administrative Officers 5 4 2 1 0 0 12 

Police Chiefs 4 4 3 1 0 0 12 

Emergency Managers 5 5 2 0 0 0 12 



 

 

Public Health Officers 3 7 2 0 0 0 12 

Public Information Officers 2 5 3 2 0 0 12 
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Arlington 0 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 52 4.33 

Alexandria 5 0 4 5 3 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 51 4.25 

Fairfax 5 4 0 5 4 5 4 5 5 3 5 5 50 4.17 

Prince William 4 4 4 0 4 5 4 5 5 3 5 2 45 3.75 

Loudoun 4 4 4 5 0 4 4 5 5 3 5 5 48 4.00 

Manassas 5 3 3 5 3 0 4 5 0 0 5 4 37 3.08 

Manassas Park 4 3 3 5 3 5 0 5 0 0 5 4 37 3.08 

Fairfax City 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 0 4 4 5 5 51 4.25 

Washington DC 5 3 3 5 3 4 1 3 0 5 5 4 41 3.42 

Prince George's 4 3 3 4 3 3 1 3 5 0 5 2 36 3.00 

Montgomery 5 3 5 5 4 3 4 3 5 5 0 3 45 3.75 

MWAA 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 5 4 3 4 0 43 3.58 

COG 4 3 4 5 4 4 4 3 5 3 4 3 46 3.83 

DC SAA 3 2 3 4 2 0 2 2 5 3 3 2 31 2.58 

VA SAA 4 3 4 4 4 4 5 3 5 0 3 3 42 3.50 

MD SAA 0 2 2 4 2 0 0 2 5 5 4 2 28 2.33 

FBI Liaison 5 1 3 4 4 5 0 4 5 3 3 4 41 3.42 

SPG 4 2 4 4 3 4 3 3 5 3 4 3 42 3.50 

CAOs 4 2 5 5 4 5 3 5 5 3 4 4 49 4.08 



 

 

Police Chiefs 4 2 4 5 3 5 3 5 5 3 4 4 47 3.92 

Emergency Managers 4 3 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 3 3 4 50 4.17 

Public Health Officials 4 3 4 5 3 4 4 5 4 5 3 4 48 4.00 

Public Information Officers 2 2 3 5 3 4 3 5 4 4 3 4 42 3.50 
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Arlington 0 20 20 20 16 20 16 20 20 16 20 20 208 17.33 18.91 

Alexandria 20 0 16 20 12 20 16 20 20 20 20 20 204 17.00 18.55 

Fairfax 20 16 0 20 16 20 16 20 20 12 20 20 200 16.67 18.18 

Prince William 16 16 16 0 16 20 16 20 20 12 20 8 180 15.00 16.36 

Loudoun 16 16 16 20 0 16 16 20 20 12 20 20 192 16.00 17.45 

Manassas 20 12 12 20 12 0 16 20 0 0 20 16 148 12.33 13.45 

Manassas Park 16 12 12 20 12 20 0 20 0 0 20 16 148 12.33 13.45 

Fairfax City 20 16 20 20 16 20 20 0 16 16 20 20 204 17.00 18.55 

Washington DC 20 12 12 20 12 16 4 12 0 20 20 16 164 13.67 14.91 

Prince George's 16 12 12 16 12 12 4 12 20 0 20 8 144 12.00 13.09 

Montgomery 20 12 20 20 16 12 16 12 20 20 0 12 180 15.00 16.36 

MWAA 16 16 16 16 12 16 16 20 16 12 16 0 172 14.33 15.64 

COG 16 12 16 20 16 16 16 12 20 12 20 12 188 15.67 

 DC SAA 12 8 12 16 8 0 8 8 20 12 15 8 127 10.58 

 VA SAA 16 12 16 16 16 16 20 12 20 0 15 12 171 14.25 

 MD SAA 0 8 8 16 8 0 0 8 20 20 20 8 116 9.67 

 FBI Liaison 20 4 12 16 16 20 0 16 20 12 15 16 167 13.92 

 



 

 

SPG 16 8 16 16 12 16 12 12 20 12 20 12 172 14.33 

 CAOs 16 8 20 20 16 16 12 20 20 12 20 16 196 16.33 

 Police Chiefs 16 8 16 20 12 20 12 20 20 12 20 16 192 16.00 

 Emergency Managers 16 12 16 20 16 20 20 20 20 12 15 16 203 16.92 

 Public Health Officials 16 12 16 20 12 16 16 20 16 20 15 16 195 16.25 

 Public Information Officers 8 8 12 20 12 16 12 20 16 16 15 16 171 14.25 

   



 

 

                Appendix H: Levels of Trust Results 

FY 2008 UASI Involvement Process Survey 
         Please rate the overall trust relationship with each agency.  For instance can you trust the other 

agency to keep its word, to perform in accordance with agreed upon procedures, and respond to 

your agencies needs.  Please identify the answer that best reflects your overall level of trust.  

The scale is: 1 = poor relationship (little trust), 2 = fair relationship (some trust), 3=good 

relationships (trust), 4=excellent relationships (high trust), and 5=not applicable (no 

relationship). 

         
Answer 

Options 

Poor 

Relationship 

(little trust) 

Fair 

Relationship 

(some trust) 

Good 

relationships 

(trust) 

Excellent 

relationships 

(high trust) 

Not 

Applicable 

(no 

relationship) 

         Arlington 0 0 1 10 1 

          Alexandria 0 0 3 8 1 

         Fairfax 

County 
0 0 2 9 1 

         Prince 

William  
0 1 4 6 1 

         Loudoun  0 0 3 7 2 

         Manassas 0 0 3 6 3 

         Manassas 

Park 
0 0 3 6 3 

         Fairfax City 0 0 1 10 1 

         Washington, 

D.C. 
1 2 3 5 1 

         Prince 

George's 
1 4 2 3 2 

         Montgomery 0 1 3 7 1 

         MWAA 0 0 4 6 2 

         COG 1 3 4 5 0 

         DC SAA 2 5 2 1 2 

         VA SAA 0 1 6 4 1 

         MD SAA 0 2 2 3 5 

         FBI Liaison 0 0 2 6 4 

         



 

 

SPG 0 2 6 3 1 

         CAOs 0 2 2 7 1 

         Police Chiefs 0 3 2 7 0 

         Emergency 

Managers 
0 0 4 7 1 

         Public Health 

Officers 
0 1 6 5 0 

         PIOs 0 2 5 5 0 
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Arlington 0 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 43 3.58  

Alexandria 4 0 3 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 41 3.42  

Fairfax 4 3 0 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 42 3.50  

Prince William 4 3 3 0 4 4 3 4 4 2 4 3 38 3.17  

Loudoun 4 3 3 4 0 4 3 4 4 0 4 4 37 3.08  

Manassas 4 3 3 4 3 0 4 4 4 0 4 4 37 3.08  

Manassas Park 4 3 3 4 3 4 0 4 0 0 4 4 33 2.75  

Fairfax City 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 0 0 4 4 4 38 3.17  

Washington DC 3 2 2 4 3 4 1 3 0 4 4 4 34 2.83  

Prince George's 3 2 2 4 2 0 1 3 0 0 4 2 23 1.92  

Montgomery 4 2 4 4 4 4 1 3 4 4 0 3 37 3.08  

MWAA 3 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 4 0 4 0 35 2.92  

COG 3 2 3 4 4 0 3 2 4 2 4 3 34 3.09  

DC SAA 2 2 1 3 2 0 1 2 4 2 3 0 22 2.00  



 

 

VA SAA 3 2 3 4 3 0 4 3 4 0 3 4 33 3.00  

MD SAA 0 2 3 3 0 0 0 2 4 4 4 0 22 2.00  

FBI Liaison 4 0 0 4 4 0 0 3 4 0 3 4 26 2.36  

SPG 4 2 3 3 3 0 2 3 4 0 4 3 31 2.82  

CAOs 4 2 4 4 4 0 2 4 4 0 4 3 35 3.18  

Police Chiefs 3 2 4 4 3 0 2 4 4 2 4 4 36 3.27  

Emergency Man 3 3 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 0 3 4 37 3.36  

Health Officials 3 2 4 4 3 0 3 4 4 4 3 3 37 3.36 
 PIOs 2 2 4 4 3 0 3 4 4 2 3 4 35 3.18 
 

                

  

Standardized 
             

 

Scale Scale 
             High Trust 4 20 
             Trust 3 15 
             Some Trust 2 10 
             Little Trust 1 5 
             N/A 0 0 
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Arlington 0 20 20 20 20 20 15 20 20 20 20 20 215 17.9 19.55 

Alexandria 20 0 15 20 15 20 15 20 20 20 20 20 205 17.1 18.64 

Fairfax 20 15 0 20 20 20 15 20 20 20 20 20 210 17.5 19.09 

Prince William 20 15 15 0 20 20 15 20 20 10 20 15 190 15.8 17.27 

Loudoun 20 15 15 20 0 20 15 20 20 0 20 20 185 15.4 16.82 

Manassas 20 15 15 20 15 0 20 20 20 0 20 20 185 15.4 16.82 

Manassas Park 20 15 15 20 15 20 0 20 0 0 20 20 165 13.8 15.00 

Fairfax City 20 15 15 20 20 20 20 0 0 20 20 20 190 15.8 17.27 

Washington DC 15 10 10 20 15 20 5 15 0 20 20 20 170 14.2 15.45 

Prince George's 15 10 10 20 10 0 5 15 0 0 20 10 115 9.6 10.45 

Montgomery 20 10 20 20 20 20 5 15 20 20 0 15 185 15.4 16.82 

MWAA 15 15 15 20 15 20 15 20 20 0 20 0 175 14.6 15.91 

COG 15 10 15 20 20 20 15 10 20 10 20 15 190 15.83 

 DC SAA 10 10 5 15 10 0 5 10 20 10 15 0 110 9.17 

 VA SAA 15 10 15 20 15 15 20 15 20 0 15 20 180 15.00 

 MD SAA 0 10 15 15 0 20 0 10 20 20 20 0 130 10.83 

 FBI Liaison 20 0 0 20 20 0 0 15 20 0 15 20 130 10.83 

 SPG 20 10 15 15 15 20 10 15 20 0 20 15 175 14.58 

 CAOs 20 10 20 20 20 20 10 20 20 0 20 15 195 16.25 

 Police Chiefs 15 10 20 20 15 20 10 20 20 10 20 20 200 16.67 

 



 

 

Emergency Man 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 0 15 20 205 17.08 

 Public Health  15 10 20 20 15 20 15 20 20 20 15 15 205 17.08 

 PIOs 10 10 20 20 15 20 15 20 20 10 15 20 195 16.25 

  


